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Abstract
The archaeological site FfNm-1 (South Branch House) is a late 1700s fur trade site
located on the South Saskatchewan River in Central Saskatchewan. Its construction is attributed
to the Hudson’s Bay Company fur trade post of the same name, dating to between 1786-1794.
Between the years of 2005 and 2014 the Saskatchewan Archaeological Society operated a series
of public field schools with the purpose of excavating this site and exposing the public to a
hands-on archaeological experience. The results of these field schools recovered over 24,000
artifacts and excavated 215 units.
The identity, corporate affiliation and occupation dates of the site were called into
question prior to the completion of the field schools. Today, after nearly a decade of field work
on this site has taken place, the large quantity of data offers an excellent opportunity to reevaluate what is known about FfNm-1.
The following thesis contributes to this re-evaluation through a functional analysis of the
site’s artifacts and GIS-based horizontal and vertical analyses of artifact distribution. Through
multiple lines of evidence these analyses successfully determined a range of occupation dates at
the site, as well as provided tentative corporate affiliations. It was further determined that while
more information is needed, the site is consistent with what would be expected at the Hudson’s
Bay Company’s South Branch House.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The archaeological site South Branch House (FfNm-1) was initially discovered in 1929
by Arthur Silver Morton. During the mid 2000s the Saskatchewan Archaeological Society (SAS)
began a field school program for the general public and local schools, which lasted until 2014.
During this time, the identity and occupation dates of FfNm-1 were called into question based on
the results from these field seasons.
In 2009 Michael Markowski conducted a historical review and artifact analysis of the
recoveries from the 2005, 2007 and 2008 field seasons and postulated that FfNm-1 was not the
Hudson’s Bay Company South Branch House I; rather, that the site was most likely the remains
of the Independent fur trade house operated by Peter Pangman and Nicholas Montour. Since
Markowski’s thesis, an additional seven field seasons were conducted at FfNm-1, including one
conducted in 2018. The additional excavations resulted in several thousand additional artifacts
and related information. This prompted an updated re-analysis of the collection.
This thesis project involves an analysis of FfNm-1’s artifact collection by functional
category as well as a spatial analysis of artifacts and features from the site. The objective of this
thesis is to determine if FfNm-1 represents a single post and occupation event or multiple
occupation events. Additionally, it seeks to determine if different areas of the site can be
distinguished from one another and if any activity areas can be revealed. Other objectives include
determining a date range for the occupation of FfNm-1, and to determine if corporate affiliation
can be revealed thorough the detailed artifact analysis.
1.1 Chapter Outline
This thesis contains a total of eight chapters and one appendix. Chapter 2 provides a brief
history of the Fur Trade in Canada including a history of the companies involved, the tactics
used, and events causing the expansion of the fur trade into the South Saskatchewan River
system. It will also provide a brief history of the A’aninin (Gros Ventre) up to their expulsion
1

from what is now Canada, as well as a summary of events after the destruction of the Hudson’s
Bay Company’s South Branch House.
Chapter 3 documents the history of work that has been conducted on FfNm-1 to date. This
includes an overview of archaeological sites within the site’s immediate vicinity, a history of the
excavations conducted by the SAS, a review of the EM-38 survey conducted on the site by
Stantec Consultants, and a discussion of Michael Markowski’s 2009 aster’s thesis on the site.
Chapter 4 reviews the methodologies used throughout this project. These include an
overview of the procedures used in the 2018 field season, a review of the methods used for the
artifact analysis including the use of database software and re-classifying artifacts into a new
system of functional categories. The use of a Geographic Information System (GIS) in displaying
artifact counts from existing databases onto choropleth maps is also discussed, as well as the
arbitrary division of the site into south, center and northern sections.
Chapter 5 provides an in-depth descriptive artifact analysis of all recovered artifacts from
the site, based upon individual assigned functional categories. Artifacts are also discussed in
relation to which section of the site they were recovered from. A summary is also provided
regarding the faunal and floral specimens recovered from each of the site’s sections.
Chapter 6 discusses how the artifacts and functional categories introduced in Chapter 5
are distributed both horizontally and vertically across each section of the site. All identified
features are also discussed, as well as the vertical and horizontal distributions of recovered faunal
and floral specimens.
Chapter 7 provides interpretation, discussion about the results of the artifact and spatial
distributions. This is done by the analysis of specific artifacts and artifact clusters presented in
Chapters 5 and 6 and presents a more detailed interpretation of the site, including occupation
dates, and corporate, and national affiliations.
Chapter 8 provides a summary and conclusion of this thesis. This includes a discussion of
the site’s identity, the various limiting factors that were encountered during the research, and a
short list of recommendations should excavations occur on FfNm-1 in the future.
Appendix A provides a list of all people who have worked and volunteered on the South
Branch House site through its 10 years of excavations.
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CHAPTER 2 – HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
A brief historical overview will provide the reader with the background history and
environmental context that resulted in the creation of Hudson’s Bay Company’s South Branch
House I, the events that led to its eventual destruction, and some of what occurred after the razing
of this post. A brief history of all involved companies is provided in order to better illustrate the
relationships and the trading strategies that were commonly employed at the time. Additionally, I
will briefly discuss the history of the English, French, and Montreal-based fur traders and provide
a brief background to the A’aninin (Gros Ventre), the Indigenous group that was implicated in
the fort’s destruction.
2.2 Brief History of the Fur Trade in Rupert’s Land
2.2.1 Historical Context
The fur trade in North America was fueled by the desires of Europeans to possess both
fashionable and functional items derived from the pelts of animals and animal products (Wutzke
2003). One of the most important pelts to this industry was that of the beaver, due to its soft
under layer of fur that is ideal for felting (Innis 1964:4). The Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC)
held the beaver pelt in such high regard that all trade goods were valued in relation to ‘Made
beaver’ or the prime winter beaver pelts acquired in good condition (Rich 1958: 77). Other
animals such as bear, martin, deer, bison, wolf, fox and others were also sought for their pelts
(Innis 1964:307).
By the 1600s France and Britain were in imperial competition in North America and were
in the process of establishing colonies for agricultural settlement but also were establishing trade
routes into the interior for the exchange of furs and pelts. The desire for these pelts formed the
foundation for the establishment of trade with the Indigenous peoples of North America.
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The demand for high quality furs and the wealth that accompanied their trade resulted in the
establishment of the Governor and Company of Adventurers of England Trading into Hudson
Bay (more commonly known as the HBC) by the English. This occurred in 1670 under a Royal
Charter. The charter granted the company a trade monopoly on all waterways within the Hudson
Bay watershed (Morton 1973:54-55; Williams 1970:7). This area of land was referred to as
Rupert’s Land (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Rupert’s Land and the location of select fur trade forts to 1775
The trade monopoly granted to the HBC by their charter was put under pressure by
French merchants originating out of New France. For nearly ninety years the French did not
recognise the monopoly granted to the English over Rupert’s Land and actively established fur
trade posts and commercial relationships with Indigenous groups within Rupert’s Land. Prior to
1663 the French were operating a trade monopoly under the Company of New France, which
existed between 1627 and 1663. This company with its charter and trade was replaced by
independent operators (Innis 1964:38-40). The period prior to 1713 was marked by intense
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frustration and competition for both nations and involved the military occupation of several fur
trade forts along the shores of James Bay and Hudson Bay (Klimko 1994:29).
It was not until the signing of the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 that the French recognised
English trade rights to the Bay. Even after the signing of this agreement the French did not agree
with the wording of the treaty or the boundaries that it encompassed. The British believed that the
treaty granted monopoly to all waters that flowed into the bay as decreed in their charter. The
French, on the other hand, interpreted it as meaning the narrow strip of land surrounding the bay
being occupied by English forts (Morton 1973:125). This disagreement on policy deepened the
intense competition and sometimes violent rivalry between the two nations on the North
American frontier (Morton 1973:126).
To facilitate trade with the Indigenous peoples, the HBC constructed a series of trade
posts along the southern coasts of Hudson Bay and James Bay at the mouths of major river
systems. Some of the earliest posts included Charles Fort, Fort Albany, and Moose Fort, all of
which were located at the southern shores of James Bay. Another early post established by the
HBC was York Fort (York Factory), which was built at the mouth of the Hayes River, on the
west side of Hudson Bay (Innis 1964:119-120; Morton 1973:94). Fort Albany and particularly
York Fort would become pivotal posts in the operations of the British fur trade at Hudson’s Bay
until the mid-1770s.
2.2.2 Tactics Over Time
All parties involved with the fur trade practiced different tactics or strategies to generate
trade and acquire pelts. The HBC strategy was to persuade Indigenous groups to travel to the fort
locations on the bay and engage in the trade of pelts for European manufactured goods. This
method differed from the French method of traveling inland and trading directly with the
Indigenous peoples and incentivising trade with the use of brandy or other spirits (Morton
1973:157-159).
Several Indigenous groups, notably the Cree and Ojibway, had been intimately involved
with the European fur trade since its inception. This was due predominantly to the geography of
their traditional territory which was rich in beaver and provided reliable access to the Bay. These
groups, because of their close association with the European merchants, were able to reliably
obtain guns and ammunition in exchange for the furs caught within their territory. Weapons
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obtained in this manner were used to enact raids and warfare against other Indigenous groups
abutting their territory (Binnema 2001 95-117; Innis 1964:43-49). The Cree and Ojibway also
positioned themselves as ‘middle-men’ in existing structured alliances between the Europeans
and other Aboriginal groups, furthering their economic, political and diplomatic position,
sometimes at the expense of the other Indigenous peoples.
Being well-allied with and intertwining their relationships with Europeans allowed these
groups to effectively trade for goods and then trade those goods to adjacent groups in exchange
for more furs. This alliance, coupled with the large number of European traders and trading
groups present within their territories, provided these Indigenous peoples with an advantage over
other Indigenous groups during this period (Binnema 2001:95-117; Innis 1964:43).
Prior to the signing of the Treaty of Utrecht, the French undertook a campaign of
capturing and trading fur trade posts within the Bay region and established a system of interior
trade originating out of previously established forts within the Great Lakes watershed (Innis
1964:50; Klimko 1994:30). There was a gradual push west and north by the French beginning in
1717 until 1753. This push began with already established posts at Michipicoton, Lake Nipigon,
and at the mouth of the Kaministiqua River. Then the French moved further inland with the
establishment of forts at the mouth of the Winnipeg River (Fort Mauripas), the forks of the
Assiniboine and Red Rivers (Fort Rouge), and along the Assiniboine River at Fort La Reine.
From there they extended themselves northward to the junction of the Mossey River and Lake
Dauphin where they established Fort Dauphin. Fort Paskoyac or Basquia was established at the
junction of the Saskatchewan River and Cedar Lake and Fort à La Corne was established on the
Saskatchewan River upriver of the Forks (Russell 1982). This tactic was designed by the French
to “hem” in the English on the Bay and to intercept Indigenous peoples who were en-route to
trade with the English at York Factory (Froehlich 2001:10; Morton 1973:205). This activity of
constructing forts and conducting trade with Indigenous peoples placed the legitimacy of the
English Charter and monopoly of Rupert’s Land in jeopardy (see Figure 2.1).
In order to retain the legitimacy of their Charter, the English began a slow progression of
establishing inland trade posts. The first such attempt at inland trade by the English was along
neither the Nelson nor the Hayes rivers but instead along the Albany River. Joseph Isbister
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authorized the construction of Henley House, 160 miles upriver from Fort Albany in 1743. This
post remained operational until 1755 (Bishop 1976:41; Morton 1973:228).
During the mid-1750s Anthony Henday was sent inland to explore the extent of French
Trade in the interior. This voyage stemmed from an earlier effort by the English to send servants
inland in order to establish trading relationships with Indigenous populations (Froehlich
2001:12). During his voyage inland, Henday made contact with several Indigenous groups of the
plains and traveled to “within sight of the Rocky Mountains” (Morton 1973:248). Although
marked with limited success, Henday’s voyage was one of several inland expeditions to promote
trade at the Bay (Morton 1973:252). Unfortunately for the English, the groups that Henday
encountered were for the most part unwilling to make the long journey to the Bay, as the journey
was too far, costly, and the groups had no knowledge of the construction of canoes (Rich
1958:63; Morton 1973:247). Additionally, because these groups were already well established on
the plains/parklands, any incentives to make the trip were null.
Difficulties with the French and their incursions into Rupert’s Land were soon to come to
an end. The Seven Years War (1756-1763) had been straining the French supply lines to the New
World (Rich 1958:644), resulting in the eventual closure of inland trade posts in 1759 (Rich
1958:646; Morton 1973:254). The absence of the French in the hinterlands benefitted the HBC
with increased profits, and new Indigenous groups began coming to the Bay to trade. The Treaty
of Paris was signed in 1763, and with it the French fur trade in Rupert’s Land was brought to a
close (Froehlich 2001:12; Klimko 1994:30). The absence of a named competition and a few years
of increased revenue may have been the reason the HBC continued to hesitate on the construction
of more inland posts (Morton 1973:251).
The signing of the Treaty of Paris solved the problem of French incursions into Rupert’s
Land but opened the HBC up to a similar set of problems from the independent French and
Scottish traders based out of Montreal. The Treaty of Paris ceded Quebec to English territory in
North America, and trade with the Indigenous peoples of the interior and Rupert’s Land by
English citizens was allowed by the purchasing of licences which had to be renewed yearly (Innis
1964:171). This allowed for an influx of merchants, commonly referred to as ‘Pedlars’ into the
interior of the continent (Morton 1973:257), following much of the same routes as the French had
used less than a decade earlier.
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These Pedlars began trading with the Indigenous peoples using similar tactics as the
French had. The Pedlars began to occupy interior posts within present day Manitoba and along
the Saskatchewan River, sometimes at the same locations as the French traders had less than a
decade earlier. They were using alcohol and tobacco as trade incentives as well as directly trading
with Indigenous peoples “tent-to-tent” in some cases (Ray and Freeman 1978; Morton 1973:257).
These new tactics from the French and Scottish traders out of Montreal began to not only apply a
monetary pressure to the HBC traders, but also again placed the HBC’s monopoly to Rupert’s
Land in jeopardy.
As a response to these pressures the HBC dispatched a second attempt led by Matthew
Cocking to induce inland Indigenous groups to trade at the Bay (Innis 1964:151). Like Henday’s
inland expedition close to 25 years earlier, Cocking’s requests to establish trade were met with a
similar response. The interior Indigenous peoples were still reluctant to travel the great distance
and exert such effort to trade with the English, especially since the Pedlars were delivering
comparable European goods inland. Cocking’s report on the Indigenous groups’ unwillingness to
trade may have finally stirred the HBC into action regarding inland trade posts.
Due to pressures from competing interests, mainly from people engaged in the fur trade
originating from Montreal, and the reluctance of Indigenous groups farther afield, the HBC felt it
prudent to expand inland from their posts on Hudson Bay. In 1774 Samuel Hearne, along with
Matthew Cocking and Isaac Batt were sent inland to establish Cumberland House, the HBC’s
first major inland post. This was established on Cumberland Lake (Froelich 2001:14; Klimko
1994:30, Morton 1973:290).
The location of Cumberland House was important to the HBC and was carefully selected
based on several criteria. First and foremost, it allowed access to the Saskatchewan River system,
a major inland route. Secondly it allowed for access to Bay side posts for support, logistics and
provisioning (Froehlich 2001:13). Also of importance was that it was a presence in the interior,
an area long held by the HBC’s competitors, and marked a shift in thinking by the Company that
would aid them in the future.
During the 1780s the Pedlars out of Montreal began to consolidate their interests into
group partnerships, one of which was the North West Company (NWC). The NWC was formed
as a means of reducing costs and increasing profits between independent traders (Campbell
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1957:8). This Company would prove to be the major competition for the HBC until 1823 when
the two companies merged in order to prevent financial ruin from years of intense competition
and depleted fur stocks.
2.2.3 The Saskatchewan Rivers
The North and South Saskatchewan rivers were vital routes during the fur trade for both
the HBC and independent traders. These rivers allowed deeper penetration of the interior of the
continent’s rich fur forests and an inland route to the MacKenzie and Peace rivers via the Methye
Portage at La Loche. The river systems also allowed merchants’ access to Indigenous groups who
had otherwise been reluctant to travel to the HBC’s Bay-side forts or the Pedlar’s posts within the
Great Lakes watersheds. Additionally, these rivers afforded a location to establish provisioning
posts, which would become necessary for both the HBC and the independent merchants including
the NWC (who had vastly longer supply lines stretching to Montreal) as they expanded deeper
into the western interior of the continent (Innis 1964:234).
During the previous years of inland trade, the South Saskatchewan River was not
regarded as a suitable tributary for the establishment of a trading post, despite being noted and
crossed on several instances by several prominent inland explorers including Anthony Henday,
William Pink, and Matthew Cocking. Most of the river’s course crosses the plains which were
relatively poor in high quality furs. Only the last stretch of the river crosses into woodland areas
containing desirable fur bearing animals (Morton 1973:337). Largely, the river was overlooked as
a suitable location for the establishment of fur posts and attention was directed to the North
Saskatchewan. This, however, was about to change.
In 1784 Peter Pangman, having been left out of the initial formation of the NWC, decided
to form his own partnership with Normand McLeod, and John Gregory, two other independent
merchants operating out of Montreal (Francess et. al. 1983), Pangman chose to establish a post on
the South Saskatchewan River (Morton 1973:335-337). By 1785, two trading posts were
established on this river, both named Fort des Isles; one operated by the recently consolidated
NWC, and the other operated by Pangman (Klimko 1982:130). A year later the HBC’s William
Tomison, the newly elected inland chief of trade at Cumberland House (Smythe 1968), sent five
canoes of men with supplies to establish a trading house on the South Saskatchewan River in
order to maintain competition with rival companies (HBCA B.205/a/2). By the fall of 1786, the
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HBC’s South Branch House had been established under the directorship of Mitchell Oman
(HBCA B.205/a/2).
2.3 History of Hudson’s Bay Company’s South Branch House
The Hudson’s Bay Company’s first South Branch House was established in 1786.
William Tomison directed the post to be constructed as a means of heading off the other traders
already established on the South Branch and Mitchell Oman oversaw its construction (HBCA
B.205/a/2). Oman accomplished this task by first clearing a plot of land situated on a high terrace
above the South Saskatchewan River not far from a small creek. At this location, several
structures were erected including a main house, a separate cabin for James Sanderson (the post’s
carpenter and handy man), a victual shed, a cookhouse and a flagstaff. These structures were
erected over several years of the post’s existence. Additionally, the post’s journals list almost
yearly episodes of stockade wall construction, maintenance, and expansion in order to
accommodate a larger garden (HBCA B205/a/1-6).
A letter from Robert Longmoor to Mitchell Oman, dated September 29th, 1786, included
guidance regarding the lay-out of the main house. "The House you build let it be long. The
Stockades close to the Backside and wide in the front for taking in the Natives for I suppose that
will be the Canadians way” (HBCA B205/a/1). David Thompson described the dimensions of the
main house as measuring 7.32-by 10.97 metres (24-by-36-feet). The interior is described as
having a master’s room measuring 3.66- by-7.32 metres (12-by-24-feet) on the east side of the
house, and a guard room measuring the same (HBCA B205/a/1: December 21st, 1786). Three
men’s cabins were constructed on the west end of the main house measuring 7.32-by-2.44 metres
(12-by-8-feet) each (HBCA B205/a/1: December 21st, 1786). According to post journals the
house had a plank wood floor, the exterior was plastered and whitewashed, and the roof was
shingled with pine bark (HBCA B205/a/1-6). After several years of use the original house,
constructed in 1786, was torn down and a new house was erected (HBCA B205/a/7: October
1792).
Although there is no mention within the post’s journals of the dimensions of the new
house or its location, presumably it was constructed not far from the site of the original house.
This idea can be found in the account of how Van Driel survived the attack by the A’aninin.
During the attack, Van Driel hid himself under rubbish in the cellar of William Walker’s old
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house which was now located in the garden (HBCA A.11/117:163-165). Presumably, the old
house in Van Driel’s account is that of the original structure from the 1786 construction. Little
information concerning this second house, other than its construction in 1792, can be found in
relevant historical journal entries (HBCA B205/a/1: October 3rd, 1792).
By the time, the HBC South Branch House was constructed, two other fur trade posts had
been established in its immediate vicinity, one of which was operated under the partnership of
Peter Pangman and Nicholas Monture. Pangman, not wishing to be outflanked by the HBC, had
abandoned Fort des Isles and established a new post in the vicinity of the HBC post in May 1786.
The other fur trade post in the area was being operated by the NWC under the command of
William Thorburn (Jenish 2004:38) and is thought to have been established on the opposite bank
of the river (Morton 1973:454). During this period of competition with independent fur traders, it
was common practice to establish a fur trade post upriver of one’s competitor as a means of
heading off Indigenous people traveling downriver to trade. Often this would produce a leapfrog
effect of competing posts, establishing a trading outfit then abandoning it a few years later, only
to construct a new outfit a few miles upstream. A year later Pangman joined his partnership with
the NWC and closed his independent post, consolidating his interests to the west bank of the
South Saskatchewan (Rich 1966:74).
The HBC South Branch House I existed for eight years and operated primarily as a
provisioning house for the pemmican trade (Wutzke 2003:13). Pemmican was an essential item
for the operation of trade routes further inland, canoe brigades, and trade posts. This commodity
consisted of dried meat and berries mixed with about a 50% ratio of animal fat. Indigenous
hunters would be employed throughout the winter gathering meat partially to feed the Europeans,
but also to acquire meat for the production of pemmican (Wutzke 2003:14, Ferguson 1993:67).
Production efforts would begin in the winter and shift into full production by early spring and
continue through the fall (Colpitts 2014:60, Wutzke 2003:14, Ferguson 1993:67) at which time it
was stored and shipped in large bags that weighed as much as 90 lbs. These large bags were then
shipped off to Cumberland House for further distribution (Wutzke 2003:14).
In addition to receiving food stuffs for the preparation of pemmican, South Branch House
also received pelts and other items in trade for European goods. The post journals mention the
construction of a fur press that was used in the packaging of pelts to be shipped to the Bay
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(HBCA B.205/a/1. March 12th, 1787). Indigenous groups such as the A’aninin frequented the
post with fox, wolf, and bison robes for trade (Morton 1973:456).
The HBC was slow to adopt the bison robe trade. The bison pelt was not in high demand
among European markets and the HBC did not have the ability to transport large, bulky bison
robes from inland trade posts to the Bay (Bryan 2005:206). It was not until the mid 1800s that the
HBC began to trade in bison robes (Klimko 1994:34). This was mainly to furnish eastern
Canadian markets where they were being used for sleigh covers or as blankets. During the 1870s,
tanning processes improved allowing European markets to develop a demand for bison hide
(Taylor 2011).
By 1794 the competition of other fur trade outfits in the region and the fear of the
A’aninin exacting retribution for the death of several of their kin began to cause a depression in
the trade at South Branch House (HBCA B205/a/8 March 14th, 1794; Wutzke 2003). As such
there was discussion in correspondence between officers at South Branch House and Cumberland
House that the former post be closed soon (HBCA B205/a/8 January 27th, 1794).
In June 1794, a group of an estimated 100 A’aninin as well as some Blackfoot, attacked
and burned the HBC South Branch House I. All the occupants of the post were killed save for
one person, Cornelius Van Driel, who remained hidden in a cellar throughout the attack (HBCA
A.11/117:163-165). The A’aninin later went on to attack the nearby North West Company post.
This attack was repelled after one of the post personnel shot and killed the A’aninin Chief
L'Homme de Calumet. Van Driel left the cellar after the raid and escaped by canoe to a post at
Nippeway (Wutzke 2003 citing Morton 1939). This attack led to a European withdrawal from
much of the South Saskatchewan River for approximately ten years.
2.4 Brief history of the A’aninin
The A’aninin (also spelt Haaninin) are an Algonkian speaking Northern Plains people
who have been documented under many names including the Fall Indians; the Waterfall Indians;
the Big Bellies; the Atsina; the Minnetarees of the Prairies and most commonly the Gros Ventre
(Malainey 2005). The name Gros Ventre derived from a misinterpretation of the Cree hand sign
for ‘waterfall of rapids people’ (Flemming 2011). The Cree hand-sign for the A'aninin involved
passing the hand over the body in a downward motion as falling water (Flemming 2011). The
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reason the Cree referred to them as such was because the A'aninin historically lived in a region of
the South Saskatchewan River that is prone to rapids and turbulent water. The French pedlars at
the time misinterpreted this sign to indicate that the A’aninin were referred to as the "big bellies"
(Fowler and Flannery 2001: 692-694; Pritzker 1998). The A’aninin eponym means ‘white clay
people’ and is how they self-identify and are known today (Daschuk 2013; Fowler and Flannery
2001: 692; Pritzker 1998). For this reason, A’aninin is the term that will be used throughout this
thesis.
When English explorers first interacted with the A’aninin they were in possession of
horses and aligned with the Blackfoot Confederacy (Morton 1973:249). Their tradition of
equestrian life, however, was only recently developed. It is thought that by the time Anthony
Henday visited them, the A’aninin had only been using horses for about a generation and had
probably obtained them in the early 1700s, possibly from an Indigenous group to the south or
from the Spanish (Fowler and Flannery 2001:678).
Historically the A’aninin’s main subsistence practice had been the hunting of bison. Prior
to obtaining the horse, bison were corralled in pounds and slaughtered (Fowler and Flannery
2001:679). After the A’aninin had become adapted to a horse-based-lifestyle they began to
participate in semi-annual bison runs, dispatching bison from horseback with guns or bow and
arrow. In the winter they subsisted off of smaller game, and with the arrival of European traders
began to participate in the exchange of pelts such as wolf, and bison, for European goods.
Prior to the mid-1700s the A’aninin occupied a region spanning present day Alberta and
Saskatchewan situated between the North and South Saskatchewan rivers (Figure 2.2). Some of
the HBC’s first interactions with the A’aninin can be traced to the early inland expeditions of
Anthony Henday, and later Matthew Cocking when they sought to convince Indigenous peoples
to trade at the Bay (Morton 1973:249; Rich 1958:298-299). The A’aninin only began trading
with the HBC after the construction of inland posts.
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Figure 2.2: Historic territory of the A’aninin Peoples (adapted from Fowler and Flannery 2001)
After the HBC had constructed Cumberland House in 1775 they began to incrementally
establish fur trade posts and forts successively further inland often in the vicinity of existing
Independent or later NWC outfits. In 1778 the HBC chose to construct Hudson House on the
North Saskatchewan River west of Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. This sparked a period of much
more intense and direct interaction and conflict between the A’aninin, and the Cree and
Assiniboine peoples (Fowler and Flannery 2001:678). Prior to this, during the 1700s, the
A’aninin were known to trade and interact peacefully with the Cree and Assiniboine and were
even known to ask these groups for assistance in their periodic feuds with the Snake peoples of
the south (Fowler and Flannery 2001:677-687).
This relationship changed drastically by the late 1700s due to the increasingly limited
number of resources available in the shared region. Several other factors exacerbated the stresses
on these groups, including a smallpox outbreak in 1780-1781, and a decline in the desirability of
wolf pelts within the European market (previously a commonly traded item by the A’aninin)
(Daschuk 2013:44).
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From this point on, the relationship between the Cree, and the Nakota and the A’aninin
grew more hostile. In 1793 a group of Assiniboine possibly, armed with European guns, killed a
group of A’aninin (Schiltz 1988). The A’aninin began to view the Europeans as favoring the Cree
and Assiniboine with whom the Europeans had a pre-existing relationship, and therefore as allies
of their enemies (Fowler and Flannery 2001:678). As a result of these pressures the A’aninin
attacked several trade posts on the Saskatchewan River. As a response to these attacks the
European traders closed all posts on the South Saskatchewan and the Cree and Nakota drove the
A’aninin south out of their traditional lands and into what is now Montana and beyond (Russell
1991:204-205).
2.5 Brief Summary of the Fur Trade after the Destruction of South Branch House
After the attacks in 1794 this section of the South Saskatchewan River saw relatively little
fur trade activity. The NWC and HBC withdrew from the area of the attacks, back to the former
location of Fort à la Corne where, a year later the NWC constructed a post called Fort St. Louis II
and the HBC constructed Carlton House I. Both posts operated until 1805 (Klimko 1982:135).
In 1805 the two companies chose to venture back to the section of the river, just south of
where the attacks had taken place at SBHI (Wutzke 2003:22). They each constructed their own
South Branch House II adjacent to each other. This was done perhaps as a measure of safety as
the memory of the attacks were still fresh. These posts only lasted five years and were abandoned
in 1810. A NWC outfit opened briefly in 1816-1817 and was also abandoned for unspecified
reasons (Klimko 1982). From the historic record there appears to have been no significant
documented activity on this section of the river until the mid-1870s when a post office and a
small settlement was established. This would become the village of St. Louis.
Prior to and during this period of conflict, both the HBC and NWC made concerted
efforts to open trade operations on the North Saskatchewan River. Both companies would
continue to expand their impact and reach deeper into the continent, constructing posts upriver
from each other across the Rocky Mountains and into New Caledonia District. In 1821 this era of
intense competition was brought to a close with a merger of the HBC and NWC into a single
corporate entity in order to avoid financial ruin brought on by the extirpation of high-quality fur
bearing animals and the bitter and often violent competition that had occurred between the two
companies as they battled for supremacy in the interior fur trade.
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CHAPTER 3 – PREVIOUS WORK CONDUCTED ON FfNm-1
This chapter reviews the previous work conducted on FfNm-1 through a variety of
perspectives. First, a brief discussion on the site’s discovery, documentation, environmental
context, and general features will be provided. An overview of other archaeological sites within
close proximity to the site will follow, as well as a summary of public field work and outreach
conducted by the Saskatchewan Archaeological Society (SAS) between the years of 2005 to
2014. I will also provide an overview of a remote sensing study conducted on the site by Stantec
Consulting (Stantec) in 2008. In the final section of this chapter, I will discuss Markowski’s
Master’s thesis and his arguments against FfNm-1’s identification as HBC South Branch House I
(Markowski 2009). The discussion of these topics will provide the reader with a more complete
understanding of the academic work that has been conducted on the site.
3.1 Discovery, Documentation, Environmental Context, and General Features of FfNm-1
The archeological site, FfNm-1, South Branch House was originally identified by Arthur
Silver Morton in 1929 (Markowski 2009:29-33). Morton’s identification was predominantly
based upon his personal survey of the general area, utilizing secondary accounts derived from
nearby residents. It is important to note that Morton did not gain access to original documents at
the HBC archives until 1933, four years after his identification of the site (Markowski 2009:8).
During a survey of the St. Louis region, Morton was able to identify FfNm-1 on the basis of the
dressed stones noted within the chimney mounds which displayed some evidence that they had
been subjected to a fire (Markowski 2009:31). Despite not having access to HBC post journals or
excavated materials from the site, A.S Morton was confident that FfNm-1 was the HBC South
Branch House I and requested the site be memorialized as such.
The site FfNm-1 is situated approximately 20 m east of a steep valley side overlooking
the river. The site is backed by cultivated fields, which are owned and worked by the Begrand
family. A series of small rolling hills rise from the prairie a few kilometers further east. The
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Nisbet Forest is located across the river to the west. The site is located in the Boreal Transition
ecoregion of the Boreal Plain Ecozone (Figure 3.1; CCEA 2014) and is dominated by poplar and
jack pine trees (Acton et al 1998). The legal land description for the site is SE/SE 2-45-1 west of
the 3rd Meridian, while the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) location is 13U 430,466E
5,860,684N (NAD 83). At the time of writing, FfNm-1 is partially overgrown by poplar trees,
alder shrubs and various prairie grasses. The site is accessed by a spur road off Highway 782.

Figure 3.1: Ecozones and Ecoregions of Saskatchewan (CCEA 2014)
The site consists of several surface features. These features are distributed into two
distinct clusters: one cluster each in both the northern and southern sections of the site. The
northern feature cluster consists of one pile of dressed stones (i.e., flat faceted) which have been
interpreted as a chimney mound. A depression is located southwest of this chimney mound and
has been interpreted as a cellar. Several large stones surround both features and probably derive
from the chimney mound at the time of its collapse. The southern feature cluster consists of two
large mounds with a deep depression in between, these features are also interpreted as chimney
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mounds and a cellar, respectively. The two feature clusters are separated by approximately 45 m
(Figure 3.2).
A large concrete and metal monument was erected between the feature clusters and the
whole site has been surrounded by a wire fence. It is important to note that fieldwork has
demonstrated that the archaeological site extends beyond the wire fence and into the surrounding
field (Wutzke and Meyer 2006). Although efforts have been made over the years to delineate the
full extent of the site, its boundaries have not yet been fully established. The road the runs
adjacent to the site was the original PR 782 which was constructed in the early 1900s before
being rerouted to its current location. This road features ditches on either side to facilitate
drainage. These construction efforts have resulted in disturbances to the western side of FfNm-1.
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`
Figure 3.2: Map of FfNm-1
3.2 Archaeological Sites Surrounding FfNm-1: South Branch House
Morton’s discovery of FfNm-1 initiated almost 75 years of archaeological investigations
into this region of Saskatchewan. Within five kilometres of FfNm-1 are 22 known pre- and post
European contact archaeological sites (Figure 3.3, Table 3.1). Several have been interpreted as
lithic scatters and temporary habitations such as FfNm-6, FfNm-7, FfNm-8, and FfNm-11. There
are also several historic sites and homesteads in the region such as FfNm-25, FfNm-27 and
FfNm-2. The latter site is of particular note as it has been tentatively identified as the North West
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Company’s South Branch House I, which existed contemporaneously with the Hudson’s Bay
Company’s South Branch House I.

Figure 3.3: Archaeological Sites in the Vicinity of FfNm-1
The archaeological site FfNm-2 was originally recorded by Kehoe in 1961 and reinvestigated in 1995 and 2009 (Pollio and Cyr Steenkamp 2009). Its identification as a fur trade
post was based upon visible surface features present at the time of investigation including cellar
depressions and chimney mounds (Pollio and Cyr Steenkamp 2009). This site is located on the
opposite bank (north or west bank) from FfNm-1. The Saskatchewan Archaeological Society
(SAS) attempted an investigation into the site in 2009 led by Kristian Sullivan and Cara Pollio
under permit #09-077. This investigation was stymied by frozen ground resulting in few artifacts
being recovered. Due to this, a positive identification of the site as the North West Company post
has yet to be obtained (Pollio and Cyr-Steenkamp 2009). Additionally, a review of journal
documents from HBC South Branch House, conducted by Markowski, calls into question the
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designation of FfNm-2 as that of the North West Company’s South Branch House I (Markowski
2009).
Table 3.1: List of Known Archaeological Sites within 5 Kilometers of FfNm-1
Borden
FfNm-1
FfNm-2
FfNm-3
FfNm-6
FfNm-7
FfNm-8
FfNm-9
FfNm-10
FfNm-11
FfNm-19
FfNm-20
FfNm-23
FfNm-25
FfNm-26
FfNm-27
FfNl-50
FfNl-51
FfNl-52
FfNl-53
FfNl-54
FfNl-55

Site Name
South Branch House H.B.C.
South Branch House NW Co.
FCS-78-50
FCS-78-51
FCS-78-52
FCS-78-59
FCS-78-64
FCS-78-66
Gariepy's Homestead
Forseille Site
SAS 2
FCS--78-53
FCS-78-54
FCS-78-61
-

Legal Land Description
SE-SE-2-45-1- W of 3
SE-NW-2-45-1- W of 3
NE-NE-21-44-1- W of 3
NW-NW-36-44-1- W of 3
SW-NW-36-44-1- W of 3
SW-NW-36-44-1- W of 3
SE-11-45-1- W of 3
NW-22-45-1- W of 3
NE-SE-2-45-1- W of 3
NW-SE-4-45-1- W of 3
SE-11-45-1- W of 3
NW-NW-36-44-1- W of 3
NW-SW-12-45-1- W of 3
NE-SE-11-45-1- W of 3
NE-SW-2-45-1- W of 3
SE-SW-2-45-28- W of 2
SW-SW-12-45-28- W of 2
SW-2-45-28- W of 2
SW-SW-2-45-28- W of 2
SW-SW-2-45-28- W of 2
SW-SW-2-45-28- W of 2

3.3 Saskatchewan Archaeological Society’s Public Archaeology Program
Prior to 2005, the SAS outlined a joint initiative program with One Arrow First Nation for
the development of FfNm-1 as an educational tool. The plan that they initially established
consisted of three parts: background archival research and scientific investigation of the site; a
reconstruction of the main house for educational and tourism purposes; and the operation of the
site as a living history tourism destination (SAS 2005). The subsequent decade of field work fell
into the first phase of this plan.
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This initial phase involved a long-standing education and public out-reach component
(SAS 2005). This was executed in the form of archaeological field schools, geared to the general
public and school groups. The objective of these field schools was a demonstration of
archaeology and heritage in the form of a hands-on experience. The field schools operated
between the years of 2005 and 2014 (excluding 2006 when no fieldwork was conducted on site)
and provided hundreds of volunteers from schools and the general public with a valuable
firsthand experience with archaeology and learning about the region’s historic past (See
Appendix A).
Several aspects of the SAS’s field work (i.e., spatial information and artifacts) are
pertinent to the current analysis and interpretation and will be discussed in relevant sections (see
Chapters 5 and 6). Aside from the aforementioned public outreach portion of the program, the
primary goal of the field component was to identify and delineate the previously unknown
subsurface features. The delineation of the site involved the establishment of a site datum,
arbitrarily set at 300E 200N positioned over the southeast fence post (Wuztke and Meyer 2006).
Maps of the site were updated with additional unit excavations and newly identified features each
year.
During the field seasons the SAS uncovered several cellars and pits features scattered
across the site. Building components, including intact timbers and wall sills were uncovered in
both the northern and southern sections. Additionally, the majority of the stockade wall in the
southern half of the site was delineated over the course of eight SAS field seasons.
3.4 Stantec 2008 Geophysical Survey
In 2008 Stantec Consulting (Stantec) offered to conduct a remote sensing survey of
FfNm-1. There are numerous different methods of applying remote sensing to archaeology and
Stantec elected to conduct an EM-38 electromagnetic ground conductivity survey (McLeod 2009)
to look for anomalies in the conductivity of the site’s soil matrix. This type of geophysical survey
is frequently used in subsurface ground exploration as differences in conductivity levels may
indicate buried artifacts or features not otherwise visible from the surface (McLeod 2009).
The FfNm-1 site was divided into six grids for survey. Each grid was surveyed in one
meter wide transects and along these transects the ground’s conductivity was measured five times
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a second. The recorded data were then plotted to produce a colour contour map in which
anomalies appear as concentric circular or curvilinear areas when mapped, with purple and reds
denoting high conductivity, and blues and greens denoting low (Figure 3.4; McLeod 2009). Each
of the six grids were processed independently resulting in the abrupt transitions between each
grid section. These curvilinear areas are sometimes referred to as “bulls-eyes” (McLeod 2009).
Some of these anomalous areas were selected for testing and investigation during the 2008 field
season and the 2018 excavations conducted as part of the methods of this thesis (Chapter 4).
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Figure 3.4: EM38 Results with 2005-2018 Excavations (adapted from McLeod 2009)
3.5 Markowski: Tracking Down South Branch House
In 2009 Michael Markowski wrote his master’s thesis on FfNm-1 (Markowski 2009) with
the objective of discerning the site’s identity. His results concluded that FfNm-1 is not HBC’s
South Branch House I (Markowski 2009:144). Markowski analyzed the methods that Morton
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employed in the site’s discovery (2009:11-41). He also completed a literature review on the
existing written historical records contemporaneous with Hudson’s Bay Company South Branch
House I, with particular attention paid to the letters and journals from the post and nearby fur
trade establishments (Markowski 2009:71-100). Archaeological recoveries from the first three
years of the SAS public excavations were also analyzed, and a consideration of the spatial lay-out
of the site was discussed (Markowski 2009:102-141). These methods were selected with the
objective of narrowing the date range for FfNm-1 and designating the corporate identity of the
site. It is important to note that Markowski’s analysis was completed without the additional seven
years of field work that took place following the completion of his project, and that these field
efforts have yielded many more artifacts and features which have been analyzed in later chapters
here (see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion).
Among six possible alternate scenarios concerning the identity of the site, Markowski
favoured the scenario in which FfNm-1’s identity was that of the briefly occupied trade houses
constructed by Pangman and Montour (Markowski 2009:147). Markowski based his assertions
on written historical documentation, his artifact analysis, and observations he conducted while
supervising the SAS field schools held at the site.
As previously discussed, (see Chapter 2), the trade post occupied by Pangman, and
Montour was only in service for about one year. It was mentioned in the 1786 HBC South Branch
House journal. Here the post’s journal describes the Pangman and Montour post as “two well
stockaded houses” 200 yards north of the proposed SBH site (HBCA B.205/a/1). Markowski
found similarities between the journal’s description of the pedlars’ houses and the spatial layout
of FfNm-1 (2009). The similarities included two distinct clusters of features separated by a gap.
These distinct clusters of features hypothetically corresponded with the two well stockaded
houses mentioned in the post’s journals. Markowski also noted similarities with Grant and
McLeod’s post, also a NWC trade post situated along the Saskatchewan River (Klimko 1987;
Markowski 2009:103).
Markowski consulted other historical documentation and was able to identify conflicts
with FfNm-1’s presumed identity. This included a latitude sighting conducted by Peter Fidler, a
geographer and cartographer employed by the HBC. His observations placed South Branch
House at 52º 53’ 2” north latitude (Markowski 2009:79). Even with the margin of error taken into
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account for astronomical instruments of the 18th century (approximately 20 arc seconds), Fidler’s
latitude sighting is considerably south of FfNm-1 (approximately 850 meters).
Markowski conducted an analysis of the nails, carved stone pipes (sometimes called
Micmac pipes), ball-clay pipes, brooches, trapezoidal pendants, gunflints, and buttons recovered
from the site. These artifacts were useful in providing a broad range of dates for the occupation of
FfNm-1 to between the late 1700s to the early 1800s.
Markowski was employed by the SAS during the 2007 and 2008 field seasons. During
this time, he supervised the field schools at FfNm-1. His field observations noted a lack of
burning present in the stratigraphy of excavated units that would be commensurate with that of a
trade post that was razed, as SBH was supposed to have been. He also found that artifact
recoveries from the three years of excavation were not commensurate with a site that was
supposed to have been occupied for nine years. Further discussion and consideration of
Markowski’s findings will be provided in Chapter 8.
3.6 Summary
The archaeological site, FfNm-1, is located in North Central Saskatchewan on the
East/South bank of the South Saskatchewan River. The site is surrounded by several known
Historic and Pre-Contact archaeological sites. It was initially discovered by A.S. Morton who
interpreted its corporate affiliation to be Hudson’s Bay Company South Branch House 1. The site
is represented by two clusters of features each consisting of chimney mounds and cellar
depressions, separated by approximately 45 meters (see Figure 3.2).
In 2005 the SAS initiated a public outreach and archaeology program which lasted several
years. The vast majority of the field work conducted on this site was through this program. In
addition to the field work and subsequent annual reports submitted to the Heritage Conservation
Branch, the site has been subjected to an EM38 geophysics study conducted by Stantec
Consultants in 2008. This study aided in guiding subsequent fieldwork methods.
The site was also the topic of a Masters’ thesis conducted by Michael Markowski in 2009.
Markowski’s thesis was concerned with the methods by which A.S. Morton determined that
FfNm-1 was Hudson’s Bay Company South Branch House 1. This thesis also analyzed the
spatial distribution and artifacts recovered from the first three years of excavations. These
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analyses were, in turn, used to support Markowski’s conclusions that Morton had misidentified
FfNm-1 as a Hudson’s Bay Company post as well as providing a temporal range for the site’s
occupation.
Since 2008 there have been seven field seasons at FfNm-1 including those conducted by
the author in 2018. These investigations resulted in the recovery of thousands of additional
artifacts and many newly identified features (Figure 3.5). The interpretation of the site would be
aided by additional research into these artifacts and those analysed by Markowski in order to
frame the collection as a whole. Similarly, the site would benefit from an investigation into the
spatial distribution of all recovered artifacts and their representation with a GIS framework.
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Figure 3.5: Excavations of FfNm-1 by year since 2008
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CHAPTER 4 - METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
4.1 Introduction
The following chapter will provide the reader with an overview of the methods and
procedures used in documenting the recoveries and exploring the data derived from FfNm-1.
These include the methods and procedures employed during the 2018 field season, an overview
of the database restructuring, and an in-depth analysis of the artifacts recovered from the site. The
spatial layout of the site was analyzed utilizing GIS software, the procedures for which will also
be discussed within this chapter. Objectives and research questions addressed through these
methods have been discussed elsewhere and will not be re-discussed here.
4.2 Data Access
The data used within this thesis was obtained from the public archaeology projects
conducted by the SAS and Stantec, as well as recent excavations completed by the author. The
artifacts and data derived from previous years field work were stored with the SAS and at the
University of Saskatchewan. This allowed for easy access to the artifacts, field notes, artifact
catalogues and other pertinent data.
4.3 2018 Excavations at FfNm-1
4.3.1 Site Crew, Objectives, and Preparation
The 2018 field crew consisted of Daniel Szot (Supervisor), Margaret Kennedy, Tomasin
Playford, Tasha Hodgson, and Kevin Whatley (field assistants and site volunteers). There were
four goals set out for the 2018 field season. The first was to explore a geophysical anomaly
discovered in the 2008 EM-38 survey by Stantec Consulting. The second objective was to
attempt to intercept the northwest corner of the stockade wall located on the southern half of the
site. The third goal was to explore an artifact and chinking cluster in the south end of the site,
first encountered during the 2005 field season that has been interpreted as a building. The final
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objective was to explore an artifact cluster in the north section of the site which was previously
interpreted as a trade good storeroom (Pollio and Cyr-Steenkamp 2009). This interpretation was
based on the large quantity of trade goods recovered from this area. Unfortunately, due to time
constraints these last two goals were not completed and focus was shifted to the completion of
the exploration of the geophysical anomaly and the location of the northwest stockade wall
corner.
Excavations occurred between August 28th and September 1st. Grass and other brush
were cut and cleared from all excavation areas prior to commencement as the area was
overgrown and had not been maintained for several years. Small alder and poplar trees had begun
to take hold and grasses on the site were dense and long (Figure 4.1) Brush was cleared with the
use of hand tools and gas-powered weed trimmer. Grass and brush were removed from work
areas with the use of a fan rake. This was done to expose any artifacts resting on the surface of
the site.

Figure 4.1: Site Vegetation to be Removed
Attempts at recreating the original grid were unsuccessful due to a lack of remaining preestablished datum posts and landmarks. The two areas selected for excavation were located by
measuring from the corners of previously excavated units and from the information provided
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within notebooks from previous field seasons. This immediately posed a problem for
excavations, as all measurements subsequent to the establishment of the site grid in 2005 were
based off of triangulation measurements from pre-existing units. Compounding errors over the
course of several field seasons resulted in measurable level of error creeping into the site’s grid,
which in turn resulted in the 2018 units being considerably out of alignment with the expected
grid, despite a significant amount of time spent trouble-shooting the remains of the pre-existing
seasons units. The original unit naming convention was not used for some of the excavated units
due to this misalignment; instead, they were designated with the year and the order in which they
were excavated (ex. 2018-3, 2018-4, etc.).
4.3.2 Location of Units
Areas A and B were the focus of the 2018 excavation (Figure 4.2). Area A contains a
geophysical anomaly and is near a unit that contained a large amount of chinking. Area B was
selected in order to intercept the northwest corner of the palisade wall. A total of 4 m² were
opened. Excavated unit locations were selected based on their proximity to previously recognised
areas of interest in hopes of further exploring and providing insight into the nature of these areas.
Two full 1m x 1m units (341N191E, 341N192E) were excavated in Area A. As discussed
previously (Chapter 3), an EM38 geophysical survey was completed by Stantec during the 2008
field season. This survey revealed an anomaly with a distinct right angle in the plotted data
(McLeod 2009; See Figure 4.2 Area A inset). Excavations from this area (2008) recovered an
exceptionally high quantity of chinking fragments, and as such was considered a high priority for
additional investigation in the 2018 excavations.
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Figure 4.2: Areas Selected for Excavation
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A total of eight 0.50m by 0.50m test units (2018-3 to 2018-10) were excavated from Area
B in hopes of intercepting the stockade feature, uncovered during excavations conducted by the
SAS (see Table 4.1 for units that positively identify stockade trenches).
Table 4.1: Stockade Wall Exposures at FfNm-1 from 2005 – 2012
Unit
286N185E
287N185E
287N180E
288N180E

Quads
NW
NW, NE
NW, SW
SW

Year
2005
2005
2005
2005

Comments
SE corner
S wall
S wall
S wall

Unit
305N189E
306N185E
306N187E
307N182E

289N175E NW

2005 S wall

307N183E

292N165E
301N190E
295N156E
296N156E
301N157E
306N157E
308N157E
312N158E
313N158E
314N158E
318N158E
318N159E
331N161E
332N161E
332N162E

2005
2005
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

307N184E
308N177E
308N180E
309N175E
309N176E
309N177E
310N175E
309N174E
310N174E
313N165E
314N165E
309N176E
314N161E
314N162E
313N163E

NW
SE
NE, SE
NE, SE
SW
NW, NE
SE
SW
SW
NW, NE
SE
SW
NW
SW, SE
SE

302N191E NW, SW
NE, SW,
SE
304N191E SE
303N191E

S wall
E wall
SW corner
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall
W wall

Quads
SE
NW
NW, SW
NW, NE
NW, NE,
SE
SW
NE
NW, SW
NW, NE
NE
SE
SW, SE
NW, NE
SE
NW
SW
NW
NW, NE
SW, SE
NW, NE
NW, NE,
SW

2009 E wall

313N164E

2009 E wall

308N176E SW, SE

Year
2009
2009
2009
2009

Comments
N wall
N wall
N wall
N wall

2009

N wall

2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012

N wall
N wall
N wall
structure wall
building wall
building wall
building wall
building wall
building wall
N wall
N wall
building wall
N wall
N wall
N wall

2012

N wall

2012

posthole

2009 NE corner

4.3.3 Excavation Procedures
All units were excavated in 10 cm arbitrary levels. Depth measurements were taken as
depth below surface (DBS), and measurements were always taken from the SW corner.
Excavation involved a combination of trowels and shovels, and the soil was screened through ¼”
or ⅛” mesh, depending on the soil type and the type of artifacts that were being found. Units
were deemed completed when the undisturbed yellow silty clay was reached, unless otherwise
noted. Thorough documentation was maintained for each unit during the excavation. All
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measurements, artifacts, and soil descriptions were recorded on level record forms. Level plans
were drawn to identify the location of specific artifacts and features and to illustrate changes in
soil colour and type.
Photographs were taken after each level was completed. Wall profiles were hand sketched
and then photographed upon unit completion. All of the units were lined with plastic geo-textile
and backfilled. Following the fieldwork, all of the artifacts were brought back to the University of
Saskatchewan to be cleaned and catalogued. All fragments of chinking and charcoal larger than
¼” were collected and retained. The artifacts are currently being stored at the University of
Saskatchewan.
These excavation methods were commensurate with the program established by the SAS
during previous years’ excavations (Playford and Koblun 2013). This was done to ensure data
and sampling remained consistent. Aside from the first years of field work when unit locations
were established using a tape measure, theodolite, and stadia rod, units were typically located
using simple triangulation with a tape measure. While this method of establishing a unit’s,
location is effective for specific and expedient excavation scenarios, Stewart (2002) has noted
that “[p]rogressive triangulation can propagate any errors in the initial lines and points
established and increase them as the system is expanded”. This inherent tendency to cause
compounding errors through repeated use may result in the grid ‘drifting off’ of true alignment.
Further information concerning the effects of this issue on excavations at FfNm-1 can be found in
the Discussion chapter and Section 4.2.4.
4.3.4 Recoveries
All recoveries from the 2018 field season (n=2,554) were entered into the updated
catalogue system (See Section 4.3). These artifacts were analysed alongside recoveries from
previous years to provide a more holistic perspective of the archaeological site (see Chapters 5).
4.3.5 Issues and Limitations
As mentioned above, there is a measurable margin of error in the FfNm-1 archaeological
grid. The 2018 excavation crew encountered difficulty in locating suitable units to triangulate
new unit locations from, which only compounded the problem further. In addition to this the
original site datum (the SE fence post, located at 300N200E, see Figure 4.2) was uprooted and re34

erected in the year prior to the excavation and as such can no longer be relied upon as an accurate
landmark.
Orientation and grid problems aside, the site is currently home to a large and destructive
population of pocket gophers, as indicated by frequent small rodent burrows and spill piles
throughout the site (Figure 4.3). All loose dirt from the rodent spill piles was screened, and all
resulting artifacts were labelled as surface finds due to the lack of contextual information
available.

Figure 4.3: Pocket Gopher Disturbance
4.4 Artifact Analysis
All artifacts were catalogued using Microsoft Access 2013. Access is a readily available
database program that allowed easy interoperability with Q-GIS, (Quantum Geographic
Information Systems). All previous artifact databases for the site were combined and errors were
corrected, resulting in a single Master Catalogue. Functional categories and sub-categories were
updated and made internally consistent prior to adding artifact recoveries from 2018 (Table 4.2).
Although this does mark a departure from the previous year’s use of the Nomenclature
cataloguing system, the act of classifying artifacts based upon their functional category was
retained as well as the artifact’s catalogue number. The Functional categories chosen to sort the
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artifacts are similar to those chosen in Klimko and McKeand’s Francois Finlay complex report
(Klimko and McKeand 1998) and Heinz Pyszczyk’s work on Fort Vermillion (Pyszczyk 2015).
Functional categories have been applied to artifact analysis for years with notable systems
including Nomenclature (Chenhall 1978) and other systems proposed by Rodrick Sprague (1981)
and Stanley South (1977). Although researchers have criticized the use of functional categories in
artifact analysis as misrepresenting an artifact’s function as objects often serve multiple uses
depending on the individual and context (Brooks 2005; Saastamo 1971 in Sprague 1981) other
systems of classification such as material type classification also pose difficulties with analysis as
they reduce an artifact to its material composition and therefore speak little to the artifact’s use
within the culture (Sprague 1981). A critical discussion of Functional Category systems will be
discussed later (see Chapter 8).
Artifacts were divided into eight functional categories. These categories include Personal
and Recreational; Domestic; Architectural; Hunting, Subsistence and Defense; Business and
Transportation; Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture; Fire Broken Rock; and Miscellaneous. A
total of 23,893 artifacts have been recovered from FfNm-1 since 2005. In addition to these
categories, a large volume of fragmentary faunal specimens as well as a small number of Floral
specimens have been recovered, and due to the limited scope of the current project, these
recoveries will be briefly discussed only.
Table 4.2: List of Functional Categories Imposed on the FfNm-1 Artifact Database
Functional Category
Personal and Recreational
Domestic
Architecture
Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense
Business and Transportation
Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
Miscellaneous
Fire Broken Rock
Grand Total
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Quantity (n)
2,941
202
17,948
487
31
823
873
588
23,893

4.5 Spatial Layout Methods
4.5.1 Geographic Information Systems
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have been employed by archaeologists dating
back to the mid-1970s, as they are formatted to store, manipulate, analyze, and present
information concerning geographic spaces (Wheatley and Gillings 2002). Commonly available
GIS programs include but are not limited to ArcGIS, QGIS, GRASS, and PostGIS. QGIS was
selected for use in this project due to its accessibility, low cost (free), large number of built-in
analytical tools, and its interoperability with third party data base and spreadsheet programs.
Artifact spatial data was derived from the Microsoft Access Catalogue database. Selected
database queries were exported from Access into a comma separated value (.CSV) spread sheet.
These spreadsheets were then joined to an existing digitized representation of FfNm-1, allowing
for a graphical representation of queried data and easy comparison between individual excavated
units and regions of the site.
Each unit was mapped on to a 1.0x1.0m grid. The grid was oriented with an arbitrary
datum, established at 300N 200E, centered on at the South East fence post. This grid datum was
established in 2005 during the initial site survey and set up for the field school program. All units
excavated were assigned a location number based upon this grid system, except for some of those
excavated in the 2018 field season. This grid is an idealised representation of the site and does
not illustrate the unit’s exact locations as units may have ‘drifted’ from their intended location at
the time of excavation.
Units excavated in previous field seasons measured 1.0x1.0m; 1.0x0.50m and
0.50x0.50m. Although all units were excavated in 50 cm quadrants subdividing the 1-meter unit,
some units were not retained at this level of precision due to excavator error or the excavator’s
level of experience. Several instances of levels and quadrants being combined occur within the
data set. Therefore, in order to maintain a consistent sample size for mapping purposes, the
minimum sample size is that of the excavated unit and not analyzed to the quadrant.
Because of how the database is structured, artifact totals, or their attributed qualities can
be visualised based on their location and frequency across the site. This produces a heat map
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effect allowing for greater insight into the dataset by the interpreter, especially relating to
instances where artifact type or class densities are concerned (Figure 4.4)

Figure 4.4: Example of Artifact distributions in GIS
4.5.2 Spatial Analysis
The archaeological site was arbitrarily divided into three regions. These regions are the
north section (designated by all units north of 350 gridline), the south section (demarcated by all
units south of the 320 line), and the central section (all units between 320N and 350N). These
sections also separate the two groups of visible surface features, allowing for the study of the
“gap” between these two features (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Site Divisions Based on Arbitrary Northing
4.6 Summary
The methods employed for this thesis involved a re-examination and revision of the preexisting data derived from close to a decade of public archaeology conducted by the SAS. The reexamination involved minor restructuring and amalgamation of artifact catalogues and databases.
An analysis of the site’s spatial qualities, including an examination of the distribution of the
artifacts and the spatial arrangement of known and interpreted archaeological features was
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conducted. These features and artifact distributions were processed within a GIS program in
order to gain better visual understanding of how the artifacts and artifact classes, are situated and
interrelated in space. In order to explore two known features and artifact clusters 4 square meters
of excavation units were explored in 2018. These units recovered an additional 2500+ artifacts.
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CHAPTER 5 – ARTIFACT ANALYSIS
5.1 Introduction
The following chapter discusses artifacts recovered from FfNm-1 in each of three
arbitrary sections. The southern section includes all units excavated south of 320N; the central
section includes all units excavated between 320N and 350N; and the northern section includes
all units excavated north of 350N.
To date, the FfNm-1 assemblage contains a total of 23,893 artifacts. Within this chapter
the artifacts are analysed within their assigned functional categories and sub-categories. This
chapter only addresses the recovered artifacts’ quantitative (i.e., quantity) and qualitative (i.e.,
functional category) attributes, and a more detailed discussion of artifacts’ spatial distributions
will be addressed in Chapter 6.
The faunal and floral recoveries will undergo brief analysis at the end of this chapter, but
these recoveries are not included in artifact quantitative analysis. While useful information can be
derived from analysis of faunal recoveries from historic sites, such research falls outside the
scope of the current project. The author directs the reader to Laurie Froehlich’s 2001 work on Old
Cumberland House, or Olga Klimko and Peggy McKeand’s 1998 work on the Francois Finlay
Complex for more information about faunal analysis of fur trade sites dating to the late 1700s and
early 1800s.
5.2 Functional Analysis
The following subsections will discuss the artifacts recovered from FfNm-1 in terms of
their assigned functional categories. These artifacts have been subdivided into eight functional
categories beginning with Personal and Recreation and moving outward into Domestic;
Architecture; Hunting, Subsistence and Defense; Business and Transportation; Artifacts of
Indigenous Manufacture; Miscellaneous artifacts; and Fire Broken Rock (FBR). As discussed in
Chapter 4, these functional categories were designed for this site and are similar to those found in
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Laurie Froehlich’s 2001 work on Old Cumberland House , Heinz Pyszczyk’s 2015 work on Fort
Vermillion and the work conducted at Francois Finlay Complex (Klimko and McKeand 1998).
5.2.1 Functional Analysis of Artifacts - Southern Section
A total of 12,723 artifacts have been recovered from this section of the site since
excavations began in 2005. These artifacts have been subdivided in to seven broad functional
categories, and further subdivided based on the artifacts’ specific functions. The most numerous
functional categories include Architecture (11,278 or 88.65%), Miscellaneous (516 or 4.06%),
and Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture (411 or 3.23%). The functional categories of Domestic;
Personal and Recreation; Business and Transportation; Hunting, Subsistence and Defense; and
FBR amount to 518 artifacts or 4.07% of the total artifacts recovered.
The artifacts are discussed beginning with Personal and Recreational artifacts and moving
outward finishing with the miscellaneous functional category as opposed to ordering the
categories by their quantity (Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: Functional Categories of the Southern Section
Functional Category

Quantity

Personal and Recreational

52

Domestic

34

Architecture

11,278

Hunting, Subsistence and Defense

11

Business and Transportation

16

Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture 411
Miscellaneous

516

Fire Broken Rock

405

Grand Total

12,723
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5.2.1.1 Personal and Recreational
This category contains 52 artifacts subdivided into three subcategories (Table 5.2).
Subcategories include Adornment (beads, finger rings and tinkling cones); Clothing (buttons,
fabric, and shoes); and Smoking and Recreation (clay tobacco pipe fragments).
Table 5.2: Personal and Recreational Subcategories and Associated Artifacts
Category
Adornment
Bead
Tinkling Cone
Finger Ring
Thimble
Clothing
Button
Shoe
Fabric
Smoking
Clay Tobacco Pipe
Grand Total

Quantity
27
20
5
1
1
6
2
3
1
19
19
52

Adornment
Twenty beads were recovered from the south section. Most are seed beads, although two
unique beads have been identified (Figure 5.1). The unique beads include one ‘eye bead’
coloured white, blue and red, and one wire wound ovate bead coloured light and dark blue with
small gold swirls. The eye bead has been interpreted as a ‘Kitty Fishers Eye’ bead (Claire 1972).
Of the remaining 18 seed beads, 17 are drawn and come in four colours: turquoise (n= 8), oyster
white (n= 6), dark palm green (n= 2), and dark shadow blue (n= 1) (Karklins 1985). The
remaining wound seed bead is coloured opaque brick red on the exterior and translucent green on
the interior (n=1). This bead has been interpreted as a Cornaline d’ Aleppo or Hudson’s Bay bead
(Karklins 1985).
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Figure 5.1: Beads of the Southern Section

A single finger ring has been recovered from the south section of the site. It is composed
of brass and has a single large bezel for a paste stone (which is missing). An adequate size
determination could not be ascertained due to roughly 50% of the band not being recovered.
Five tinkling cones were recovered from this section of the site. All five are composed of
copper/brass and range in size from 3.8 cm to 1.5 cm long (Figure 5.2). Tinkling cones were
typically constructed of fragments of scrap copper from kettles or other fragments of sheet metal
by Indigenous peoples (Stone 1974). These adornments would typically be fastened to the
exterior of garments and would clatter together when the wearer moved creating a jingle or
tinkling noise. Tinkling cones are currently used as an important component of jingle dresses, a
type of regalia worn by many Indigenous peoples today.

Figure 5.2: Tinkling Cone from Southern Section
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A single brass thimble was recovered from the southern section. This thimble measures
1.3 cm long by 1.1 cm wide (Figure 5.6). The top has been impressed with a checkered pattern of
indents while the sides display an offset indent pattern. A small hole punctured in the top center
of the thimble indicate that it was repurposed, likely as a tinkling cone.

Figure 5.3: Small Brass Thimble

Clothing
There is a total of six artifacts from the Clothing subcategory. These artifacts include
buttons (n=2), a small fragment of fabric (n=1), and three fragments of shoe rubber (n=3).
The buttons recovered from the southern section are composed of brass. The first is
fragmentary, measures approximately 2.8 cm in diameter, has no decoration, and is heavily
corroded. The second button is a Hudson’s Bay Company beaver button. Its face is embossed
with a hatched cross forming four quadrants, each of which displays a separate beaver (Figure
5.3). The Hudson’s Bay Company button is consistent with Olsen’s (1963) Type E morphology
with the whole button being cast at the same time and possessing a heavy eye to accept thread for
attachment. The undecorated button is consistent with Olsen’s Type G with the eye attachment
being soldered to the back with very little footing on the shank. As a result of this manufacturing
technique, the shank detached from the face of the button. Fortunately, the eye was recovered
during the excavations (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Hudson’s Bay Co. Beaver Button Hudson’s Bay Company beaver button (left).
Note cast eye attachment (right).

Figure 5.5: Undecorated Type G button.
Front side(left) reverse with soldered attachment point (right)

A single small fragment of fabric was recovered in the southern section. It is composed of
a cotton twill weave and coloured blue on one side and white on the reverse.
Three fragments of rubber shoe sole have also been recovered from the surface of the site
which are most likely the result of modern deposition. One of the fragments is white in colour
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with an impressed check pattern, and the other two are black with an impregnated fine thread
interpreted as fragments of a rubber boot.
Smoking and Recreation
The Smoking subcategory contains 19 fragments of ball clay smoking pipes. Of these
fragments, three are from the pipe bowl, two are from the stem-spur of the pipe, and 14 are stem
fragments. Both of the stem-spur fragments display manufacturers marks (Figure 5.5). One
fragment is embossed with ‘TD. This type of pipe is attributed to pipe maker Thomas Dormer
and began to be produced in the mid-1700s (Walker 1971, Klimko 1987). However, shortly after
its production pipe manufacturers from across Europe and North America began producing pipes
with the ‘TD’ making attribution to a specific manufacturer difficult. The other fragment has
been embossed with ‘WM’ and possibly refers to either William Manby or William Mitchel, both
of whom were pipe manufacturers during the late 1700s operating out of England (Oswald 1960;
Pearce 2013).

Figure 5.6: Ball Clay Pipes with ‘TD’ Maker’s Mark (top) and WM Makers Mark (bottom)
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5.2.1.2 Domestic
The Domestic category contains 34 artifacts, all of which fall within the Containers
subcategory (Table 5.3). This subcategory contains 12 fragments of bottle glass, 21 ceramic
fragments, and a single bottle cap.
Table 5.3: Domestic Artifacts Subcategories and Associated Artifacts.
Category

Quantity

Container

34

Bottle Glass

12

Ceramic Fragment

21

Bottle Caps

1

Grand Total

34

Bottle Glass
For the purposes of this analysis, all bottles regardless of type have been placed into this
category to better discuss the collection as a whole. Further, it should be noted that several
fragments included here may have more specific uses; however, they could not be determined
due to their small size and fragmentary nature.
Of the 12 fragments of bottle glass, five are thin and amber coloured with distinct seams
that run along the side, shoulder, and neck fragments, indicating that these probably derive from
modern beer bottles. Four bottle glass fragments are olive, three of which mend to form the
finish, neck, and shoulders of a case gin bottle with a wide flared lip (Figure 5.7). There are three
bottle finishes, all with flared lips. Two are colourless and one is composed of green glass.
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Figure 5.7: Mended Case Gin Bottle
Bottle Caps
A single aluminum crown cap was recovered from the southern section. The label ‘Extra
Old Stock’ can be read with some difficulty on the top of the cap. This is a modern and widely
distributed brand of beer and is intrusive to the fur trade component of the site.
Ceramic Fragments
A total of 21 ceramic fragments were recovered from the southern section of the site, 19
of which are body sherds and two of which are lip sherds. Four of these fragments are grey in
colour with a salt glaze, while the others are of a white earthenware fabric. No patterns were
discernible on the body sherds. Two ceramic fragments are rim sherds, one of which has a curledover rim similar to that of a gallipot.
5.2.1.3 Architecture
The Architecture Category contains 11,278 artifacts consisting of Fasteners (nails, rivets,
and screws); fencing (fencing staples, and thick gauge wire fragments), and Structural Artifacts
(brick fragments, chimney stones, chinking, dressing flakes, and a driven pintle (Table 5.4).
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Table 5.4: Architecture Subcategories and Associated Artifacts.
Category

Quantity

Fasteners

151

Nail

149

Rivet

1

Screw

1

Fencing

2

Fencing Staple

1

Wire Fragment

1

Structural

11,125

Brick

13

Chimney Stone 6
Chinking

10,599

Dressing Flake

506

Pintle

1

Grand Total

11,278

Fasteners
The Fasteners subcategory consists predominantly of nails, as well as a single rivet, and a
screw with a slotted head. A total of 149 nails have been recovered from the southern section, all
of which are hand wrought (Peter Preiss, personal communication 2018) and their condition
ranges from good (containing very little rust or corrosion), to poor (being almost unidentifiable).
The broad variability of the nails conditions renders spatial analysis concerning the nail types and
uses (ex: flooring, roofing, furniture, finishing etc.) almost impossible and any results would be
incomplete due to the large quantity of unidentifiable nails. Some head types have been
identified, however, and these include clasp head, rose head, brads, and sprigs.
A single screw was recovered from this section. It has a slotted head and has been broken
in half, with the lower portion of threads and tip missing.
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A rivet has also been recovered from this section. It shows evidence of having been
driven into a surface of some kind and may have been used to affix two pieces of metal together.
It is heavily corroded and also possesses its accompanying washer.
Fencing
The Fencing subcategory contains a single wire drawn fencing staple and a fragment of
10-gauge fence wire. Due to the type of manufacturing process involved with these artifacts they
are probably of modern and intrusive provenance. They may derive from the fence that currently
surrounds the site.
Structural
The Structural subcategory contains most of the artifacts within the Architectural
functional category (n=11,125). This subcategory is dominated by fragments of chinking
(n=10,599), followed by dressing flakes (n=506), brick fragments (n=13), chimney stones (n=6),
and a hand wrought driven pintle (n=1). It is interesting to note that this subcategory alone
accounts for 46.3% of all recovered artifacts across the entire site.
Chinking is a mixture of mud and organic material such as grass and is used to fill in the
gaps and joints in log frame construction. The chinking found on site is probably locally derived
from nearby clay sources such as the South Saskatchewan River. Chinking needs to be able to
expand and contract with the natural and seasonal fluctuations of the log structure. If the chinking
is too brittle it will crack when the structure deforms with seasonal temperature changes (Gottfred
2002), so the specific mixture of organic material and muds would need to be achieved. If the
composition was incorrect, the large gaps resulting from these fluctuations would result in the
structure being cold and drafty during the winter and permit insects to enter the dwelling during
the summer season – neither of which would be desirable. Chinking recovered from the southern
section ranges in colour from gray to more vibrant reds and oranges. Investigations of chinking at
Fort Gibraltar found that the bulk of it was a distinctive orange-red colour, which is the result of
exposure to intense heat (Kroker et al. 1991:99). Furthermore, some of the excavated chinking
displays a glassy exterior from being exposed to fires hot enough to partially vitrify the clay
components of the chinking (Figure 5.8).
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Dressing flakes are fragments or spalls of limestones or granites interpreted to have been
produced during the construction or use-life of chimneys. Spalls and flakes of limestone cobbles
or boulders were chipped off in order to face the stones so that they would fit together more
evenly. The spalls and flakes may also have formed as a result of fires in the chimney causing
thermal fracturing of the chimney stones.
In addition to the dressing flakes, six chimney stones have been recovered from this
section. These stones are rectangular in shape with purposeful chipping on the faces in order to
form the stone into a rectangular brick shape. Observations of the chimney mounds show these
types of stones in-situ (Figure 5.9). Chimney stones located further from the chimney heaps were
probably deposited after the structure’s chimneys collapsed, causing them to be scattered further
afield.

Figure 5.8: Fragment of Chinking (left).
Figure 5.9: Chimney Stone in-situ (right).
Thirteen brick fragments were recovered from the upper 8 cm of unit 307N 175E. Due to
how high these artifacts occurred within the stratigraphic profile it is assumed that these
fragments are of a recent provenience and not related to the 18th century fur-trade component of
the site, as some of the earliest brick making facilities in Saskatchewan date to the late 19th
century at Fort Carlton (Buhr 1997:47). These artifacts were probably deposited during a later
homesteading period within the area.
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A single driven pintle was recovered from the southern section of the site. It is an “L”
shaped rusted fragment of hand wrought metal approximately 9 cm long tapering to a point. The
shorter arm is bent at a 90° angle to the longer arm and measures 4 cm (Figure 5.10). This type of
hardware is used in hanging doors and window shutters, where the pointed end would be driven
into the structural framework. The door or window would then be hung from a gudgeon and
allowed to pivot on the driven pintle. Similar driven pintles have been recovered from other fur
trade forts including from excavations at Fort Vermillion, and at Last Mountain House (Pyszczyk
2015; Klimko and Hodges 1993).

Figure 5.10: Driven Pintle from Southern Section.
5.2.1.4 Hunting, Subsistence and Defense
The Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense category contains 11 artifacts, nine of which are
within the Ammunition and Firearms subcategory, and two are within the General Tool
subcategory (Table 5.5). The Ammunition and Firearms subcategory contains firearm parts and
lead shot, and the General Tools subcategory contains fragments of a saw blade.
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Table 5.5: Hunting and Subsistence Subcategories and Associated Artifacts.
Category

Quantity

Ammunition and Firearms 9
Sear Spring

1

Gun Flint

4

Lead Shot

4

General Tools

2

Saw blade

2

Grand Total

11

Ammunition and Firearms
The Ammunition and Firearms subcategory contains most of the artifacts from this
category. These artifacts include a sear spring, gunflints and lead shot. The sear spring was
initially interpreted as a pendant fragment. However, it more closely resembles a spring from
either the frizzen or more likely the sear of a musket or pistol lock (Figure 5.11). This section of
the site has had only four pieces of lead shot recovered. The pellets include one 8.60 mm (0.34”)
pellet, two 6.10 mm (0.24”) pellets and one 3.90 mm (0.15”) pellet. These sizes roughly
correspond to #00 Buckshot; #4 Buckshot; and #2 Birdshot respectively (U.S. Repeating Arms
Company [USRAC] 2021).

Figure 5.11: Sear Spring
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Four gunflints were excavated from the southern section of the site (Figure 5.12). All four
flints resemble gunspalls as opposed to the more prismatic shaped gunflints (Hamilton 1960).
Gunflints of this type were individually struck from cores as opposed to deriving from long
blades of flint which would then be sectioned into gunflints (White 1975). All four of the
recovered flints show a bulb of percussion on the back side of the flint. These artifacts’
dimensions and attributes have been summarised in Table 5.6. The gunflints range in length from
21-26 mm (mean 24.75mm) and in width from 25-26 mm (mean 25.33mm).
All of the recovered gunflints from this section, either show signs of use wear or post
depositional trauma. One black flint has several large flake scars on its face side (Figure 5.12;
left). One grey flint shows extensive wear along its edge and has been broken longitudinally
(Figure 5.12; middle-left). One brown flint shows a concentrated concaved shaped scar along its
edge, possibly deriving from being repurposed as a fire-steel flint (Figure 5.12; middle- right).
One dark gray flint has been subjected to intense burning and fire alterations (Figure 5.12, right).
Based upon the dimensions of these gunflints Woodward ascribes the recommended firearm type
to be a horse pistol for all of the intact gunflints.
Table 5.6: Gunflint Dimensions and Properties
Catalogue
number

Size (mm)

Colour

Possible Firearm
type*

Comments

247

26

26

Brown

Horse Pistol

Possible fire steel use

719

26

25

Dark
Grey

Horse Pistol

Severely burned

2801

26

-

Grey

-

Broken

3582

21

25

Black

Horse Pistol

Large flake scars on face
side

Length Width

*From Woodward (1960:39)
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Figure 5.12: Gun flints from Southern Section
General Tools
The General Tools subcategory contains two small fragments of evenly serrated ferric
metal. These have been interpreted as fragments of a small saw blade. They contain no other
identifiable markings. Additionally, the recovered fragments do not include any means of
attaching a handle, so they possibly derive from the middle or end sections of the saw.
5.2.1.5 Business and Transportation
Sixteen fragments of slate represent the Business and Transportation category (Table 5.7).
The slate fragments have been interpreted as fragments of writing slates. They vary in both size
and weight ranging from the largest weighing 10.6 grams to the smallest at 0.7 grams. No
discernible writing or markings are present.
Table 5.7: Business and Transportation Subcategories and Associated Artifacts.
Category

Quantity

Writing Tools

16

Slate Fragment
Grand Total

16
16

5.2.1.6 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
A total of 411 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture consisting of three sub-categories
were recovered. These subcategories include Indigenous Crafted Pottery, Debitage, and Lithic
Tools (Table 5.8).
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Table 5.8: Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture Subcategories and Associated Artifacts.
Category

Quantity

Indigenous Crafted Pottery 1
Debitage

405

Core

16

Flake

259

Shatter

130

Tool

5

Drill

2

Biface

2

Retouched Flake

1

Grand Total

411

Indigenous Crafted Pottery
A single Indigenous Crafted Pottery sherd was recovered from the south section of the
site. The pottery sherd is from the body of the vessel and displays no noticeable decoration. No
other Indigenous pottery fragments have been recovered from the site.
Debitage
The Debitage subcategory contains lithic cores and core fragments (n=16), flakes from all
stages of the lithic reduction sequence (n=259), and shatter (n=130). The dominant material type
is Swan River Chert (70.86%).
Tools
Four lithic tools were recovered from the southern section of the site, one of which was a
silicified wood drill composed of two refit fragments both found in 308N175E (Figure 5.13).
Two bifaces composed of Swan River Chert (SRC) and a single retouched flake made of
silicified peat were recovered, the latter of which shows evidence of re-sharpening along its edge.
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Figure 5.13: Mended Silicified Wood Drill
5.2.1.7 Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous category contains three subcategories and 516 artifacts. Categories
include Unidentified Glass (n=498), and Unidentified Metal (n=18) (Table 5.9). More precise
identification of artifacts within this category is difficult (and sometimes impossible) due to the
artifacts’ fragmentary natures and poor conditions.
Table 5.9: Miscellaneous and Unidentified Artifacts
Category

Quantity

Unidentified Glass

498

Melted Glass

453

Unidentified Curved Glass 45
Unidentified Metal

18

Unidentified Copper

3

Unidentified Lead

4

Unidentified Ferric Metal

11

Grand Total

516

Unidentified Glass
The Unidentified Glass subcategory includes fragments of melted glass and fragments of
unidentified curved glass.
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There are 453 artifacts of melted glass. The degree of melting that occurred to these
artifacts has obliterated any trace of what they may have originally derived from.
There are 45 fragments of glass artifacts that are curved in form and do not display
characteristics of readily identifiable glass objects such as bottles, tumblers or stemware.
Additionally, these fragments do not readily display signs of melting. Glass fragment colors
include colourless (n=25), green (n=11), olive (n=8), and blue (n=1). Most of the curved glass
fragments exhibit some degree of patination or degradation in the form of patches of iridescent
material on the surface.
Unidentified Metal Fragments
The Unidentified Metal subcategory contains 18 artifacts. These include three fragments
of copper sheeting, four fragments of lead, and 11 unidentified ferric metal fragments. The metal
fragments in this category are too poorly preserved to determine what their original function was.
It is possible that the fragments of copper sheeting were at one-point parts of kettles, the lead
fragments were sprue or melted bail-seals, and the ferric metal fragments were strapping or
fragments of nails. However, each fragment was in too poor a condition to make any conclusive
determination of its original form.
5.2.1.8 Fire Broken Rock (FBR)
A total of 405 fragments of FBR were recovered from this section of the site (Table 5.10).
These fragments largely consist of granites and limestones. All fragments display signs of
heating, such as discolouration or a crumbly, friable consistency. The friable texture was
particularly noticeable amongst granite. The total weight of recovered FBR from this section
amounts to 3,277.4 g.
Table 5.10: Fire Broken Rock from the Southern Section.
Category

Quantity

Fire Broken Rock 405
Grand Total

405
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5.2.2 Functional Analysis of Artifacts - Central Section
The central section is arbitrarily defined as all units located between 320N and 350N. This
area of the site has seen the least effort in terms of excavated units or field seasons, with
excavations only occurring in the years of 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, and 2018. Unlike the southern
and northern sections of the site, the central section contains no visible surface features. Its
sample derives from a total of 41 excavated units amounting to 24.5m² of the site. From these
units 3,117 artifacts have been uncovered.
These artifacts have been subdivided into eight functional categories, and further
subdivided into appropriate subcategories depending on the artifact’s individual specific
functions. The most numerous functional categories include Architecture (2,701 or 86.65%),
followed by Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture (147 or 4.72%) and Miscellaneous (90 or
2.90%). The functional categories of Personal and Recreation; Hunting, Subsistence, and
Defense; Business and Transportation; and FBR amount to 179 artifacts, or 5.74% combined
(Table 5.11).
Table 5.11: Functional Categories of the Central Section.
Functional Category

Quantity

Personal and Recreational

70

Domestic

62

Architecture

2,701

Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense 6
Business and Transportation

3

Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture 147
Miscellaneous

90

Fire Broken Rock

38

Grand Total

3,117
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5.2.2.1 Personal and Recreational
This functional category contains 70 artifacts (Table 5.12) across three subcategories. The
subcategories include Adornment (beads and tinkling cones), Clothing (buttons and fragments of
fabric), and Smoking (fragments of cigarette package foil, cigarillo tips, ball clay tobacco pipes,
and fragments of modern cigarette lighters).
Table 5.12: Personal and Recreational Artifacts from the Central Section
Category

Quantity

Adornment

49

Bead

48

Tinkling Cone

1

Clothing

3

Button

2

Fabric

1

Smoking

18

Cigarette Foil

4

Cigarillo mouthpiece

1

Clay Tobacco Pipe

12

Lighter

1

Grand Total

70

Adornment
The Adornment subcategory contains 49 artifacts. These artifacts include beads and
tinkling cones. The single small tinkling cone is constructed from rolled sheet metal, probably a
form of cupric alloy and measures 1.5 cm long (Figure 5.14). There is a total of 48 beads that
have been recovered from this section. All are small, drawn, seed beads, type Ia (Karklins 1985).
They range in size from 2 – 4 mm. The identified colours of the beads include Oyster White
(n=20), Turquoise (n=12), Light Grey Blue (n=7), Royal Blue (n=4), Bright Navy (n=2) and
Dark Palm Green (n=3) (Figure 5.15)
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Figure 5.14: Tinkling Cone from Central Section

Figure 5.15: Beads from Central Section
Clothing
The Clothing subcategory contains three artifacts: two buttons and one fragment of cloth.
The cloth is similar to the fragment recovered from the southern section; it is thin and in poor
condition. The visible colours of the fabric are blue and white, and it is composed of cotton
constructed in a twill weave. The two buttons include one modern, small, grey, plastic shirt
button with four small holes in its face and one bone button blank. The bone button blank is
broken in half and has one hole in the center of its face. This type of button resembles that of an
Olsen Type J (Olsen 1963) (Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.16: Bone Button Blank of the Central Section
Smoking
This subcategory contains 18 artifacts. These include four small fragments of foil from
cigarette packages, one plastic cigarillo mouthpiece, a steel windscreen from a BIC brand lighter,
and 12 ball clay tobacco pipe fragments that are the only items related to the fur trade occupation.
Five of the ball clay pipe fragments are pipe stems, and the remaining seven are from the bowl
section of the tobacco pipe (Figure 5.17). None of the pipe fragments mend and none possess
makers marks.
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Figure 5.17: Clay Tobacco Pipe Fragments from the Central Section
5.2.2.2 Domestic
There is total of 62 artifacts from the Domestic category in this section of the site, all of
which are classified within the Containers subcategory. (Table 5.13).
Table 5.13: Domestic Artifacts from the Central Section
Category

Quantity

Container

62

Bottle Cap

13

Bottle Glass

46

Ceramic Fragment

1

Metal Container Fragment

2

Grand Total

62
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Containers
The Containers subcategory contains bottle caps, bottle glass, ceramic fragments, and
metal container fragments. A total of 13 crown bottle caps were recovered; two have been
identified as “Bohemian” beer brand, while the remainder are too corroded to identify.
Of the 46 recovered bottle fragments, 29 derive from modern amber beer bottles, 10 from
modern colourless beer bottles, 5 from modern green coloured beer or soft drink bottles, and 1
from an older olive coloured bottle that has some flaking patination that is likely the only item of
fur trade association. An additional fragment has the word ‘Cola’ embossed on the side, and there
are also two small fragments of sanitary can lids.
There is a single gallipot rim fragment (Figure 5.18). This thin-walled cream coloured
ceramic has a slight curve, and a curled over rim. These types of vessels were used to contain
various creams and hair ointments (Karklins 1983).

Figure 5.18: Cream coloured ceramic gallipot rimsherd
5.2.2.3 Architecture
This category is the second most numerous of the central section (n=2,701). These are
divided amongst three subcategories which include Fasteners (bolts, nails, nuts), Fencing
(fencing staples, wire fragments) and Structural (chinking, dressing flakes) (Table 5.14).
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Table 5.14: Architecture artifacts from the Central Section
Category

Quantity

Fasteners

9

Bolt

1

Nail

6

Nut

2

Fencing

2

Fencing Staple

1

Wire Fragment 1
Structural

2,690

Chinking

2,678

Dressing Flake 12
Grand Total

2,701

Fasteners
The fastener category contains nine artifacts: Two of these are nuts for retaining bolts.
One of the bolt-nuts is small, square, and composed of brass. The second bolt-nut is small,
hexagonal and composed of galvanized steel. There is one small steel bolt with a hexagonal head
and machine screw threading. Additionally, there have been five hand wrought nails and one wire
drawn nail recovered from the central section of the site (Figure 5.19). Three of five hand
wrought still retain their heads. One is a rose head style and two are clasp headed. The wire
drawn nail has a round disk shaped head.
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Figure 5.19: Nails from the Central Section
Fencing
The Fencing category contains one wire drawn fence staple that is pointed at both ends
and bent in a ‘U shape, and it should be noted that this type of fence staple also occurs on the
wire fence that surrounds FfNm-1. In addition to the staple, there is a corroded fragment of
galvanized 10-gauge fence wire.
Structural
The Structural category consists of dressing flakes and chinking fragments. Twelve
limestone spalls, interpreted as chimney stone dressing flakes have been recovered, as well as
2,678 fragments of chinking. Some chinking specimens retain the impressions of the wood
timbers that they were formed against (Figure 5.20).

Figure 5.20: Chinking Fragments from the Central Section
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5.2.2.4 Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense
There is a total of six artifacts within this category: five from the Ammunition and
Firearms subcategory (cartridge cases and lead shot) and one from the General Tools subcategory
(a folding clasp knife) (Table 5.15).
Table 5.15: Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense artifacts from the Central Section

Category

Quantity

Ammunition and
Firearms

5

Cartridge Case

4

Lead Shot

1

General Tools

1

Clasp Knife

1

Grand Total

6

Ammunition and Firearms
Within the Ammunition and Firearms category four cartridge cases and a single pellet of
lead shot have been recovered. These artifacts include three brass .22 caliber rimfire cartridge
cases, two of which display the headstamps “Super-X”. This type of ammunition has been
manufactured by Winchester since 1922. There is the base of a red plastic 12-gauge shotgun
cartridge whose headstamp is too corroded to discern. There are also three fragments of plastic
deriving from the side portion of a shotgun cartridge casing. Two of these fragments are red and
one is blue. The single lead shot pellet measures 0.4 cm in diameter which is equivalent to #1
Birdshot (USRAC 2021).
General Tools
The folded clasp knife measures 10.9 cm by 2.8 cm (Figure 5.21). It has a heavily
deteriorated wooden handle and a full metal bolster liner. The clasp knife is folded and corroded
shut so an accurate description of the blade’s profile is impossible; however, observations of the
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back of the blade show that its profile is narrower at the base and becomes broad and convex
toward the tip.

Figure 5.21: Folded Clasp Knife
5.2.2.5 Business and Transportation
Only one subcategory, Packaging, is represented within this Functional Category.
Packaging
This subcategory contains three small, short fragments of twine (Table 5.16). All three
fragments were recovered from the same unit excavated from the road to the site, and all derived
from the top 10 cm of soil. These twine fragments are probably of modern origin.
Table 5.16: Business and Transportation Artifacts from the Central Section
Category
Packaging
Twine
Grand Total

Quantity
3
3
3

5.2.2.6 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
A total of 147 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture have been recovered from the central
section. These artifacts were subdivided into two sub-categories including Debitage, and Tools
(Table 5.17).
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Table 5.17: Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture from the Central Section
Category
Debitage
Core
Flake
Shatter
Tool
Grinding Stone
Projectile Point
Scraper
Grand Total

Quantity
144
5
85
54
3
1
1
1
147

Debitage
The Debitage subcategory includes all lithic by-product artifacts derived from the
production of stone tools. This subcategory comprises most of the artifacts within the Lithic
subcategory (77.54%). These include cores and core fragments (n=5), flakes including primary,
secondary, and tertiary flakes (n=85) and shatter (n=54) or large, angular, and blocky lithic debris
produced during the flintknapping process usually as a result of faults or flaws in the knapped
material. Lithic material types represented include agate, brown chalcedony, cathead chert,
chalcedony, chert, gronlid siltstone, quartz, quartzite, and swan river chert.
Tools
Three identifiable stone tools have been recovered from excavations within this section.
These artifacts include one grinding stone (Figure 5.22), one late side notched projectile point,
and one end-side scraper (Figure 5.23). The grinding stone is composed of granite and weighs
611 grams. Three distinct grinding faces can be clearly seen on the surface of this artifact.
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Figure 5.22: Grinding Stone from Central Section
A single Late Prairie Side Notched projectile point was recovered from this section. It is
composed of Swan River chert. This projectile point style typically dates to 1250 B.P. to the
Historic Period (Peck and Ives 2001).
The third tool recovered from the central section of the site has been interpreted as an
end-side scraper composed of an unidentified chert variety. Areas of use can be seen along the
edges of the tool. This was possibly used in the act of hide processing; however, it is uncertain if
this tool is contemporaneous with the Fur Trade occupation of the site or dates to a previous
occupation.

Figure 5.23: End-Side Scraper from Central Section
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5.2.2.7 Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous category contains five subcategories and 90 artifacts. These
subcategories include Unidentified Glass, Unidentified Metal, Unidentified Plastic, and
Unidentified Styrofoam (Table 5.18). The Unidentified Glass subcategory includes artifacts of
melted glass, curved glass and safety glass. The Unidentified Metal subcategory includes artifacts
of aluminum fragments, ferrous metal fragments, and fragments of lead. The Unidentified Plastic
and Styrofoam subcategories include small fragments of unidentifiable plastic and Styrofoam.
Table 5.18: Miscellaneous Artifacts from the Central Section
Functional Category
Unidentified Glass
Melted Glass
Curved Glass
Safety Glass
Unidentified Metal
Aluminum Fragment
Ferrous Metal Fragment
Lead Fragment
Unidentified Plastic
Unidentified Styrofoam
Grand Total

Quantity
58
1
56
1
19
3
13
3
4
9
90

Unidentified Glass
There are 58 fragments of unidentifiable glass contained within this subcategory, the
majority of which are small fragments of curved glass(n=56). The colours of these curved glass
fragments include Amber (n=42), Colourless (n=11) and Olive (n=3). These fragments probably
derive from bottles but lack any definitive features. The unidentified glass subcategory also
contains a single fragment of melted glass. This fragment is small, aqua coloured, amorphous,
and pea shaped. Additionally, a single fragment of aqua coloured safety glass has been recovered.
Unidentified Metal
The Unidentified Metal subcategory contains 21.1% of the artifacts in the Miscellaneous
Category. These artifacts include fragments of Aluminum (n=3), Lead (n=3) and Ferrous metal
(n=13).
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Unidentified Plastic
This subcategory contains four (n=4) small, thin, blue, twisted plastic fragments of
unknown origin.
Unidentified Styrofoam
This subcategory contains nine (n=9) small fragments of Styrofoam pellets.

5.2.2.8 Fire Broken Rock
Thirty-eight fragments of FBR have been recovered from the central section (Table 5.19).
These fragments vary in size and weight as well as in composition. All displaying signs of
exposure to intense heat with most of the fragments being composed of pink friable granite. The
total recovered FBR from this section weighs 1,079.6 g.
Table 5.19: Fire Broken Rock from the Central Section
Category
Quantity
Fire Broken Rock 38
Grand Total
38

5.2.3 Functional Analysis of Artifacts - Northern Section
This subsection will discuss the artifacts recovered from the northern section of FfNm-1
with reference to their assigned functional categories. The northern section is arbitrarily defined
as all units north of 350N. Like the south and central sections, the artifacts from the northern
section have been subdivided into eight functional categories (see Table 5.20), and further
subdivided into various subcategories. The most numerous functional categories include
Architecture (3,969 or 49.27%); followed by Personal and Recreational (2,819 or 35.04%); and
Hunting, Subsistence and Defense (470 or 5.84%). The functional categories of Artifacts of
Indigenous Manufacture, Domestic, Miscellaneous, Business and Transportation and Fire Broken
Rock amount to 9.85% combined.
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Table 5.20: Functional Categories of the Northern Section
Functional Category
Quantity
Personal and Recreational
2,819
Domestic
106
Architecture
3,969
Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense 470
Business and Transportation
12
Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture 265
Miscellaneous
267
Fire Broken Rock
145
Grand Total
8,053

5.2.3.1 Personal and Recreational
This category contains 2,819 artifacts across six subcategories (Table 5.21). Subcategories
include Adornment, Clothing, Gaming, Sewing Equipment, Smoking, and Target Shooting. The
most numerous of these subcategories is Adornment consisting of 89.14% of these artifacts
(n=2,510). The least numerous is Gaming with only two (n=2) artifacts recovered (0.07%).
Table 5.21: Personal and Recreational Artifacts from the Northern Section
Category
Adornment
Bead
Brooch
Finger Ring
Pendant
Tinkling Cone
Watch Stem Post
Clothing
Button
Button Eye
Button Blanks
Fabric
Gaming
Clay Marble
Small Disk
Sewing Equipment
Needle
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Quantity
2,510
2494
2
3
2
8
1
18
12
1
4
1
2
1
1
5
1

Snowshoe Needle
String
Smoking
Cigarette Foil
Clay Tobacco Pipe
Stone Pipe
Target Shooting
Skeet Shooting Disc Fragment
Grand Total

3
1
287
4
279
4
2
2
2,819

Adornment
The Adornment subcategory contains 2,510 artifacts, consisting predominantly of drawn
and wound beads (n=2,494). Most of these are seed beads, with a lesser amount being wound
barrel beads. Several display elaborate colours and markings including chevron beads, Cornaline
d’Aleppo beads (coloured Brick Red with a Green Core) and large blue and gold beads similar to
those recovered in the southern section (Figure 5.24). Beads from the northern section contain a
wide range of colours and these are summarised in Table 5.22. The dominant bead colours from
the northern section are Blue, White, and Turquoise.

Figure 5.24: Beads from the Northern Section
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Table 5.22 :Beads Recovered from the Northern Section by Type and Colour
Drawn Beads
Light Grey Blue
Oyster White
Turquoise
Dark Shadow
Blue
Teal Green
Plum
Emerald Green
Lamp Black
Yellow
Dark Palm Green
Cinnamon
Rose Wine

Quantity Wound Beads
1,392
Brick Red/ Green
377
Rose wine
206
Oyster White

Quantity
104
9
4

201
124
20
14
8
7
6
2
2

Total

2,359

3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
135

Amber
Blue/White/Gold
Cinnamon
Dark Palm Green
Emerald Green
Blue/White/Red
Lamp Black
Cranberry/White
Green/White/Red
White/Red
Dark Shadow Blue
Total

There are two white metal (German silver) or pewter brooches (Figure 5.25) from this
section of the site. One ring brooch measures 2.6 cm in diameter with a 0.2cm wide band. Its
external band is broken in one place and the brooch still retains its cross bar. The second brooch
is heart shaped. This type of brooch is sometimes referred to as a ‘Luckenbooth’ brooch
(Fredrickson, and Gibb 1980). It measures 2.2 cm across and 2.8 cm long. It is missing its cross
bar but is otherwise intact. There are no obvious makers marks on either of these brooches. These
types of brooches were often worn as general clothing and hair accessories and adornments
(Stone 1974:135).
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Figure 5.25: Brooches from the Northern Section
Three brass finger rings (Figure 5.26) have been recovered. One ring has seven settings
for stones, including one large central setting with a clear colourless piece of glass, and six
smaller settings for small blue glass pieces, of which only one remains. The other two rings
possess no stones or adornment. All the ring bands are broken.

Figure 5.26: Brass Finger Rings
Two trapezoidal pendants have been recovered (Figure 5.27) from this section. These
pendants measure 1.8 by 3.5 cm and 1.7 by 3.2cm. Both are constructed of copper, and one was
recovered with a series of drawn blue and white seed beads. 3.2 – 3.7cm long and 1.7 cm wide.
One pendant was recovered near a string of 17 drawn seed beads. The associated bead colours are
white (n=9) navy (n= 3), and pale grey blue (n=5). These pendants were possibly cut from worn
out kettles and represent a country craft industry.
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Figure 5.27: Trapezoidal Pendants
A total of eight tinkling cones have been recovered (Figure 5.28). Tinkling cones were
typically constructed of rolled fragments of scrap copper from kettles or other fragments of sheet
metal which were formed into a small cone shape by both Europeans and Indigenous peoples
(Stone 1974).

Figure 5.28: Tinkling Cones
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A small artifact of turned brass consisting of a round ball on one end and a small peg on
the other end has been recovered from the northern section of the site (Figure 5.29). The round
ball has a fine hole drilled through the center and a small protrusion on its top. The artifact is
composed of brass and is heavily patinated. The artifact measures 1.6 cm by 0.4 cm. This artifact
has been interpreted as the stem post of a pocket watch and the hole would accept the watch’s
bow.

Figure 5.29: Watch Stem Post
Clothing
The Clothing subcategory contains four types of artifacts: buttons, button shanks, button
blanks and fragments of fabric.
Twelve buttons (n=12) have been recovered from the northern section of FfNm-1 (Figure
5.30). Two of the recovered buttons were too fragmentary to determine either type or if they
possessed any embellishments. One of the buttons from the northern section is a Type A button
(Olsen 1963) with a drilled hole at the attachment point. This button is badly damaged and
missing most of the face portion, which has several holes in it. There are four Type G buttons, all
of which are missing their shanks, a fairly common occurrence in this type of button as the shank
tended to be poorly attached with solder. One of these Type G buttons has the Hudson’s Bay
Company beaver motif. The remaining five buttons are of Type E construction with a heavy-set
shank and mould seam running across the back of the face. Four of these Type E buttons display
the Hudson’s Bay Company beaver motif.
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Figure 5.30: Buttons from the Northern Section
A button shank has been recovered from the northern section of the site (see Figure 5.30
bottom row). It possibly derives from a Type G button. Type G buttons commonly loose their
shanks due to an inferior method of affixing the shank to the button face (Olsen 1963). Because
of this issue, this type of button was quickly replaced by the Type H button which has a much
sturdier point of attachment (Olsen 1963). Type G buttons were only manufactured across a very
narrow period and, because of their design flaw, are often found discarded on archaeological sites
(Olsen 1963). This button shank does not refit with any of the recovered Type G buttons from the
site.
Four fragments of modified bone have been recovered in the northern section. These bone
fragments have sets of circular holes cut out of them and were the by-product of Type J button
manufacture (Figure 5.31). This method involved a brace or drill with a circular bit which would
be used to cut the button blanks out of bone. The buttonholes would be drilled into the button
blank at a later time (Olsen 1963).
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Figure 5.31: Bone Button Blanks
One fragment of synthetic fabric has been recovered. It is brown in colour and consists of
four fragments sewn together. The fabric appears to have some form of plastic-like finish applied
to make it appear as a form of faux leather. This fabric possibly derived from a glove or mitten
and is of recent origin.
Gaming
The Gaming subcategory contains two artifacts. One is a small grey undecorated clay
marble. It measures approximately 1 cm in diameter (Figure 5.32). there are no visible
fingerprints or other markings visible on its surface. The other artifact has been interpreted a
small grey game piece. It resembles a truncated cone measuring 1 cm in diameter and 0.5 cm tall
and has fine longitudinal grooves around its exterior margin, and a slightly dappled surface.
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Figure 5.32: Clay Marble
Sewing Equipment
The Sewing Equipment category contains five artifacts. These include one metal sewing
needle, three snowshoe needles, and one piece of string. The metal needle measures 4.7 cm long
and is composed of a heavily corroded, unidentified ferric metal (Figure 5.33). Of the three
recovered snowshoe needles only one is complete, measuring approximately 19cm in length. The
center of the needle has a small, polished hole measuring 5mm in diameter (Figure 5.34) The
other two needles are broken and were possibly discarded during the manufacturing process.

Figure 5.33: Sewing Needle
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Figure 5.34: Snowshoe Needles
In addition to the various needles a small fragment of grey string has been catalogued. It
is unknown if this artifact dates to the site’s fur trade period or if it dates to some later period of
the site’s occupation. It was recovered in the upper 10 cm of the excavation unit.
Smoking
The smoking category contains 287 artifacts. These include four fragments of foil from
cigarette packaging, four stone pipe fragments and 279 fragments of ball clay tobacco pipes.
The fragments of stone pipe are composed of two different lithic materials; three are
composed of a soft grey green stone (possibly steatite) while the fourth is composed of a reddishbrown material (possibly argillite) (Figure 5.35). All four fragments are from portions of the pipe
bowl. Two are undecorated and have been polished smooth while the other two demonstrate a
diagonal hatch pattern that has been inscribed on the outside of the bowl. Three of the pipes are
unfinished and possibly broke during manufacture and were then discarded. The reddish-brown
fragment is too fragmentary to determine if it was being manufactured on site or derived from a
complete pipe which later broke and was then discarded.
There is a total of 279 ball clay tobacco pipe fragments recovered from the northern
section of the site (Figure 5.36). These fragments include 96 bowl fragments, two bowl-spur
fragments, eight spur fragments, 169 stem fragments, three bowl-stem and one stem-spur
fragment. Seventeen fragments display makers marks, sixteen of which are ‘TD’ and one is
‘WM’ (Figure 5.37) Attempts to refit these pipe stems have been met with some success with a
total of 12 pipe stems refitting to five pipes. Some tobacco pipe fragments display evidence of
use wear in the form of shaving pipe stems down or burning on the interior of the bowl.
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Four fragments of the foil from cigarette packages have been recovered from the northern
section of the site. These fragments are composed of aluminum foil backed by thin paper. A
brand or manufacturing logo could not be readily identified from the foil fragments.

Figure 5.35: Fragments of Stone Pipes

Figure 5.36: Fragments of Ball Clay Pipes
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Figure 5.37: Fragments of Ball Clay Pipes with ‘WM’ and ‘TD’ makers marks
Target Shooting
The Target Shooting category contains two black and yellow fragments of modern clay
skeet targets or clay ‘pigeons’. These fragments of targets probably derive from after the fur trade
period of the site.
5.2.3.2 Domestic
The Domestic Category contains 106 artifacts across two subcategories (Table 5.23).
These include Containers and Utensils. The Container subcategory includes bottle caps, bottle
glass fragments, ceramic fragments, and fragments from metal containers, while the utensil
subcategory contains a single two-tined fork.
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Table 5.23: Domestic Artifacts from the Northern Section
Category
Containers
Bottle Cap
Bottle Glass
Ceramic Fragment
Metal Container Fragment
Utensil
Fork
Grand Total

Quantity
105
2
44
54
5
1
1
106

Containers
Two crown bottle caps were recovered from the northern section of the site. They are in
poor condition and are severely corroded, to the extent that makers marks or branding can not be
decerned.
There is a total of 44 fragments of bottle glass in this section. These have been subdivided
into their identifiable portions of the bottle (i.e., finish, shoulder, side, and base). Five bottle glass
fragments are finishes, four of which are flanged finishes from small medicine bottles, and one is
an applied finish similar to a case gin bottle (Figure 5.38). Fifteen bottle glass fragments are from
the shoulder of the bottles of which three are from modern beer bottles and display vertical mold
seams. The remaining 12 fragments are heavily patinated with 11 being olive green and one
being colourless glass. Eighteen fragments are from the side portion of the bottle, three are from
modern beer bottles and fifteen are from blown glass in mould bottles. The remaining six bottle
glass fragments are from the base portion of the bottle, two are from modern amber beer bottles
with small ridges around their circumference, three have push up bases and pontil marks. One is
smooth and without distinguishing features.
There are 54 fragments of ceramic, 17 of which are creamware. There are also 28
fragments of white earthenware, five fragments of coarse stoneware, and four fragments of
vitrified earthenware.
Five fragments of ferric metal containers have been recovered. Three of these fragments
appear to belong to the same artifact including one round, slightly domed top portion of a cap or
lid and two long and narrow side pieces from the wall of the container (Figure 5.39). There are no
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markings or labels on the metal fragment to aid in determining what the container might have
held. The container would have measured 5cm in diameter and 3 cm tall. Other fragments of
metal containers include a small metal twist cap from a Bayer aspirin bottle, as well as the
corrugated side portion of a metal sanitary tin can.

Figure 5.38: Glass Bottle Finishes

Figure 5.39: Metal Container
Utensils
The other subcategory is utensils, which contains a single, rat-tailed two-tined fork. The
fork has rounded shoulders, and a total length of 16.5cm. The tines measure 6.8 cm and are
spaced 1.5cm apart (Figure 5.40) There is no marking on the fork to indicate the maker or
country of origin.
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Figure 5.40: Two Tined fork
5.2.3.3 Architecture
The Architecture category contains 3,969 artifacts distributed across three subcategories.
These subcategories include fasteners, fencing and structural artifacts (Table 5.24).
Table 5.24: Architecture Artifacts from the Northern Section
Category
Fasteners
Nail
Washer
Fencing
Barbwire
Fencing Staple
Wire Fragment
Structural
Chimney Stone
Chinking
Door Bar Bracket
Dressing Flake
Door Hinge
Plaster
Grand Total

Quantity
66
65
1
10
1
4
5
3,893
6
3,689
1
194
1
2
3,969

Fastener
The Fastener subcategory contains 66 artifacts. These include 61 hand wrought nails, four
wire drawn nails and one metal disk washer. The hand wrought nails range in size from small
tacks to large structural nails (Figure 5.41). Several head morphologies are also present including
brads, sprigs, clasp head and rose headed nails. There are also several different tips present in the
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nail assemblage of the northern section, including chisel tips and spatulate tipped nails. The metal
disk washer is composed of galvanised steel and is of modern origin.

Figure 5.41: Hand Wrought Nails
Fencing
The fencing subcategory contains ten artifacts. These artifacts include one fragment of
barb wire, four wire drawn fence staples and five short fragments of ten-gauge fence wire.
Structural
The Structural category contains 3,893 artifacts. This includes six chimney stones
composed of limestone, (one of which is faced square), 194 dressing flakes. Twenty-two are
composed of granite, 171 are limestone and one is composed of sandstone.
Most of the artifacts in the structural category are fragments of chinking (n=3,689). The
fragments collected range from pea-sized to tens of centimetres long, and some fragments still
bear impressions of the wooden beam that the chinking was formed against.
Other artifacts recovered from the northern section also include two small fragments of
white plaster, a single large metal door hinge and a door bar bracket. This bracket has 3 holes on
either end, and would have been used to secure a board in order to bar a door closed.
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5.2.3.4 Hunting, Subsistence and Defense
This category contains 470 artifacts across three subcategories including Ammunition and
Firearms, Fishing, and General Tools (Table 5.25). The majority of the artifacts derive from the
Ammunition and Firearms subcategory followed by the General Tools and Fishing subcategories.
Table 5.25: Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense Artifacts from the Northern Section
Category
Ammunition and Firearms
Cartridge Case
Frizzen
Sear Spring
Gun Flint
Lead Shot
Metal Arrowhead
Musket Ball
Fishing
Lead Sinker
General Tools
Awl
Clasp Knife Handle
Broom Bristles
Farming Implement
File
Tibia Flesher
Grand Total

Quantity
461
1
1
1
4
448
3
3
1
1
8
1
1
2
1
2
1
470

Ammunition and Firearms
The Ammunition and Firearms subcategory contains 461 artifacts. These artifacts include
one discharged 12-gauge shotgun cartridge. The base of the cartridge is heavily corroded and a
maker’s mark or headstamp could not be obtained. The main body of the shot cartridge is of a red
plastic.
One frizzen has been recovered. The frizzen measures 3.7cm long and the strike plate
measures 3cm. The attachment point for the frizzen is still intact, however, it is corroded. It has a
1 cm external diameter and a 0.5 cm internal dimeter. Additionally, a sear spring for a flint lock
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gun was also recovered (Figure 5.42). It measures 3.5 cm long. The upper portion of the spring is
missing and the attachment hole is still in good condition.

Figure 5.42: Sear Spring
A total of four gunflints have been recovered from this section of the site. Three of the
gunflints are dark grey and one is brown (Figure 5.43). All four are gun spalls. Similar to the
gunflints recovered in the southern section, all four flints resemble gun spalls as opposed to
prismatic shaped gunflints that derive from blades of flint (White 1975) All four of the recovered
flints show a bulb of percussion on the back side of the flint. These artifacts’ dimensions and
attributes have been summarised in Table 5.26. The gunflints range in length from 21-26 mm
(mean 24.75mm) and in width from 25-26 mm (mean 25.33mm).
All of the recovered gunflints from this section, either show signs of use wear or post
depositional trauma. One dark grey flint was recovered broken in half (Figure 5.43; right). One
brown flint shows extensive wear along the edge (Figure 5.43; middle-right). One dark grey flint
shows concave-shaped scaring along its edge and sides, possibly deriving from being repurposed
as a fire-steel flint (Figure 5.43; left). One dark gray flint has been extensively used, resulting in
its misshapen profile (Figure 5.43, middle right). Woodward (1966) has provided the dimensions
for the gunflints used in various types of guns allowing one to infer the type of weapon they were
used with. However, due to the amount of wear and damage present on the artifacts from FfNm1, the dimensions may not reflect the artifacts original sizes.
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Table 5.26: Gunflint Dimensions and Properties
Catalogue number
1615
5279
5193
8181

Size (mm)
Length Width
20
27
25
27
23
20
25

Colour

Comments

Dark Grey
Brown
Dark Grey
Dark Grey

Possible fire steel use
Broken
Very worn

Figure 5.43: Gunflints
There have been 448 pieces of lead shot recovered from the northern section of the site.
The size of the shot ranges from bird shot to double aught buck. In addition to the pieces of lead
shot a total of three musket balls have been found as well (Figure 5.44).
A total of two metal arrow heads and one metal arrow tip have been recovered from the
northern section of the site (Figure 5.45). The arrowheads measure 4.6 cm long by 2.2 cm wide
and 3.8 cm long by 2.0 cm wide. Both complete arrowheads have short stems with one having a
minor flare at the base. No measurements for the incomplete arrowhead have been made;
however, it probably was of similar size to the complete arrowheads. The arrow heads do not
appear to have significant damage to the tips to indicate impact with hard surfaces after being
fired. However, they also possess a layer of corrosion and patination that inhibits analysis.
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Figure 5.44: Lead Shot and Musket balls

Figure 5.45: Metal Projectile Points
Fishing
The Fishing category contains one round and folded fragment of lead. This has been
interpreted as a lead line sinker, probably of modern origin.
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General Tools
The General Tools category contains eight artifacts. These artifacts include one awl, one
clasp knife handle, two bunches of plastic broom bristles, an unidentified farming tool fragment,
and two metal files.
The awl measures 12.5 cm long and has two small grooves at the proximal end which
were used to secure the awl to a handle (Figure 5.46).
A metal bolster liner of a small clasp knife was recovered from the northern section
(Figure 5.47). The clasp knife handle is missing any of the wood or bone inlay that usually
accompanies this type of tool, as well as missing the blade and its accompanying half. It
measures 11 cm long and is heavily corroded.

Figure 5.46: Metal Awl

Figure 5.47: Clasp Knife Handle
There are two clusters of plastic broom bristles. These bristles are brown and each cluster
possesses four bristles, each are composed of a plastic-like material, possibly nylon.
There is one unidentified farming implement. It is a heavy fragment of iron with a round
eye to accept a handle of some form. It is possibly a fragment of a hoe or a mattock.
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Two iron files have been recovered from the northern section of the site. The larger and
more intact of the two files measures 11.5 cm long and 1.2 cm wide. Only a small portion of the
second file was recovered.
5.2.3.5 Business and Transportation
This Subcategory contains 12 artifacts distributed across two subcategories. The
subcategories are packaging and writing tools (Table 5.27).
Table 5.27: Business and Transportation Artifacts from the Northern Section
Category
Packaging
Barrel Strapping
Writing Tools
Slate Fragment
Grand Total

Quantity
5
5
7
7
12

Packaging
The Packaging subcategory consists of five fragments of barrel strapping. These
fragments are severely corroded and vary in length and width. Several fragments have corroded
rivets or nails still affixed to them.
Writing Tools
The Writing Tools subcategory contains seven fragments of slate which have been
interpreted as broken fragments of writing slates. These fragments have at least one straight outer
margin. All fragments derive from the same unit. Although none of the fragments refit, they may
have all derived from the same slate.
5.2.3.6 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
The Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture category contains 265 artifacts across two
subcategories. These subcategories include Debitage and Tools (Table 5.28).
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Table 5.28: Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture from the Northern Section
Category
Debitage
Core
Flake
Shatter
Tools
Biface
End Scraper
Knife
Grand Total

Quantity
261
3
132
126
4
2
1
1
265

Debitage
The Debitage subcategory includes all lithic material by-products used in the stone tool
manufacturing process. These include cores and core fragments (listed as cores), flakes and
shatter. Three cores or fragments of cores (n=3) have been recovered from this section, 132
flakes and 126 fragments of shatter. The recovered flakes represent all stages of the lithic
reduction sequence including primary, secondary and tertiary flakes.

Tools
A total of four lithic tools have been recovered from the northern section. These tools
include two bifaces, one end scraper and one lithic knife (Figure 5.48, second biface not shown).
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Figure 5.48: Lithic tools from the Northern Section including a Scraper (right) Knife (Center)
Biface (left)
5.2.3.7 Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous category from the northern section contains four subcategories, these
include Unidentified Glass, Unidentified Leather, Unidentified Metal, and Unidentified Plastic
(Table 5.29). The Unidentified Glass subcategory contains fragments of Melted Glass, Safety
Glass, Curved Glass, and Flat Glass. The Unidentified Leather subcategory contains pieces of
leather that are too fragmentary to be identified to a greater artifact. The Unidentified Metal
subcategory contains fragments of copper, lead, and other Ferric metals as well as a small copper
ring from some sort of chain or closure. Finally, the Unidentified Plastic Category contains small
fragments of plastic of unknown origin.
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Table 5.29: Miscellaneous Artifacts from the Northern Section
Category
Unidentified Glass
Melted Glass
Safety Glass Fragment
Curved Glass
Flat Glass
Unidentified Leather
Leather
Unidentified Metal
Copper Fragment
Copper Ring
Ferrous Metal Fragment
Lead Fragment
Unidentified Plastic
Plastic Fragment
Grand Total

Quantity
166
33
17
99
17
5
5
93
20
1
60
12
3
3
267

Unidentified Glass
The Unidentified Glass subcategory contains 166 artifacts and four artifact types. The
majority of artifacts are fragments of curved glass (n=99). This type of glass displays no obvious
indicator of the artifact it derived from, although a large portion of these may derive from broken
bottles.
The second most numerous type of unidentified glass is fragments of melted glass (n=33).
These fragments have been exposed to such a high degree of heat as to obliterate all facets that
could be used to aid in their identification.
There are 17 small pieces of aqua coloured safety glass broken into blocky fragments.
Laminated safety glass was patented in the early 1900s and became commonplace in car
windshields during the 1930s.
There are 17 fragments of flat glass. The colours displayed amongst these fragments
include colourless (n=15), and green (n=2) glass. These fragments vary in thickness, and it is
difficult to determine what original artifact these fragments derived from although four fragments
mend together.
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Unidentified Leather
The Unidentified Leather subcategory contains five small fragments of leather. These
fragments vary in size and shape and are too degraded to identify their original function.
Unidentified Metal
The second most numerous subcategories within the Miscellaneous category is
Unidentified Metal. This subcategory contains 93 objects. Of these, 60 are unidentifiable
fragments of ferric metal, 12 fragments of lead, 20 fragments of copper, and one is a small
elongated ovate copper ring. The artifacts of lead may be discarded fragments of sprue, or
possibly baling seals, but are in too poor a condition to decern what their original purpose was.
Similarly, the copper fragments come in many forms, including strips and cut triangular
fragments. These artifacts could have been blanks for tinkling cones, or pendants and may derive
from worn out kettles. However, the condition they were in when excavated does not lend for
easy interpretation. The single elongated ovate copper ring may have been part of a chain or a
decorative fastener, but it is impossible to determine its original function without more
information.
Unidentified Plastic
There have been three small fragments of plastic recovered from the northern section of
the site. One of these fragments is a very small, thin blue and twisted plastic fragment, the other
two are curved, hard and green plastic fragments, possibly belonging to some form of packaging
but it is difficult to conclusively identify. All three fragments derive from the upper layers of the
units and are probably from modern refuse.
5.2.3.8 Fire Broken Rock
Fire Broken Rock includes all stones that have been modified by direct heat. This
manifests in a variety of ways depending on the type of rock and the intensity of the heat
involved. For instance, limestones tend to take on a red-orange discolouration, while granites
tend to break down and become very crumbly. In total, 145 fragments of fire broken rock have
been recovered from various areas of the northern section (Table 5.30). There has been a total of
9,477 g of FBR recovered from this section to date.
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Table 5.30: Fire Broken Rock from the Northern Section
Category
Fire Broken Rock
Grand Total

Quantity
145
145

5.3 Faunal and Flora Specimens from FfNm-1
The author would like to acknowledge that a great deal more research is possible on the
flora and fauna recoveries from the site; however, due to the scope of the current project, this was
not possible. As such, a basic analysis of the fauna and floral specimens is presented below.
5.3.1 Fauna and Flora Specimens - Southern Section
5.3.1.1 Fauna Specimens
There is a total of 6,208 faunal specimens from this section. These have been subdivided
into Bone, Cartilage, Egg Shells, Mollusk Shells, Fish Scales, and Teeth (Table 5.31)
Table 5.31: Faunal Subcategories and Quantities
Category
Bone
Cartilage
Egg Shells
Mollusk Shells
Fish Scales
Teeth
Grand Total

Quantity
6,028
3
122
27
1
27
6,208

Bone
The largest of the subcategories is Bone (97.10%) and includes both identified and
unidentified complete bones and bone fragments. Bone fragments made up the vast majority of
this subcategory in both quantity and weight (99.3% and 76.2%). Most of the bone fragments are
quite small and are either burnt or calcined.
The remaining 38 intact bones derive from a variety of both terrestrial and avian animals.
These have been summarised in Table 5.32.
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Table 5.32: Identified Faunal Elements in the Southern Section
Faunal Element
Femur
Tibia
Cranial Fragment
Femur
Humerus
Mandible
Femur
Os coxae
Rib
Sternum
Tibia
Vertebra
Calcaneus
Femur
Metatarsal
Phalanx
Radius
Rib
Tarsal
Ulna
Vertebra
Total

Quantity
1
1
1
2
4
1
5
2
3
1
1
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
38

Animal Type
Avian

Rodentia

Unidentified Large Sized
Mammal

Unidentified

Cartilage
This subcategory contains three intact goose or swan tracheal rings (Dr. Ernie Walker
Personal Communication 2017). They are dark brown to grey in colour and quite fragile. All
three measure approximately 1 cm in diameter.
Eggshells
This subcategory contains 122 small light grey to white fragments of eggshell. Most of
these fragments were recovered from a single unit (307N183E, n=120), 30-50 cm below surface.
The other two eggshell fragments were recovered at a similar depth several meters away
(310N175E). It is unknown what species these shell fragments belong to, or if they were of
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domestic chicken or of a local variety of bird. Based upon the depth that they were recovered
from it is doubtful they are modern and intrusive.
Mollusk Shells
A total of 27 mollusk shells have been recovered from the southern section of the site.
They come in two varieties: clam shell fragments and snail shell fragments. None of the shell
fragments display evidence of human alteration, and although no work has been done to identify
the species of mollusk, it is likely that all fragments are from locally available specimens.
Additionally, most shell fragments derive from the upper 30 cm of the excavated units and their
deposition may date to a period after the site’s occupation.
Fish Scales
A single fish scale was recovered from the southern section of the site. While it has not
been speciated, it is likely that it derives from a local variety found within the South
Saskatchewan River.
Teeth
A total of 27 teeth and tooth fragments were recovered. Of these, two have been identified
as large-sized rodent (likely beaver), and 25 derive from unidentified large ungulates such as
bison, elk, moose, or deer.
5.3.1.2 Floral Specimens
A total of 14 chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) seeds were identified. The chokecherry
seeds were recovered throughout the upper 30 cm of several units. Several chokecherry bushes
populate FfNm-1 and the recovered seeds may be intrusive, being delivered into deeper strata by
burrowing animals. However, chokecherry bushes are native to this region of Saskatchewan and
were utilised as a food source in the 1700s. Therefore, it is difficult to determine which came
first. While these specimens may be the result of intrusive burrowing, it is amusing to think the
current population of chokecherry bushes may have originally derived from the diet of one of the
site’s historic occupants.
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5.3.2 Faunal and Floral Specimens - Central Section
5.3.2.1 Fauna Specimens
The Faunal Category of the central section contains 3,047 specimens. These include bones
and bone fragments, mollusk shells, fish scales, and animal teeth (Table 5.33).
Table 5.33: Faunal Artifacts from the Central Section
Category
Bone
Mollusk Shell
Scale
Teeth
Grand Total

Quantity
2,995
38
3
11
3,047

Bone
The most numerous of these categories are bones and bone fragments accounting for
2,995 specimens. Most of these (99.13%) consist of burned and calcined fragments of bone and
remain unidentifiable. The remaining 26 bones consist of identified aquatic, avian, and terrestrial
animals. A summary of identified elements can be found below in Table 5.34.
Table 5.34: Identified Faunal Elements in the Central Section
Bone
Mandible
Cranial Fragment
Ulna
Tibia
Vertebrae
Femur
Metapodial
Petrous Temporal
Humoral Head
Ulna
Phalanx
Rib Fragment
Vertebra
Grand Total

Quantity
2
1
1
1
6
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
6
26
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Type
Avian
Rodent
Fish

Large Sized Mammal

Unidentified

Mollusk Shell
This subcategory consists of 38 specimens, 35 of which are fragments of clam shells, and
the remining three are small snail shell fragments. None of the mollusk shells contain any
evidence of alteration such as inscribing or evidence of tool work. All specimens within this
category probably derive from local sources such as the nearby river, and all were recovered
within the upper 10-20 cm of excavated units.
Scale
A total of three fish scales have been recovered from the central section of the site. These
have not been identified to species; however, they probably are from a local variety of fish that
lives within the adjacent river.
Teeth
There have been 11 teeth and tooth fragments recovered from this section of the site.
Eight derive from unidentified large ungulates, possibly Bison, Moose, Elk, or Deer. One tooth
fragment has been identified as a beaver incisor, and two others have been identified as deriving
from some form of canid.
5.3.2.2 Floral Specimens
A total of two chokecherry seeds have been recovered from within the central section of
the site. Both these seeds derive from the same unit and were recovered from between 20-40 cm
below surface. As previously discussed, several chokecherry trees exist on site and within the
general area, and therefore it is unknown if these seeds are modern or if they derive from the Furtrade component of the site.
5.3.3 Faunal and Floral Specimens - Northern Section
5.3.3.1 Faunal Specimens
The Northern Section of FfNm-1 contains the most faunal recoveries of all sections of the
site. Faunal recoveries from this section consist of fragments of Bone, Cartilage, Egg Shell,
Mollusk Shell, Tooth, and Scale (Table 5.35). Most of these specimens are heavily damaged and
have undergone some degree of burning.
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Table 5.35: Faunal Specimens
Category
Bone
Cartilage
Eggshells
Mollusk Shells
Fish Scales
Teeth
Grand Total

Quantity
20,169
24
45
153
127
69
20,587

Bone
The largest of the subcategories is Bone (98.08%) and includes both identified and
unidentified complete bones and bone fragments. Bone fragments made up much of this
subcategory in both quantity and weight (96.06% and 73.67% respectively). Most of the bone
fragments are quite small and are either burnt or calcined.
Several bones have been identified to species or size of animal. These are summarised in
Table 5.36. These include several bones belonging to Avian, Canid, Fish and Rodents as well as
small, medium, and large sized mammals and ungulates. Most bones have only been sorted based
on size and almost a quarter have not been identified.
Table 5.36: Animal Bones by Type
Type
Avian
Canid
Fish
Rodent
Small Sized Mammal
Medium Sized Mammal
Large Sized Ungulate
Large Sized Mammal
Unidentified Non-Fragmented
Bone
Grand Total
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Quantity
24
14
114
25
20
18
15
70
115
415

Cartilage
There have been 24 pieces of cartilage recovered. These specimens appear to be small
ovate rings measuring approximately 1 cm in diameter. They have been identified as tracheal
rings from either a goose, swan, or some other large bird.
Eggshell
There have been 45 small white eggshell fragments recovered from the northern section
of the site. These eggshell fragments are heavily fragmented, and most fragments are less than a
few millimeters in diameter.
Mollusk Shell
A total of 153 mollusk shells and mollusk shell fragments have been recovered from
across the northern section of the site. Six fragments derive from clam shells, and the remaining
147 derive from small common snails. The clam shell fragments do not show any evidence of
overt human modification such as carving or button making activities. Most snail shells (n=105)
are whole and do not exhibit any evidence of burning or crushing. The remaining snail shells
(n=42) are in a fragmentary state.
Fish Scale
There have been 127 fish scales recovered from units in the northern section. These fish
scales have not been identified to any specific species. Most (n=121) have been recovered from
depths below 30 cm and some as deep as 120 cm below surface.
Teeth
A total of 69 teeth and tooth fragments were recovered from units within the southern
features of this part of the site. Most of the fragments are from molars (n=59) deriving from large
sized ungulates such as bison, elk or moose. The remaining teeth and tooth fragments have been
identified to medium sized rodents, possibly beaver, the rodent teeth include seven incisors and
three small molars.
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5.3.3.2 Floral Specimens
A total of 390 floral specimens have been recovered from the northern section of the site.
This subcategory is entirely composed of chokecherry seeds. It is the largest amount of
chokecherry seeds recovered from across the entire site.
5.4 Summary
This chapter analysed all the artifacts recovered from the south, central and northern
sections of the site. These sections contained a total of 23,894 artifacts which were recovered
from 214 units. The artifacts were sorted into eight functional categories which included Personal
and Recreation; Domestic; Architecture; Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense; Business and
Transportation; Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture, Miscellaneous and Fire Broken Rock.
Additionally, the artifacts were subdivided into several subcategories with descriptions and
quantities being provided for each.
Although a significant portion of the recoveries were faunal and floral specimens, a more
detailed analysis of these fell outside of the scope of this project. While these were briefly
discussed within the sections of the site that they were recovered from, a more detailed analysis
should be conducted upon these artifacts.
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CHAPTER 6 - SPATIAL ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the spatial distribution of artifact recoveries from FfNm-1. The site
has been arbitrarily subdivided into three sections: the southern section which includes all units
excavated south of 320N; the central section which includes all units excavated between 320N
and 350N; and the northern section which includes all units excavated north of 350N. This
chapter will begin with a description of the general stratigraphy and features observed in each of
these sections. A brief discussion of the vertical artifact distribution within the site will follow,
and a horizontal distribution analysis of functional categories will close the chapter.
A total of 215 units have been excavated at FfNm-1. These units vary in dimension
ranging from 1.0x1.0m to 0.50x0.50m. Depths for these units varied from 40cm to 140 cm bs.
6.2 Features and Stratigraphy
This subsection presents the general site stratigraphy as well as describing the features
encountered within each section. Features include chimney mounds, cellar depressions, stockade
wall trenches, floorboards, wall sills, and various storage pits.
6.2.1 Features and Stratigraphy - Southern Section
In total 103 units have been excavated in the southern section of FfNm-1 since field work
began in 2005. This amounts to 60.5 m² of inspected space within the site (Figure 6.1), in which
three visible surface features and several subsurface features were identified. Features visible
from the surface include two chimney mounds and a cellar depression. The remains of a stockade
have been recovered in units excavated surrounding the chimney mounds and cellar depressions,
and include a defined trench, post molds, and fragments of upright timbers. To date only three of
the corners of this feature have been positively identified while the fourth corner remains
inferred.
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The general stratigraphy included a 5 to 10 cm thick root mat comprised of grass, leaves,
sod etc. followed by a 25 cm thick layer of grey silty loam which is crisscrossed with rodent
burrows from the local ground squirrel population, as well as occasional 2-5 cm thick roots from
the small aspen-poplar trees that currently dot the site. In excavations near structural features,
thick ash rich layers have been documented. Underlying these layers is a layer of dry yellow grey
sandy silt, followed by a yellow grey silty clay (Figure 6.2). These yellow-grey basal layers have
been interpreted as the subsoil. Although this tends to be the general trend of this section’s
stratigraphy, the stratigraphic profile of individual units can vary significantly.

Figure 6.1: Southern Section Features
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Figure 6.2: Southern Section Stratigraphy of Select Units
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6.2.1.1 Chimney Mounds
There are two chimney mounds within the southern section of the site. These mounds
measure 2.0 x 2.3 m and 2.0 x 1.6 m in diameter respectively and are approximately 1m tall.
They are largely composed of 20-30 cm cobbles forming a heap, with smaller stones interlocked
in-between the larger cobbles (Figure 6.3). Some of the stones display signs of shaping and
facing into rough blocks. Several other structural elements, such as floorboards and wall sills,
have also been uncovered in the vicinity of these chimney mounds (see Section 6.2.1.4), and a
large deep cellar depression is situated in-between them.

Figure 6.3: Chimney Stones in-situ
6.2.1.2 Cellar Depression and Borrow Pit
Although there can be a multitude of different types of pit features three prominent types
can be described on fur trade sites. These include borrow pits; storage pits and cellars; and refuse
pits (Klimko and McKeand 1998) One cellar depression is visible in the southern section and is
situated between the two chimney mounds. The depression measures approximately 3.0 x 4.1m
and the surface dips at an approximate 30% grade down to 0.5m towards the center. The
stratigraphy of this feature conforms, more or less, with the general stratigraphy for the section,
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although there are two notable exceptions. Within the upper 50 cm, there is a 5 to 10 cm thick
layer of charcoal rich silty loam which conforms to the shape and size of the feature.
Additionally, a pronounced cut can be seen within the stratigraphy of the feature, delineating the
shape and floor of the cellar pit.
The other pit feature in the southern section measures approximately 1.0 x 0.41m. This
feature is interpreted as a borrow pit that has been later reused as a refuse pit. Most of the
recoveries from this feature include small fragments of burned bone, a finger ring with a bent and
broken band, a fragment of salt glazed ceramic and the stem fragment of a tobacco pipe. Borrow
pits would be excavated for mud and clays to be used in the making of daub and chinking for the
various structures at the post.
6.2.1.3 Stockade
Since 2005 there has been a considerable amount of effort applied in delineating the
stockade wall that surrounds the southern features. A total of 45 excavated units contains
stockade wall features, and three of the stockade corners have been positively identified. These
show a defined trench in both plan and profile views as well as periodic post molds left over from
the stockade uprights, some of which contain fragments of degraded wood (Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4: Stockade Trench
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6.2.1.4 Structural Elements
Structural elements including the remains of burnt floorboards, joists, and wall sills have
been uncovered and documented in this section (Figures 6.5 and 6.6) at a relatively shallow depth
of 20 to 30 cmbs. They are generally in very poor condition, and the type of wood used in their
construction is unknown.
The paucity of these wooden feature recoveries, even when considered alongside the
chimney mounds and cellar depressions described above, makes it difficult to determine the
definite size and shape of the original structure in the southern section of FfNm-1.

Figure 6.5: Structural Features of the Southern Section
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Figure 6.6: Wall Sill from Southern Section (upper right corner of unit)
6.2.2 Stratigraphy - Central Section
The central section contains no visible surface features. It is the open space between the
two feature clusters in the north and south sides of the site and contains the modern entrance and
monument of the site. The section has the least number of units excavated out of the three
sections and most of the units from the section occur in the roadway that provides access to the
site (54% of the excavated units by area). In total there are 41 excavated units amounting to 24.5
m² of excavated material (Figure 6.7). The excavation pattern of this section consists mostly of
small 0.50 cm x 1 m test units that are widely dispersed. Units from the roadway often featured
compressed stratigraphy and tend to be shallow, averaging 20 cm deep, with a thick cap of
roadway fill resting upon compacted silts. Recoveries from these units may represent a smear of
artifacts produced when the road was initially constructed and exacerbated with decades of
vehicle travel.
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Figure 6.7: Map of Central Section Features
Within areas of the central section that have not been compromised by the access road,
stratigraphy tends to be uncomplicated. Generally, it consists of a layer of sod 5-10 cm thick,
resting on top of a mottled dark gray silty layer 10 to 20 cm thick. This in turn rests on the yellow
grey silt that seems to form the basal strata of the entire site (Figure 6.8 B). Some areas of the
central section show evidence of modern disturbance in the form of plow scars which can be seen
in the wall profiles of some units carving into the yellow-grey silt layer (Figure 6.8 A). Evidence
of compaction and stratigraphic disturbance can be found in some of the units towards the
western half of the section, near the monument, site entrance, and roadway. This comes in the
form of much denser soils and roadway aggregates.
More complicated stratigraphy is seen in profiles recorded closer to the northern section
of the site (Figure 6.8 C). In these cross sections, dipping layers of ash rich clay are found resting
on top of layers of dark grey silty loam. These in turn were found resting on top of the yellow
grey silty clay that forms the basement of the site.
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Figure 6.8: Central Section Wall Profiles
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6.2.3 Features and Stratigraphy - Northern Section
In total 71 units have been excavated in the northern area of FfNm-1, amounting to 59.5
m² of inspected space within the site. Most units in the northern section were excavated within 5
m of a visible surface feature. Features from the northern section include a cellar depression, a
chimney mound, and several scatters of large stones and rocks as well as storage pits, burned
floorboards and one unit with a stockade trench (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9: Northern Section Features
The general stratigraphy for this section of the site is similar to that of the central section:
a 5-10 cm layer of sod resting on top of a thick, dark grey silty layer, underlain by the yellow
grey silty clay that is found in undisturbed strata across the site. As with the other sections, a
more complex stratigraphy can be found within some of the excavated units, especially those
closer to chimney mounds and cellar depressions. Features within these units include infilled
storage pits, cellars, refuse pits and buried burnt structural features like floorboards (Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.10: Northern Section Wall Stratigraphy
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6.2.3.1 Northern Chimney Mound
This large feature measures approximately 2.5 x 2.5 m wide and rises above the ground
surface by 0.75 m. It is covered in grasses and small juvenile shrubs. Like its southern
counterparts, the northern chimney mound is composed of a heap of small stones and boulders,
some of which show signs of facing, or intentional shaping. The dominant rock types observed
from the surface include granites and limestones, probably obtained locally. Since excavations
began there have been no excavations of the chimney mound to obtain a cross section of its
contents or stratigraphy. To date, the exact size and dimensions of the structure that was
associated with the chimney mound has not been determined.
6.2.3.2 Northern Cellar Depression
The northern cellar depression is in close association with the northern chimney mound.
This ovate depression measures 1.8 m in diameter and 20 cm deep at the surface; however,
excavations have revealed it to be rectilinear in shape measuring 2.8 x 2.6 m wide with a depth of
approximately 130 cm below surface.
The stratigraphy of this feature is complex with overlapping layers of loam and mottled
silt with thick layers of ash rich sediments and charcoal (See Figure 6.10: top). At the base of it
are layers of charred wood and large cobbles resting on top of a basal layer of yellow grey silt.
6.2.3.3 Surface Rock Scatters
A long cluster of rocks associated with the chimney mound is visible on the surface of the
site. This cluster forms a poorly defined ovate ‘smear’ running in a general grid-north/south
direction and is located approximately 2 m south of the chimney mound. There have been no
excavation units placed with in this feature; however, due to its size, shape, and proximity to the
chimney mound, this feature is interpreted as the remains of the northern chimney that toppled
over after the site’s abandonment.
6.2.3.4 Floorboards
Several units in the eastern half of the northern section contain floorboards. These boards
were uncovered at very deep levels (100-120cmbs) during previous excavations (Playford and
Koblun 2013). The floorboards are wide, with one measuring approximately 40 cm. All
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recovered boards are severely burnt or degraded (Figure 6.11). These boards tend to run in a
general grid north/south direction and the type of wood used has not been identified.

Figure 6.11: Northern Section Burnt Floorboards
6.2.3.5 Stockade Wall
There is one unit at the end of the 2005 northern test trench that contains the possible
remains of a stockade trench. During the 2005 excavations a 0.5 m x 1 m unit was excavated at
379N185E which uncovered the outline of a feature that was interpreted as a stockade trench.
This feature runs in a grid northwest to southeast direction and measures approximately 20 cm
wide. It is approximately 17 m north of the northern chimney mound, similar to the distance
between the southern stockage trench and the southern chimney mounds. Unfortunately, there
have been no follow-up excavations in its vicinity to confirm or refute this feature as a stockade
trench.
6.2.3.6 Pit Features and Refuse Midden
There are numerous subsurface features in the northern section. In addition to the cellar
depression, five other pit features have been uncovered. Most of these pits are rectilinear in shape
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and vary in dimension from between 1-3 m wide and between 2.5 and 3 m long. Not all the
features have been excavated to their full depth. However, those pits that have been excavated
fully, measure approximately 1 m deep. These features seem to be evenly distributed, occurring
on average every 1.5 m in a general grid northwest/southeast direction.
North of the line of pit features and east of the chimney mound is a round, shallow refuse
midden. The midden measures approximately 2 m wide and is filled with broken and
disarticulated large-sized mammal bones, fire broken rock and other broken and discarded
artifacts including stone pipe blanks, clay tobacco pipe fragments, a two tined fork, fragments of
bone with buttonholes drilled out of them, and numerous beads, tinkling cones other personal
items. Some of the mammal bones show signs of modification, including cut marks, or evidence
of sawing.
6.3 Vertical Artifact Distribution
The following subsection will offer a brief description of the vertical distribution of
artifacts across each section of the site. All the artifacts’ depths have been grouped into 10 cm
intervals. In some instances, the level at which artifacts were collected occurred across these
arbitrary 10 cm divisions or in rare instances artifacts were collected from levels that consisted of
several 10 cm divisions. In these instances, artifacts would be sorted into their corresponding
depth categories using a random weighted system. This type of analysis shows how the various
sections of the site are structured vertically and can reveal the presence of discrete stratified
occupation layers.
6.3.1 Vertical Artifact Distribution - Southern Section
Most of the artifacts from the southern section were recovered from the top 40 cm of soil
(Figure 6.12). As previously discussed in Chapter 5, the majority of the artifacts recovered from
this section are from the Architectural functional category, followed by Miscellaneous, Fire
Broken Rock (FBR), and Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture. There appears to be a slight
increase in the recovered artifact counts between 70 and 120 cmbs. This deeper quantity of
artifacts mostly consists of artifacts from the Architectural category with a few recoveries from
the Domestic as well as Personal and Recreational functional categories. The reason for this
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slight increase in recovered artifacts is possibly the result of objects falling or being disposed of
in deeply excavated storage or refuse pits.
The sheer quantity of artifacts recovered from the Architectural, Miscellaneous, FBR and
Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture categories tends to overshadow recovered artifacts from the
other less numerous categories. Figure 6.13 displays artifacts from this section with the
aforementioned categories removed allowing emphasis of artifacts with fewer recoveries. This
figure shows that the Personal and Recreational, and Business and Transportation artifacts tend to
occur higher in the stratigraphic sequence whereas Domestic artifacts tend to occur at roughly
equal frequency throughout with a small gap at 60-70 cmbs. The bulk of the Hunting,
Subsistence and Defense artifacts tend to occur between 30-40 cmbs, although occasional single
returns are recorded at various levels above and below this depth.
6.3.2 Vertical Artifact Distribution - Central Section
Excavations within the central section of the site tended to be much shallower than those
in either the north or southern sections. The deepest artifact bearing layers occur between 50-60
cmbs, and like the southern section most artifacts derive from the top 40 cm of soil (Figure 6.14).
As previously discussed in Chapter 5 the most numerous artifacts within this section
derive from the Architecture, Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture, and Miscellaneous functional
categories. Most of the Architecture artifacts originated from between 20-30 cmbs. Similarly,
Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture recoveries tend to originate from the top 30 cmbs, while
artifacts from the Miscellaneous functional category are mostly found within the top 20 cm of
soil. Artifact recovery rates tend to decline greatly after 30 cmbs.
In order to demonstrate the remaining functional categories more clearly, the categories
which contained the most artifacts have been removed from Figure 6.15. A similar trend is seen
with a decline in recoveries from below 20 cmbs. Personal and Recreational artifacts occur in
roughly equal quantities throughout the stratigraphic sequence; Domestic artifacts show a much
sharper decline in quantity below 20 cmbs; Business and Transportation artifacts occur only
within the top 10 cm of the section; and Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense artifacts occur in
small quantities throughout the general stratigraphic column.
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Figure 6.12: Depth of All Artifact Recoveries from The Southern Section
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Figure 6.13: Depth of Select Artifact Recoveries from The Southern Section
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Figure 6.14: Depth of All Artifact Recoveries from The Central Section
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Figure 6.15: Depth of Select Artifact Recoveries from The Central Section
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6.3.3 Vertical Artifact Distribution - Northern Section
Excavations in the northern section found artifact bearing strata at deeper depths than in
the south and central sections of the site. Artifact recoveries from within the northern section
extended down to 130-140 cmbs. Most of these artifacts consist of Architectural artifacts
followed by Personal and Recreational artifacts, of which the latter peaked in quantity between
60-70 cmbs. (Figure 6.16).
As with the artifact distributions in the south and central sections, the high frequency of
the recovery of the more commonly encountered artifacts makes the analysis of other, less
numerous, categories difficult. Figure 6.17 shows the artifact vertical distributions with the
Personal and Recreational; Hunting, Subsistence and Defense; and Architectural functional
categories removed in an effort to accurately reflect less numerous functional categories. This
chart also shows a more normal distribution of artifacts with fewer artifact recoveries occurring at
the surface and at the bottoms of units. Recoveries from this selection of categories peak between
60 and 70 cmbs, as well as a second, albeit smaller peak towards the bottom of the excavated
units.
Domestic artifacts tend to appear closer to the surface, between 0-50 cmbs. Hunting,
Subsistence and Defense artifacts also tend to appear in relatively equal quantities throughout the
top 50 cm of soil, as well as a slight increase in frequency between 60-80 cmbs. Personal and
Recreational artifacts tend to appear within 100 cmbs with the majority of recoveries occurring
between 60-70 cmbs. Hunting, Subsistence and Defense artifacts similarly follows this general
trend, peaking around 60-70 cmbs and then declining after 80-90 cm.
Like the southern section of the site, there appears to be a second peak in artifacts toward
the deeper excavated levels. This second peak is comprised of a Personal and Recreational, as
well as Hunting and Subsistence artifacts. This is possibly the result of artifacts falling or being
disposed of in storage or refuse pits.
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Figure 6.16: Depth of All Artifact Recoveries from the Northern Section
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Figure 6.17: Depth of Select Artifact Recoveries from the Northern Section
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6.3.4 Vertical Distribution of Faunal Specimens
6.3.4.1 Vertical Distribution of Faunal Specimens – Southern Section
Most of the faunal recoveries from the southern section occur in the upper 40 cm of
excavated units, with recoveries sharply declining beyond this (Figure 6.18). The majority of
faunal remains collected from the southern section is incomplete, with all faunal material
recovered below 50 cmbs being comprised of bone fragments. Of the non-bone fragments,
eggshell fragments occur in large quantities between 30 -50 cmbs. Tooth and tooth fragments
tend to appear between 10 and 20 cmbs, although they are also found in low quantities up to 50
cmbs. This pattern is similar to that of mollusk shells recovered. Fish bone has only been
recovered from depths between 30-40cmbs.

Figure 6.18: Depth of Faunal Specimens from the Southern Section
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6.3.4.2 Vertical Distribution of Faunal Specimens – Central Section
As previously discussed, artifact recoveries from the central section of the site tend to
occur higher in the stratigraphic column than in other sections of the site. This holds true for
faunal recoveries as well. Most instances of faunal remains occur in the upper 20 cm of excavated
units, gradually declining in number with depth (Figure 6.19). The type of faunal recovery most
represented in the figure below is that of bones and bone fragments, other faunal types occur in
lesser quantities in this section of the site. Mollusk shell fragments and fish scales mostly occur
in the upper 10 cmbs, although they do occur in small quantities with depth.

Figure 6.19: Depth of Faunal Specimens from the Central Section
6.3.4.3 Vertical Distribution of Faunal Specimens – Northern Section
Faunal recoveries from the northern section occur at depths of up to 140 cmbs. The
distribution of the faunal recoveries looks almost bimodal with one peak occurring between 20 –
50 cmbs and a second occurring between 70 – 90 cmbs (Figure 6.20). Like in other sections most
of these recoveries are from fragments of burned and calcined bone. Fish scales have been
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recovered in small quantities up to 120 cmbs and in larger quantities between 40 – 50 cmbs.
Mollusk shells tend to be recovered in higher strata, most often between 20 – 30cmbs. This is
similar to fragments of eggshells, with the greatest quantities occurring between 30-40 cmbs.
Most pieces of cartilage occur between 60-90 cmbs and have not been recovered at lower depths.

Figure 6.20: Depth of Faunal specimens from the Northern Section
6.3.5 Summary of the Vertical Distribution of Artifacts and Specimens
Although the vertical analysis did not show the presence of previously unknown
occupation layers, it did reveal that the three sections of the site are stratigraphically distinct.
Artifacts are found much shallower in the southern and central sections of the site compared to
the north, which exhibits artifact distribution at deeper levels. Even when discounting more
numerous and fragmentary artifact classes such as those from the Architectural category, the
northern sections’ artifacts occur at deeper levels and decrease at a gradual rate.
Another interesting observation is that the vertical distribution data in both the northern
and southern sections exhibit a slight increase in artifact recoveries just above the sites’
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maximum recorded depth. This could be inferred as evidence of a possible separate occupation
layer; however, it is much more likely that this is the result of small easily lost artifacts falling
into pit features. The artifacts recovered from the deepest units (100cm+) appear to be mostly
small easily lost seed beads and fragments of broken pipe stems and small pieces of chinking.
These deeper deposits also contain both faunal and floral specimens in large amounts. Faunal
specimens mostly consist of small fragments of broken bone, and the floral specimens are
chokecherry pits, which might be the remains of stored pemmican.
6.4 Horizontal Artifact Distribution
The following subsection will describe the horizontal distribution of the artifacts from
FfNm-1. The artifacts will be presented within their various functional categories and will be
further subdivided amongst the three geographic sections of the site (north, central, and south).
This will allow for analysis of potential artifact clusters, and allow for the identification of
activity sites, or possible features or areas of disturbance as well as comparisons between each of
the site’s three sections.
Some functional categories will not be analyzed because of either too few artifacts within
the category or because the nature of the category would not lead to useful analysis. The
Miscellaneous category, for example, will not be discussed as it consists of generally unidentified
objects and little relevant information would be gleaned from this analysis. Within the central
section the functional categories of Hunting, Subsistence and Defense; and Business and
Transportation will not be discussed as they contain too few artifacts to form any identifiable
pattern.
6.4.1 Horizontal Artifact Distribution - Southern Section
Artifacts with high recovery counts from the southern section tend to cluster around the
chimney mounds and cellar depressions, and decrease in frequency with distance from these
features (Figure 6.21). Most of the units that were excavated along the stockade wall contained
comparatively few artifacts. The highest concentrations of artifacts occur east of the cellar
depression, and north of the eastern chimney mound. The high recovery locations as well as other
less noticeable recovery areas will be discussed in the following subsections.
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Figure 6.21: Horizontal Distribution of All Artifacts from the Southern Section
The majority of the excavated units in the southern section do not contain artifacts from
the personal and recreational functional category. Artifacts from this category tend to cluster
around the northern chimney mound and the cellar depression with the second highest recovery
rates deriving from within the cellar depression (Figure 6.22:1). Most of the artifacts from this
concentration include tobacco pipes, small seed beads, two buttons (one Type E HBC beaver
button and one Type G button) and a small tinkling cone.
Interestingly a second concentration of personal artifacts occurs several meters east of the
section’s main structural features near the stockade wall (Figure 6.22:2). Most of these artifacts
include seed beads of various colours (Turquoise n=5, Oyster white n=2, Dark Shadow Blue
n=1); as well as a thimble (repurposed as a tinkling cone), a tinkling cone and a tobacco pipe
stem fragment.
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Figure 6.22: Horizontal Distribution of Personal and Recreational Artifacts
6.4.1.1 Domestic Artifacts of the Southern Section
The domestic artifacts from the southern section occur in two clusters. One is located
within the cellar depression (Figure 6.23:1). This cluster is entirely comprised of earthenware and
creamware ceramic fragments (n=16). These fragments tend to occur between 70-100 cmbs. The
second cluster occurs along the stockade trench (Figure 6.23:2). This cluster consists of the upper
fragments of a case gin bottle (see Chapter 5 Figure 5.7).
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Figure 6.23: Horizontal Distribution of Domestic Artifacts from the Southern Section
6.4.1.2 Architecture Artifacts of the Southern Section
The horizontal distribution of Architectural artifacts appears to be very similar to that of
the overall artifact distribution of the southern section (see Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.24). High
frequency artifact locations include the units excavated north of the cellar depression and
between the two chimney mounds (Figure 6.24:1), as well as a concentration located south of the
eastern chimney mound (Figure 6.24:2).
The first concentration of artifacts consists largely of fragments of chinking as well as
several nails (n=16) and dressing flakes (n=19). Many of the chinking fragments exhibit signs of
discoloration and vitrification from being exposed to high heat, some of which can be attributed
to its proximity to the chimney mound and presumably having been used in the construction of
the associated structures fire boxes. The nails were almost entirely recovered from 306N179E
(n=14) whereas dressing flakes were recovered from both units 306N179E (n=8) and 307N179E
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(n=11). Similar to the first cluster of artifacts the second cluster includes large quantities of
chinking but also contains several hand wrought nails. Unit 299N180E contains seven nails and
the adjacent unit, 300N180E, contains four hand wrought nails. Also of note, a hand-forged pintle
was recovered just south of the cellar depression indicating the possibility that a window or
doorway was at one point situated nearby.

Figure 6.24: Horizontal Distribution of Architectural Artifacts from the Southern Section
6.4.1.3 Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense Artifacts of the Southern Section
There are few artifacts recovered from the southern section from this category. Those that
have been recovered tend to loosely group around the chimney mounds and cellar depressions,
except for a single piece of lead shot recovered near the eastern stockade wall. Artifacts
recovered near the cellar depression and chimney mounds include gun parts (sear spring)
gunflints and lead shot.
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Figure 6.25: Horizontal Distribution of Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense Artifacts
6.4.1.4 Business and Transportation Artifacts of the Southern Section
The total count for artifacts from this category is low (n=16) and they occur near the two
chimney mounds (Figure 6.26:1). As previously mentioned, this category consists of fragments
of writing slates of which 15 of the 16 fragments occur adjacent to the easternmost chimney
mound, while the other single fragment occurs near the westernmost chimney mound.
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Figure 6.26: Horizontal Distribution of Business and Transportation Artifacts
6.4.1.5 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
Debitage occurs in low quantities in most units across the southern section with two
notable clusters: one between the two chimney mounds (Figure 6.27:1), and one near the
northeast corner of the stockade trench (Figure 6.27:2). The cluster between the two chimney
mounds contains numerous fragments of debitage and shatter, four fragments of lithic cores, and
a silicified wood drill (see Chapter 5, Figure 5.13). The cluster near the stockade trench contains
a single core fragment, 39 flakes and 29 fragments of shatter.
The Tools category contains too few artifacts to determine if they group together in
meaningful ways. While the silicified wood drill was recovered from units near the chimney
mounds, all other lithic tools were recovered from units located away from the central chimney
mound/cellar depression features.
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Figure 6.27: Horizontal Distribution of Lithic Debitage from the Southern Section
6.4.1.6 Fire Broken Rock
Fragments of FBR tend to cluster in-between the two chimney mounds and occur with
less frequency with distance from these features (Figure 6.28:1). This is consistent with
recoveries of FBR found near chimney mounds due to the amount of burning that occurred
within these structures. While fragments of FBR are not exclusive to these features, when FBR
has been recovered away from the chimney mounds it occurs in relatively small quantities.
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Figure 6.28: Horizontal Distribution of Fire Broken Rock from the Southern Section
6.4.1.7 South Section Summary
The previous section has identified several areas with high artifact concentrations. For the
most part, these concentrations tend to be associated with the chimney mounds and cellar
depressions, as well as along the north side of the stockade wall. Personal and Recreational
artifacts as well as Domestic artifacts seem to be associated with the cellar depression.
Additionally, Personal and Recreational artifacts, seem to occur near Artifacts of Indigenous
Manufacture along the eastern stockade wall. Although Architectural artifacts occur across the
section, this artifact category tends to cluster near the chimney mounds and cellar depression.
Interestingly, a small concentration also occurs south of the eastern chimney mound, possibly
indicating the former location of a wall. Aside from a large cluster located between the chimney
mounds, most Artifacts of Indigenous manufacture occur further away from the chimney mound
and cellar depression. Somewhat obviously, fire broken rock appears to occur near the chimney
mounds.
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6.4.2 Horizontal Artifact Distribution - Central Section
Artifacts of several functional categories are only sparsely represented in the Central
Section sample, thereby limiting the analytic utility of the spatial analysis. This problem is further
confounded by the recovery of objects that clearly post data the occupation of interest. These
include categories Domestic; Hunting, Subsistence and Defense; and Business and
Transportation. The Domestic category contains mostly modern beer bottle glass, while the
Business and Transportation category consists of three fragments of twine, all deriving from the
upper 10 cm of the excavated units. The Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense category consists of
two artifacts: one full-metal-bolster clasp knife, and one modern .22 rimfire cartridge. The floral
category contains two chokecherry seeds recovered in the upper 10 cm of a unit excavated from
within the access roadbed. These functional categories will not be further discussed.
The horizontal artifact analysis of the central section will only consider artifacts occurring
east of the 170E line. Units west of this line have undergone considerable disturbances from the
access road and possibly represent more of a ‘smear’ of artifacts than those found within their
original context. Therefore, the horizontal analysis will only discuss artifacts from the Personal
and Recreational, Architectural, Faunal, and Lithic categories east of the 170E line.
For a general artifact distribution of all recovered artifacts please see Figure 6.29. These
distributions are displayed in natural breaks in the data set (jenks) to better illustrate units with
fewer artifact recoveries.
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Figure 6.29: Horizontal Distribution of All Artifacts from the Central Section
6.4.2.1 Personal and Recreational
The highest count of artifacts in this category, outside of the roadbed, occurs within unit
340N186E (Figure 6.30:1). This 0.5 cm x 1 m unit contains 14 artifacts, including 13 seed beads
and one broken Type J bone button (see Chapter 5). A small scattering of Personal and
Recreational artifacts occurs a few meters southwest of this unit consisting of three clay tobacco
pipe fragments (Figure 6.30:2).
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Figure 6.30: Horizontal Distribution of Personal and Recreational Artifacts
6.4.2.2 Architecture
To illustrate some of the areas in this section that contain fewer yet still important
quantities of artifacts, Figure 6.31 is displayed using jenks. There is a very noticeable cluster of
Architectural artifacts within this section of the site, just east of the 190E line (Figure 6.31:1).
Most of these artifacts are fragments of chinking, although there are also several hand wrought
nails and limestone dressing flakes. Additionally, several chinking fragments were recovered in
the northwest portion of this section (Figure 6.31:2).
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Figure 6.31: Horizontal Distribution of Architectural Artifacts
6.4.2.2 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
There appear to be two main clusters of artifacts from this category (Figure 6.32). One
cluster is in the west half of the site between the 170E and 180E lines (Figure 6.32:1). The second
cluster is located in the east half of the section near units along the 340N line (Figure 6.32:2). The
first cluster contains three core fragments, 20 flakes of debitage, and six fragments of shatter.
Additionally, this cluster contains all of the lithic tools recovered in the central section including
one grinding stone, one projectile point and one scraper. The second cluster located in the eastern
half of the section consist of 13 flakes of lithic debitage and 10 fragments of shatter.
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Figure 6.32: Horizontal Distribution of Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
6.4.2.3 Fire Broken Rock
There is one cluster of FBR in the Central section. This cluster occurs towards the northeastern side of the section (Figure 6.33:1). This cluster consists of two excavated units with a
total of 14 fragments of FBR weighing 87.6 g.
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Figure 6.33: Horizontal Distribution of Fire Broken Rock from the Central Section
6.4.2.4 Central Section Summary
It is difficult to draw conclusions about the distribution of artifacts in this section. This is
mostly due to the small amount of excavation that has occurred here. Still, most of the functional
categories seem to cluster more toward the northeast portion of this section and less towards the
south. The large number of Architectural artifacts found in these areas may indicate an as yet
undocumented structure. However, more excavations would need to be undertaken to confirm or
refute this observation.
6.4.3 Horizontal Artifact Distribution - Northern Section
Most of the artifacts within this section tend to occur in the area surrounding the central
chimney mound/cellar depression as well as in proximity to identified storage pits (Figure 6.34).
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It is important to note that although artifacts seem to cluster around these features, there have
been few excavations in the northern section not associated with either the chimney mound or
cellar depression, making broad generalizations about artifact groupings difficult. However, of
the few units that do occur outside of these features, the artifact distribution seems to follow the
trend of decreasing in frequency with distance.

Figure 6.34: Horizontal Distribution of All Artifacts from the Northern Section
6.4.3.1 Personal and Recreational
Artifacts from this functional category tend to group near units associated with storage
pits, especially west of the chimney mound. Here there are two clusters situated north and south
of each other. Artifacts from the first cluster (Figure 6.35:1) consist predominantly of trade beads
(n=1,719), while artifacts from the second cluster (Figure 6.35:2) consist of tobacco pipe
fragments (n=179), artifacts of personal adornment (one brooch, 10 buttons, two pendants), two
snowshoe needles and a single clay marble.
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Figure 6.35: Horizontal Distribution of Personal and Recreational Artifacts
6.4.3.2 Domestic
Within this section there appears to be four clusters of artifacts (Figure 6.36). They tend to
occur both adjacent to the chimney mound and within the identified storage pits.
The first cluster contains nine fragments of bottle glass of varying colours and eight
fragments of earthenware ceramics (Figure 6.36:1). The second cluster occurs adjacent to, and
partially within, the central cellar depression (Figure 6.36:2). This cluster consists of 12
fragments of bottle glass (ten olive, two colourless) and five fragments of white earthenware. The
third cluster is located adjacent to the chimney mound (Figure 6.36:3). It consists of three
fragments of green and colourless bottle glass, 25 fragments of creamware, and three fragments
from a small, round metal container. The final cluster of artifacts occurs several meters south-
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west of the chimney mound (Figure 6.36:4). This cluster contains three fragments of bottle glass
and 11 fragments of creamware.

Figure 6.36: Horizontal Distribution of Domestic Artifacts from the Northern Section
6.4.3.3 Architecture
The northern section contains two prominent clusters of Architectural artifacts: one over
the central cellar depression (Figure 6.37:1), and one toward the east side of the section (Figure
6.37:2) separated by 1-2 meters. The first cluster of Architecture artifacts contains numerous
fragments of chinking, chimney stones, and dressing flakes, as well as 11 hand wrought nails.
Similarly, the second cluster also contains chinking, dressing flakes and also 11 hand wrought
nails. As previously identified, these clusters tend to occur in the vicinity of storage pits. The
Architectural artifacts may have fallen into these pits when the structure that contained them was
destroyed.
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Figure 6.37: Horizontal Distribution of Architectural Artifacts from the Northern Section
6.4.3.4 Hunting, Subsistence and Defense
This functional category occurs, sparsely scattered, across the northern section with few
units containing over 20 artifacts and seem to group within storage pits (Figure 6.38). Most of the
recovered artifacts consist of pieces of lead shot. Other types of artifacts such as gun parts and
gunflints tend to occur around the periphery of the excavated area. One area located a few meters
southeast of the chimney mound has yielded a very high frequency of these artifact types (Figure
6.38:1). This cluster of artifacts is comprised of lead shot (n=298) along with one musket ball, a
dark grey gun flint, and the metal bolster of a clasp knife.
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Figure 6.38: Horizontal Distribution of Hunting, Subsistence and Defense Artifacts
6.4.3.4 Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
The spatial distribution of lithic artifacts is presented below showing the distribution of
lithic tools and debitage (Figure 6.39). Lithic debitage seems to occur in small quantities across
the northern section within three notable groupings. The most debitage occurs near the cellar
depression (Figure 6.39:1) and consists almost entirely of shatter (n=49) with only a single flake.
The second cluster occurs a few meters east (Figure 6.39:2) and contains 13 flakes and nine
fragments of shatter, as well as one scraper. There is a small cluster of debitage located north of
the other clusters (Figure 6.39:3), and while this group contains only 14 debitage fragments
across three 50 cm x 1 m units, it is interesting to observe that few units around it contain lithic
debitage. Additionally, this cluster consists entirely of flakes and contains no shatter. From this
cluster a small lithic knife was also recovered
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Figure 6.39: Horizontal Distribution of Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture
6.4.3.5 Fire Broken Rock
There appears to be three groupings of FBR. One of these clusters occurs east of the
chimney mound (Figure 6.40:2). This cluster contains 41 fragments of FBR weighing 2,420.6 g.
The second cluster of FBR occurs within three adjacent units near the cellar depression (Figure
6.40:1). This cluster contains 43 fragments of FBR weighing 4,011.8g. A third smaller quantity
of FBR was recorded several meters southwest of the chimney mound. This grouping consists of
10 fragments and weighs 933.6g. Although there are other smaller groupings of FBR across the
northern section, they occur in much lower numbers. Curiously, few of the excavated units
directly adjacent to the chimney mound contained any fragments of FBR.
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Figure 6.40: Horizontal Distribution of Fire Broken Rock from the Northern Section
6.4.3.6 North Section Summary
Similar to the southern section, artifacts in the northern section tend to cluster around the
cellar depression, storage pits and chimney mound. Aside from this general trend, personal and
recreational artifacts are found in great quantities west of the chimney mound. This is the same
with domestic artifacts, as well as Hunting, Subsistence and Defense. Artifacts of Indigenous
Manufacture seem to be found near to the chimney mound and cellar depression; however, one
group was identified north of these features. Fire broken rock seems to cluster further away from
the chimney mound; however, few units have been excavated directly adjacent to the feature.
One large cluster of FBR occurs just east of the chimney mound along with a large amount of
fragmented bone and moderate recoveries of personal and recreational and domestic artifacts.
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6.5 Spatial Distribution of Faunal and Floral Recoveries
The following sections will discus the spatial distribution of the Faunal and Floral
recoveries from the site.
6.5.1 Faunal Recoveries of the Southern Section
There appear to be several clusters of faunal specimens within the southern section. These
clusters tend to occur in units associated with the stockade (Figure 6.41). There is one cluster
located in units north of the eastern chimney mound (Figure 6.41:1). These units contain 1,371
burned and calcined bone fragments weighing a total of 1,033.5g. Another cluster is identified a
few meters west of this cluster (Figure 6.41:2). This unit contains 398 burned and calcined bone
fragments weighing 491g.
This trend of faunal recoveries being associated with the stockade can be seen in the long
exploratory trench that was excavated in 2005. While only 0.5 m wide, this 19 m long trench
shows a distinct gradation of faunal specimens with lower recovery rates deriving from units
nearer to the central features and recoveries increasing in frequency further south, away from the
central features and nearer to the stockade trench (Figure 6.24:3). There are a few reasons that
could explain this phenomenon: the pattern could be the result of there once being a structure
located around the central features, which prevented the deposition of faunal materials within its
footprint. Alternatively, the area could have been periodically cleaned with individuals moving
the faunal materials toward the periphery and stockade walls to prevent it interfering with daily
activities.
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Figure 6.41: Horizontal Distribution of Faunal Artifacts from the Southern Section
6.5.2 Floral Recoveries of the Southern Section
As discussed in Chapter 5, 14 floral specimens were recovered from the southern section,
all of which are small chokecherry seeds that were recovered from the upper 40 cm of units.
While there is an observable trend of these recoveries to cluster around the central structural
features (Figure 6.42:1 and 2), these observations need to be tempered with the fact that these
trees occur on the site today and the seeds could be intrusive ecofacts brought in by the site’s
rodent population. It is probable the original inhabitants of the fur trade occupation consumed the
chokecherries from the area, and even possible that the chokecherry bushes that are on the site
today derive from fruits consumed by these people. It is equally possible that the seeds recovered
from the units in the southern section derive from modern provenance.
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Figure 6.42: Horizontal Distribution of Floral artifacts from the Southern Section
6.5.3 Faunal Recoveries of the Central Section
Faunal recoveries in the central section tend to occur in large quantities in units near the
340N line (Figure 6.45). Similar to other sections, most of the recoveries in these clusters include
small fragments of burned or calcined bone. One such cluster, located in units east of 180E
(Figure 6.45:1), contains 605 bone fragments weighing 406.6g. The second cluster of faunal
recoveries is located near the entrance to the site (Figure 6.45:2). This cluster contains 350
burned and calcined bone fragments weighing 204.2 g as well as a single, possibly canid, tooth
fragment. These clusters of faunal recoveries appear to be located in the center of the section well
removed from the more prominent structural features of the north and south.
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Figure 6.43: Horizontal Distribution of Faunal Artifacts from the Central Section
6.5.4 Faunal Recoveries of the Northern Section
Faunal recoveries from this section tend to cluster in four areas. These areas include the
larger cellar depression (Figure 6.44:1), a storage pit located a few meters to the east (Figure
6.44:2), an area just northeast of the cellar depression (Figure 6.44:3), and an area approximately
seven meters west of the cellar depression (Figure 6.44:4). All four of these locations contain
large amounts of burned fragmented bone, as well as larger intact bones that show signs of
butchery such as cut or saw marks. It is interesting to note that areas 1, 3, and 4 are also areas
with high concentrations of FBR (see section 6.4.3.5).
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Figure 6.44: Horizontal Distribution of Faunal Artifacts from the Northern Section
6.5.5 Floral Recoveries of the Northern Section
Of the three sections of the site the Floral functional category is best represented in the
northern section. All the floral recoveries are small chokecherry pits which are clustered into
discrete groups. The largest quantity derives from a unit adjacent to the central cellar depression
(n=258, Figure 6.45:1). The next largest amount derives from a unit approximately three meters
west of the chimney mound 58 chokecherry seeds (Figure 6.45:2). Two smaller groupings occur
east of the chimney mound and contain between 14 and 30 chokecherry seeds (Figure 6.45:3 and
Figure 6.45:4).
Within these groupings, the seeds were recovered at a much greater depth than in other
sections of the site. Flora recoveries from the cellar depression occur over 1 m below surface, and
recoveries from other clusters derive from between 40-60 cm and are in association with pit
features. In the units with fewer floral artifacts, recoveries tend to derive from depths much closer
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to the surface. These dense and stratigraphically deep clusters of chokecherry pits could be the
remains of caches of pemmican; however, chokecherries are usually pulverized during pemmican
production (Personal communication David Meyer 2021) and the seeds recovered from these
excavations are intact. This could indicate that these floral recoveries, instead, derive from the
site’s pocket gopher population and are intrusive.

Figure 6.45: Horizontal Distribution of Floral Artifacts from the Northern Section
6.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the vertical and horizontal distribution of artifacts and features
across each section of the site. Attention was given to the location of features visible on the
surface as well as those that were uncovered during excavations. These features include chimney
mounds, cellar depressions, and remnants of structures such as stockade wall trenches,
floorboards, wall sills, and possible storage pits that were infilled over time.
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The vertical and horizontal contexts of the artifacts were described in relation to their
assigned functional categories. In order to analyze the vertical distribution of artifacts, the
original recorded depths of each category were subdivided into 10 cm increments, and the
functional category quantities were plotted on bar graphs. These graphs allowed for the visual
identification of artifact frequencies that occurred at different depths across the site. Results of
this analysis found that artifacts in the south and central sections of the site tend to occur at
shallower depths, while artifacts in the northern sections tend to occur at greater depths.
Additionally, this analysis showed how artifact concentrations occurred at different depths, which
in some instances showed artifacts collecting in the bottom of storage pits. This trend can be seen
in both the southern and northern sections of the site and is absent in the central section, where no
cellar depressions and few storage pits have been identified.
The horizontal distribution of functional categories was represented on choropleth maps.
This allowed for the sum quantity of the functional categories in any single unit to be compared
with adjacent units and allowed the visual identification of various clusters of artifacts. However,
it should be noted that not all functional categories were plotted in this manner. Functional
categories with very few artifacts were not analyzed as it was determined that little information
could be learned from their distributions. The Miscellaneous functional category was also not
plotted horizontally as this category contains largely unidentified fragments of artifacts and its
distribution would not reflect anything meaningful, i.e. their frequencies correspond with general
artifacts trends across the site. Additionally, most of the units that were excavated in the access
road and associated ditches were either not analyzed or only received a very cursory analysis. It
was determined that these units were disturbed and did not reflect in-situ provenience, but rather
reflected a ‘smear’ of artifacts deriving from various locations along the road’s length.
It is important to note that artifact distribution patterns across the site may not reflect the
actual distribution due to the small fraction of the site that has been excavated. Excavations in the
north and south tended to occur near visible features. While the central section, lacking such
features, resulted in excavations occurring in an almost random distribution. As a result, these
excavation patterns add bias to how artifact distributions are represented across the site, strongly
favoring the chimney mounds and cellar depressions while misrepresenting other areas.
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A few remarks can be made regarding the general horizontal distribution of artifacts. As
alluded to above, areas where artifacts have been recovered are in close association to chimney
mounds, cellar depressions and storage pits. Fire broken rock was recovered close to the chimney
mounds in the south, but slightly further away from these features in the north. Personal,
recreational, and domestic artifacts were often found closely together. Indigenous manufactured
tools tended to be found further away from these features, while lithic debitage recoveries
returned mixed results. It is unclear if the Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture are
contemporaneous with the fur trade features of FfNm-1 or if the fur trade features, structures and
artifacts are intrusive to a pre-existing Indigenous site. Faunal recoveries also tended to occur
further away from these features while floral recoveries were found much closer.
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CHAPTER 7 – INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
7.1 Introduction
The following chapter discusses specific artifacts and the spatial distribution of Functional
Categories across FfNm-1. When combined, this information provides a more detailed
understanding of the site, including its features, inhabitants, and antiquity.

7.2 Artifacts of Note
The following section will discuss key artifacts of note, specifically those that can provide
more information about the site’s occupants and their possible corporate affiliation. These
artifacts will include the nails, buttons, gunflints, clay tobacco pipes, stone pipes, clasp knives,
finger rings, seed beads and tinkling cones.
7.2.1 Nails
Nails can provide broad evidence for when a site was occupied. The manufacturing
techniques have changed over time and therefore the type of nail used in the construction of a
structure can provide a timeframe for when the structure was completed. Besides a few wiredrawn nails and wire-drawn fence staples of clear modern origin, all nails recovered from the site
are of hand wrought manufacture (See Chapter 5, Figure 5.41). There are no occurrences of
machine cut nails. The few wire-drawn specimens are interpreted to be of modern origin while
the fence staples likely derive from the barbed wire fence that demarcates part of the property.
Hand wrought nails were recovered from the south (n=149), central (n=6) and northern (n=65)
sections of the site.
Hand wrought nails were used in the construction of buildings until the mid-1800s
(Adams 2002). This type of nail was used by Europeans for hundreds of years and would
eventually be supplanted by machine cut nails of various types and manufacturing methods (i.e.
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machine cut and hand headed, or machine cut and machine headed). Patents for early machine
cut nails have been described as early as 1775, but these types of nails are more commonly dated
to between 1790 and 1890, after which their use tapered off into the first quarter of the 20th
century. Locations that were supplied by British nail industries used hand wrought nails up to the
mid-1800s, well into the time frame that machine cut nails were being used (Adams 2002). This
was due to socio-political factors such as trade unions and anti-machinery sentiments and
policies, limiting transition to machine cut nails and the adoption of new nail manufacturing
techniques (Adams 2002).
The availability of new technologies to fur trade posts and settlements suffered a time lag,
predominantly due to shipping times and the extreme remoteness of some of these posts. Once,
commodities, including nails, were manufactured, they were stored in warehouses in Europe.
After being purchased these products could spend up to a year in transit to either Hudson Bay,
Montreal, or the eastern seaboard where they would be again stored until needed. After this,
goods typically spent several months in transit by boat or canoe from various depots to the
interior trade posts. The length of trade routes and socio-political factors also had the effect of
promoting resourcefulness on the side of the people employed at the fort. People occupying
interior posts would frequently recycle and reuse products, including nails from demolished
structures or fashion hand wrought nails from what was available on site. It is because of these
reasons (shipping time lag, nail recycling and lack of access to more modern nails) that hand
wrought nails can only provide a very broad time frame for dating an occupation period. The
nails found on site date FfNm-1 to between the late 1700s (when Europeans began establishing
fur trade posts in the region) to the mid-1800s, when handwrought nails began to fall out of use
and began to become replaced more frequently by machine cut varieties. While this line of
evidence helps to narrow down the possible occupation date range of the site, factoring in the
many complicating variables described above, it is not possible to obtain a more specific date
based off this information.
7.2.2 Buttons
Since buttons were invented, their form, shape, and the material that they have been
crafted out of has changed over time. Button typologies have been constructed based upon the
process of manufacture and method of attachment to the garment. Stanley Olsen (1963)
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developed a typology for dating plain military buttons based upon these features. To date, there
have been 16 buttons recovered from FfNm-1. The majority of these buttons have been recovered
from the northern section (n=12), while only three have been recovered from the central and
southern sections (n=1 and n=2, respectively). All are composed of metal, save for one from the
central section which is fragmentary and composed of bone. Ten buttons have either no
decoration or motif or the motif is too corroded to discern, while six buttons have the HBC
beaver motif.
Based upon Stanley Olsen’s typology, the buttons recovered at FfNm-1 include: one Type
A button (recovered from the northern section), six Type E buttons, (one from the south section
and five from the north section), six Type G buttons (one from the south section and five from
the north section) and one Type J (recovered from the central section). Two buttons are
fragmentary and cannot to be analyzed by this method.
Type A buttons consist of a form where the disk and shank are crafted out of a single
piece of metal and the hole for attachment is drilled into the often-wedge-shaped shank (See
Chapter 5, Figure 5.30: top row, far right). This makes for a very durable product, albeit the result
of a time and labour-intensive construction process. Type A buttons have a broad temporal range
dating between 1700 and 1765 (Olsen 1963).
Type E buttons are described as being cast from a mold. This manufacturing technique
resulted in the shank of the button being formed at the same time as the face and with a distinct
seam located along the backside of the button (See Chapter 5, Figure 5.3). The use of cast metal
made these buttons much more secure and sturdy than other button types and allowed the Type E
buttons to be produced more rapidly that the previously discussed Type A button. The type E
button was in production between 1750 and 1812 (Olsen 1963).
Type G buttons are characterized by the wire eye that is soldered onto the back of the
button. This eye has a small base of attachment that does not afford it with much durability, and
as a result the eye would often detach from the button (See Chapter 5, Figure 5.4). Due to this
inherent flaw, this method of manufacture was quickly replaced by a more secure form of
attachment to the button face which Olsen categorized as a Type H button. The Type G button
was in production between 1785 and 1800 (Olsen 1963).
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Half a bone button was recovered from the central section of the site. This button
measures 2.2 cm in diameter and has as small hole in its center with a thin stepped groove
running around the button’s circumference (See Chapter 5, Figure 5.16). This stepped groove was
the result of the bit and brace used to drill out the button from thin fragments of animal bone.
Olsen has listed this type of button as a Type J, which were commonly used for trousers (1963).
Barka and Barka (1976) suggest that there may have been a separate button bit used with
a brace, specifically for scribing button blanks from bone. Smaller holes for threading the button
to the garment were added later. The button from FfNm-1 lacks these attachment holes, and it can
be assumed that the button broke during manufacture and was discarded. Type J buttons were
used between 1750 and 1830 when they were replaced with cast white metal buttons of similar
form (Olsen 1963).
Several fragments of cervid scapula were recovered from FfNm-1 with semicircular holes
drilled into their surfaces, consistent with the expected biproducts of Type J button manufacture.
This may indicate the presence of a local craft industry, whose products were perhaps sold to
customers and provided additional supplies for the site occupants (Morand 1993). These ‘button
voids’ were not counted in the total number of buttons recovered from the site.
As previously mentioned, six buttons from FfNm-1 display HBC branding (Type E n=5,
Type G n=1). The branding motif consists of a hashed cross with a single beaver in all four
quadrants. Historically the HBC had several different motifs applied to their buttons, including
the initials of the company with the stylized and conjoined HB letters, imagery of people hunting
foxes, the company’s crest, or in this case, the cross and beaver motif. All the HBC buttons from
FfNm-1, regardless of the size, bear the cross and beaver motif. One may be tempted to assign
HBC corporate affiliation of FfNm-1 based upon this artifact alone; however, it should be noted
that although buttons themselves are stationary, the person they were affixed to was not. With
time and wear buttons have the tendency to become detached from their original garment
(especially the Type G button), becoming deposited far away from the wearers’ place of work
including at NWC posts (Syms and Smith 1984: 26-27, MacKie 1967). There are several entries
in the South Branch House post journals that write of Bay men going to visit the traders of the
nearby NWC post (HBCA A.11/117:163-165 24th June 1794; HBCA B.205/a/1-8) During such a
visit some of these buttons may have become detached. As well, these buttons were not solely
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used by HBC crews. Beaver buttons were used to decorate “chiefs’ coats,” - elaborate garments
gifted to Indigenous persons during trade ceremonies which often had as many as 30 stylized
buttons affixed to them (Syms and Smith 1984). It is conceivable that these buttons may have
come from such a garment; However, when these HBC-branded buttons occur in NWC contexts
they appear to be in the minority. For instance, of the more than 80 buttons recovered from Fort
Rivière Tremblant, only one HBC beaver button was recovered (MacKie 1967). This is compared
to the recoveries from FfNm-1 where almost half of the buttons documented are HBC, albeit
from a much smaller sample size. This suggests FfNm-1 has HBC corporate affiliation, but one
still needs to be cautious when using only one artifact to determine a site’s corporate affiliation as
artifacts of personal adornment are not necessarily stationary and may be found in unexpected
contexts.
Although corporate affiliation may not be completely clear-cut, based upon the recovered
buttons, they do provide some useful indications to when the site was occupied. Figure 7.1
provides date ranges for Type A, Type E, Type G, and Type J buttons based on Olsen’s (1963)
typology. The average median date of all identifiable recovered buttons is 1783. The overlap of
these dates in combination with the known time lag of consumer goods allows the site occupation
to be dated to sometime in the last quarter of the 1700s to the early 1800s. From historical
records, we know South Branch House was occupied between 1786-1794.

Figure 7.1: Chronology of Recovered Buttons from FfNm-1
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7.2.3 Gunflints
A total of eight gunflints have been recovered from FfNm-1 (four from the southern
section and four from the northern section; Chapter 5, Figures 5.12 and 5.43). Although
technically these types of artifacts are gunspalls (Hamilton 1960, Witthoft 1966), this type of
artifact will generically be referred to as gunflints, unless specifically discussing the
morphometric differences between gunflints and gunspalls.
Gunflint morphology has been cited as being able to provide both age and nationality of
manufacture (Austen 2011: Ballen 2014). Gunflints are manufactured by either flaking a nodule
of tool stone (e.g., cherts or flints) and trimming it to the appropriate dimensions, or by striking a
long blade from a prepared core and sectioning into appropriately sized fragments and then
trimming them to size. The result of the latter method is referred to as a gunflint while the former
is referred to as a gunspall (Barka and Barka 1976; Hamilton 1960). Gunspalls can be identified
by their relatively round appearance with a more noticeable bulb of percussion toward the heel
end of the artifact. Gunflints are more trapezoidal, lack the bulb of percussion, have distinct
parallel dorsal and ventral surfaces, and tend to have one or two demi-cone impact marks along
their sides. This demi-cone derives from the process of splitting the long flint blade into the
individual gunflints, a process that was usually done with a small metal hammer (Witthoft 1966).
Typically, gunspalls are an earlier technology which transitioned to gunflint production at
different times for the French and British; the French began producing gunflints by the early
1700s and the British and Dutch by the late 1700s and early 1800s (Ballen 2014; Witthoft 1966).
Witthoft (1966) and Hamilton (1960) both report that prior to the Napoleonic Wars the British
began purchasing unfinished French blades and dividing them into gunflints in England due to a
preference for the quality of French flint but in the style produced by British manufacturing. The
fact that all the gunflints from FfNm-1 are of the gunspall variety suggests British production.
Previous work on gunflint analysis has postulated that the country of origin can be
determined by the colour of the flint. Greys and blacks are thought to derive from British or
Dutch lithic sources, while and brown shaded, blonde and honey-coloured flints derive from
French sources (Austen 2011; Kristensen et al 2015; Watt and Horowitz 2017; Witthoft 1966).
The gunflints recovered from FfNm-1 are coloured grey (n=1), dark grey (n=4), and black (n=1)
with only two (n=2) brown-coloured flints. This would indicate the gunspalls from FfNm-1
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possess either a British or Dutch origin of manufacture with the two brown flints being outliers of
French origin. As previously mentioned, the French stopped producing brown gunspalls in favour
of gunflints in the early 1700s. More likely the brown gunspalls are of either British or Dutch
origin and just quarried from an anomalous vein or cobble of brown chert. Durst (2009) notes
that flints of these colour ranges occur in both countries, and that relying on colour alone for
determining gunflint nationality should only be used as a general guide and not applied
definitively. Additionally, Witthoft (1966) notes that brown flints do occur in minor quantities on
British sites.
The shape of gunflints can also be an indicator of nationality of manufacture. British
gunflints are typically longer than they are wide, as opposed to French flints which are the
opposite (Ballen 2014). This was part of the reason that the British began purchasing French
gunflint blades in the early 1800s and finishing them in the British style (Witthoft 1966). French
gunflints tend to be wider and trimmed excessively on the heel of the flint resulting in a very
rounded and almost ‘D’ shaped profile (Austen 2011; Ballen 2014). All gunflints that have been
recovered from FfNm-1 are either fragmentary or have been heavily utilized making inferences to
their country of origin based on their measurements, impractical.
Researchers have pointed out problems with the use of either colour or morphology to
assign nationality or, by extension, corporate affiliation to gunflints. Colour selection is affected
by availability within the local geological environment and/or trading partners and morphology
may be affected over time through post-depositional or natural damages, rendering either
approach difficult to say the least (Durst 2009). To offset these issues, some researchers have
used thin-section analysis to observe the fossilized micro-faunal remains within flints (Hamilton
and Emery 1988), or laser ablation inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry to complete
chemical analyses (Durst 2009). Thin section analysis and chemical testing produce more reliable
results than morphometric and colour-based observations (Kristensen et al 2015). Researchers
have also questioned whether determining the original location of manufacture of a gunflint is a
useful method of inquiry in the first place, citing instances of British using stockpiled French
derived gunflints (Kristensen et al 2015). For these reasons, gunflints may not be a useful
measure of determining differences between HBC and NWC trading posts or occupations
(Kristensen et al 2015).
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With regard to the gunflint assemblage at FfNm-1, studying the colour, and dimensions of
these artifacts, one may be tempted to use these metrics to assign nationality and therefore
corporate affiliation to the site. The predominantly dark coloured gunflints with a minority of
brown flints may indicate a British assemblage; however, as discussed, the colour of gunflints is
not necessarily a good indicator of determining country of origin. Additionally, the gunflints
present on the site are all heavily utilized, making measurements of their length and width ratios
inaccurate. One feature of the flints is useful for providing site context. All the flints are
gunspalls. This would suggest a date of manufacture prior to the 1800s and would indicate that
the gunspalls are of either British or perhaps Dutch production (unless, of course, FfNm-1 is a
very early occupation of the French in the interior of modern-day Saskatchewan) (Ballen 2014;
Witthoft 1966).
7.2.4 Clay Tobacco Pipes
A total of 310 fragments of ball clay smoking pipes were recovered from all sections of
FfNm-1 (Table 7-1).
Table 7.1: Clay Tobacco Pipe Fragments from FfNm-1
Artifact
Bowl
Bowl/Spur
Spur
Bowl/Stem
Stem
Stem/Spur
Total

Quantity
South Center
3
7
14
5
2
19
12

North
96
2
8
3
169
1
279

Total
106
2
8
3
188
3
310

Makers Mark
TD WM
8
1
2
8
1
1
1
20
2

There has been a large amount of research involving the analysis of clay tobacco pipes,
particularly in terms of their utility in dating a site (Atkinson and Oswald 1969; Binford 1971;
Harrington 1954; Mallios 2005; McMillan 2016; Omwake 1955; Walker 1971). Pipes can be
dated by several methods, including the analysis of the morphology of the pipe’s bowl,
measuring the internal diameter of the pipe stem bore hole, and researching any makers marks
left on the pipes themselves and correlating these marks to known manufacturers.
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Two maker’s marks, ‘TD’ and ‘WM’ have been identified on the fragments of tobacco
pipes from the site. By the end of the 17th century embossed initials of the pipe maker began to
appear on either side of the pipe’s spur (Oswald 1961). ‘TD’ pipes have been found on several
fur trade sites in Western Canada including Old Cumberland House (Frohlich 2001), Nottingham
House (Karklins 1983), the Grant and McLeod site (Klimko 1987), and Francois Finlay site
(Klimko and McKeand 1998). The ‘TD’ makers mark has been attributed to Thomas Dormer, a
London pipe maker who operated in the mid-1700s (Klimko 1987; Walker 1971). Several other
individuals, however, have been reported to operate using the ‘TD’ initial in the 18th century. To
further complicate matters the ‘TD’ brand was often plagiarized and applied to pipes that were
not constructed by Dormer, even by manufacturers whose initials were ‘TD’ (Omwake 1955,
Walker 1971). This makes attributing a date to ‘TD’ pipes based on the makers mark alone
difficult. Like the ‘TD’ makers mark, several pipe manufacturers have used the WM initials to
brand their pipes. The initials ‘WM’ were used to brand pipes as early as 1639 and as late as 1856
(Oswald 1960). While the very early dates can be safely discounted as being prior to significant
European fur trade activity in the region, this still leaves a very large and not very useful time
frame for dating the occupation of this section of the site based upon maker’s marks alone.
Studies in tobacco pipes have also found that the morphology of the bowl can provide
accurate dates for fur trade site occupation (Atkinson and Oswald 1969; Mallios 2005; Oswald
1961). These studies found that over time the size, shape, and angle of the pipe bowl changed.
Very generally speaking earlier pipes tended to have smaller bowls that were forward canted
while the bowls of later pipes were larger and positioned nearly perpendicular to the stem.
(Mallios 2005) This type of analysis would prove difficult for the pipe bowl fragments found on
the site as the recovered artifacts are very fragmentary and an accurate interpretation of their
morphology would be difficult to ascertain. Furthermore, the primary distinctions in pipe form
through time occurred prior to the to the late 1700s and would not assist in providing an accurate
date of occupation.
Several archaeologists have proposed methods of dating general occupation time frames
from the internal bore diameter of pipe stems. Harrington (1954) determined that the internal bore
diameter of pipe stems decreased over time, due to a trend in the pipe stems becoming longer and
requiring more internal support. Harrington’s procedure involved the measurement of the internal
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bore diameter of a selection of pipe stems with the use of 1/64th inch drill bits, with each 1/64th
inch increment representing approximately 30 to 50 years between the dates of 1620 and 1800
(Harrington 1954). His methodologies were later revised by Binford (1971) and Heighton and
Deagan (1971). All three methods have been used on sites with varying levels of success. After
testing Binford, Heighton and Deagan and a third rarely used method developed by Hanson
(1969), Laurie McMillan (2016) proposed that Heighton and Deagan provided the best results.
There is a total of 167 stem fragments recovered from the site whose internal bore
diameters were intact enough to provide an adequate measurement. While it is cautioned that the
results from sample sizes of less than 900 pipe stems be should viewed critically (McMillan
2016; Noël Hume 1963), acquiring dates from the internal bore diameter of small pipe stem
collections may still provide useful data even with the sample sizes provided from each section of
the site. Every attempt at refitting pipe fragments was made prior to analysis, and refit fragments
were discounted. However, it remains likely that multiple fragments from the analysis originated
from the same pipe, resulting in ‘duplicate’ pipes, i.e., a higher frequency of pipe fragments than
occurred on site.
The author has measured the available pipe stem fragments from all sections of the site
with 4/64th; 5/64th; and 6/64th inch drill bits (Table 7-2). Dates were calculated from these
measurements by using the methods provided by Binford (1971), and Heighton and Deagan
(1971). Both methods rely on a ‘weighted bore stem’ or the average bore stem diameter. The
equations that Binford proposed as well as the equation proposed by Heighton and Deagan can be
found in Figure 7.2.
Binford: 1931.85 – 38.26 (Weighted Bore Stem)
Heighton and Deagan: 1600 + 22((-log (Weighted Bore Stem) + 1.044325) / 0.05324)
Figure 7.2: Pipe Stem dating equations
The date calculated from a weighted bore diameter analysis using both Binford’s method
and the method devised by Heighton and Deagan provide dates earlier than the reported dates for
European trading on the South Saskatchewan River; however, all dates are firmly situated in the
mid to late 1700s (Table 7.2). It is important to note that, like nails, articles of trade like pipe
stems would be subject to a considerable time lag from when they were first manufactured to
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when they would be offered for sale. The date that these pipes were used and discarded occurred
well after the dates provided by these analyses.
Table 7.2: Pipe Stem Bore Diameter
Bore Diameter (inches)
6/64
5/64
4/64
Total
Binford Date:
Heighton and Deagan
Date:

Quantity
South
Central
5
4
10
15
4
1766.1 1740.6
1768.4 1742.7

North
1
77
70
148
1758.4
1760.3

Total
1
86
80
167
1758.6
1760.5

7.2.5 Stone Pipes
In total four fragments of stone smoking pipe were recovered from the northern section of
the site (see Figure 5.35). Three of the fragments are a greenish colour and are possibly
composed of steatite, while the fourth is a reddish brown and tentatively identified as composed
of argillite. The three green fragments are roughed out ‘blanks’ with a diagonal hatch pattern
inscribed on their exteriors and exhibit signs of being broken during manufacture. The brown
stone pipe fragment is smooth and does not display any visible decoration.
Several of these types of pipes have been recovered from northern Saskatchewan
archaeological sites dating to the late 1700s (Barka and Barka 1976; Froehlich 2001:82; Wallace
et al 1963). Morand (1993:90-91) notes that hundreds of similar style pipe blanks were recovered
from Michilimackinac in various states of completion and with chips and shavings from the
carving process being recovered in situ. Many of the stone pipe fragments that were recovered
from Michilimackinac date to the British occupation period from between 1740-1780 (Morand
1993; Stone 1974) The creation of stone pipes at fur trade posts by the post’s occupants was a
frequent occurrence and was a useful past time, presumably to supplement the employees’
income as a form of local craft industry, or as a form of non-verbal communication to
demonstrate the owner’s abilities and craftsmanship (Hamilton 1990:216; Morand 1993).
Markowski (2009:122-123) proposed that the presence of stone pipes on FfNm-1 is an
indicator that the site has NWC corporate affiliation; however, stone smoking pipes have been
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associated with both NWC and HBC posts (Froelich 2001:82, Hamilton 1990:215; Markowski
2009:122).
Hamilton (1990:215) states that stone pipes may also be an indicator of a seasoned and
experienced work force. The strong affiliation of this artifact type with NWC may therefore be
due to the NWC’s tendency to employ experienced French Canadian labourers from Montreal, as
well as its longer exposure to and adoption of Indigenous smoking practices (Hamilton
1990:215).
Prior to 1821 HBC preferred to hire labourers of English, Scot, or Orcadian decent
(Hamilton 1985:72). However, during the late 1700s, as the company established inland posts,
they began to employ labourers of mixed parentage to serve as experienced skilled labour
(Indigenous or French Canadian) (Hamilton 1985:72). These labourers would have been essential
to the logistics of operating inland posts and supply networks as they had the necessary
knowledge relevant to the inland fur trade and were also versed in relevant craft industries
(Hamilton 1990:215). During this period the Scot, Orcadian and English labourers were signing
multi-year contracts and becoming more experienced in the inland fur trade (Hamilton 1985:72)
Junior labourers were being stationed with more experienced labourers to learn the skills and
relevant craft industries required for the inland trade (Hamilton 1985:73) Within this context, it is
possible that the stone pipes recovered from FfNm-1 may instead reflect the presence of a skilled
inland labourer and not necessarily NWC corporate affiliation. This may also be the reason that
stone pipes are found on both NWC and HBC affiliated posts (Froelich 2001:82; Hamilton
1990:215; Markowski 2009:122).
7.2.6 Clasp Knives
Clasp knives are folding pocketknives that would have served a variety of uses in the past.
The blade can fold into the handle to ensure safety to the user and easy transportation. One intact
clasp knife was recovered from the central section and one clasp knife bolster was recovered in
the north section of FfNm-1 (see Chapter 5 Figures 5.21 and 5.47).
The handle of the intact clasp knife that was recovered from this section is curved with a
bulbous end, a short bolster and metal bolster liners. The back side of the blade is of British style
and is convex, possibly resembling a spear-point. However, the knife is folded and rusted closed
making confirmation of the blade shape impossible.
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Lyle Stone (1974) devised a system for classifying knives during his work on the
collection of Fort Michilimackinac. His system is based on the shape of either the knife’s blade
or handle. In his system, knives are designated as being either Class 1 (folding clasp knives) or
Class 2 (case knives or knives with a fixed non-folding blade and either a full, half tang or ‘rattail’ tang). The Class 1 knives were further categorized based upon how the blade was affixed
and pivoted within the handle (Group 1) or their handle shape (Group 2) (Stone 1974). These
groupings were further divided into Series, Type, and Varieties. Using Stone’s classification, the
knife from the central section closely resembles that of a Class 1, Group 2 Series B, Type 6 knife.
However, the knife from FfNm-1 would have had wooden handle scales as opposed to the bone
handled variety found at Michilimackinac (Stone 1974:267). Another specimen that more closely
resembles the knife from the central section was recovered from Nottingham House. This knife
was severely disarticulated and missing the tip of the blade yet still retained a similar morphology
to the knife recovered at FfNm-1 (Karklins 1983:113 Fig 59c).
The second fragment of a clasp knife consists of a metal bolster liner with a straight
handle and two segments for either bone or wood insets. Several rivets remain set in the liner;
however, both the blade and opposing side are missing from this artifact. This specimen also
resembles Stone’s Class 1, Group 2, Category 1 knife (Stone 1974).
Stone’s Class 1, Group 2 knives were dated to the last 40 years of the occupation of
Michilimackinac (1740-1780) while Nottingham house was in operation between 1802-1806.
Providing a rather broad date for this type of artifact to have been used between 1740-1806
(Karklins 1983; Stone 1974). It is also important to note that personal objects such as clasp
knives tend to have a rather long use life and may continue to be used well after they were
originally crafted.
7.2.7 Finger Rings
Decorative finger rings are found on fur trade sites throughout North America and can
generally be divided into three main categories including Jesuit Rings, rings with glass settings,
and plain finger rings (Thompson 2002). Four finger rings have been recovered from FfNm-1,
including two simple bands (both recovered from the north) and two rings with glass settings. All
four rings are broken and appear to be composed of brass and the bands measure approximately
2.9mm wide. Of the rings with glass settings, one ring has a setting for a single stone (recovered
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from the southern section, while the second ring has multiple settings including one large central
setting and six smaller settings in triangular formation flanking the central setting (recovered
from the northern section, See Chapter 5, Figure 5.26).
Refinements in the use of glass settings for various types of jewelry began in the late
1600s and early 1700s with the development of various types of leaded glass with high refractive
indices. When used in jewelry these types of glass are referred to as ‘Pastes’ (White 2005). These
types of settings were softer than traditional gemstones and easily scratched, however, were
inexpensive and came in a variety of colours, with the added safety of the wearer not having to
risk more valuable jewelry in public (White 2005). Due to their inexpensive nature and wide
array of colours, glass set rings became quite popular and began to be produced in large
quantities by the late 1700s (White 2005). The two glass set rings recovered from FfNm-1 are
examples of these types of mass-produced paste-rings.
Similar rings with glass settings have been recovered on several fur trade sites dating to
the late 1700s or early 1800s. These sites include Peter Pond’s fur trade post (1776-1780
[Thompson 2002]), Carlton House (1803-1805 [Klimko and McKeand 1998:341-345]),
Nottingham House (1802-1806 [Karklins 1983]) Grand Portage (1780-1803 [Craft 2015]), and
Fort Michilimackinac (1740-1780 [Stone 1974]). Besides providing a time frame that seems to be
commensurate with other artifacts found on the site, the rings occur on both NWC and HBC, and
therefore do not offer clues to either nationality or corporate affiliation.
7.2.8 Beads
Trade beads are a relatively common artifact occurring across North American fur trade
sites. Within these sites, beads are sometimes recovered singularly or in groups and clusters of
hundreds. These artifacts come in a multitude of different colours, shapes and sizes, varying from
small monochrome beads to some several cm long with multitudes of spots, lines, swirls, and
floral patterns.
Heinz Pyszczyk (2015) remarked that despite being a common feature within fur trade
site reports, researchers have not conducted much in the way of analyzing trade bead trends or on
the types of beads found at fur trade sites, instead focusing on descriptions of the morphology
and colours of recovered specimens. The ratios of different coloured seed beads recovered from
sites might offer some insight into the material culture of both Indigenous groups trading at the
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post or the workers who may have purchased from the post’s stores. Furthermore, trade bead
analysis has the potential to provide insight into the differences in types of goods various fur
trade outfits were trading, and possibly could be used to date sites.
Pyszczyk (2015) proposed three avenues of research that could be undertaken by
comparing the percent total of recovered white, blue, and other beads, with the latter category
encompassing all other colours of beads recovered on a site. The three trends that he found were:
differences exist in the ratios of white/blue/and other coloured beads (all non-blue or white
coloured seed beads) between the Athabascan and Saskatchewan districts; NWC posts tended to
stock more beads in the ‘other’ category than the white or blue categories when compared to their
HBC competitors (most notable in the Athabaskan region); and there appears to be a trend where
fur trade sites began to stock many more ‘other’ coloured beads relative to white and blue
coloured beads post 1830. The following analysis will examine how the colours of FfNm-1 beads
compare to the latter two of Pyszczyk’s analysis, namely how FfNm-1 compares to bead
assemblages from other HBC and NWC posts and how FfNm-1 compares to pre- and post-1830
bead assemblages in the Saskatchewan District.
A total of 2,428 seed beads have been recovered from FfNm-1 (Table 7.3). It becomes
immediately apparent when reviewing Table 7.3 that most seed beads from FfNm-1 derive from
the northern units. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the majority of blue beads were
recovered from a single northern unit (361N183E), amounting to 754 beads (46.9% of all blue
beads), mostly coloured light grey blue. This has the potential to skew any form of analysis due
to the possibility of over representation of this colour type. Additionally, it should be stated that
FfNm-1 has not been fully excavated so the beads that are presented here do not represent the
total number of beads at the site. In fact, they may not represent a reliable sample of all beads at
the site due to likelihood of missed beads during public excavations. For example, the spatial
distribution of beads may reflect a screen bias if certain areas or certain field seasons were
exclusively processed using ⅛” screens while the others were using ¼” and ⅛” screen
combinations. Three percent (3%) of the seed beads collected were recovered from across the
south and central section of the site, while 97% of the beads were collected in the northern
section. Due to the disproportionate sample of recovered seed beads, I will be conducting the
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following analysis on the complete assemblage collected from across the entire site rather than
focusing on each section (Figure 7.3).
Table 7.3: Seed Beads from Each Section of FfNm-1 By Colour Type
Seed Beads

South
Qty %
Blue
1
4.76%
White
7
33.33%
Other
13 61.91%
Total
21 100%
Percent of Total by Section 0.89%

Central
Qty %
13 27.08%
20 41.67%
15 31.25%
48 100%
1.98%

North
Qty
%
1,593 67.53%
377
15.98%
389
16.49%
2,359 100%
97.16%

Total
Qty
1,607
404
417
2,428
100%

%
66.2%
16.6%
17.2%
100%

Figure 7.3: Percentage of Beads by Colour from FfNm-1.
In 2015, Heinz Pyszczyk sought to determine if there may be differences in the quantities
of distinct types of beads that various fur trade posts stocked and if there were notable differences
within this artifact category across time and geography. Pyszczyk found that beads coloured
neither blue nor white (what he referred to as the ‘other’ category of beads) were the most
interesting for this type of analysis. Overall, he found that the recoveries from NWC sites tended
to have more ‘other’ coloured beads than those of their HBC counterparts (Pyszczyk 2015:269).
He proposed that these differences may be the result of the HBC post having a larger proportion
of Cree women on site which increased the demand for white and blue-coloured beads at the
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expense of the ‘other’ bead category. This pattern was more noticeable in the posts analyzed in
the Athabasca district whereas sites from the Saskatchewan District appeared to be “virtually the
same” (Pyszczyk 2015:269). Despite this apparent homogeneity of bead colours from the
Saskatchewan district, these tests had the potential to provide useful information about FfNm-1.
Beads from FfNm-1 were compared to Pyszczyk’s results for both the general trend of
HBC and NWC bead quantity ratios (Figure 7.4), and to specific posts from both companies in
the Saskatchewan District (Figure 7.5). Interestingly the blue and white bead ratios recovered
from FfNm-1 do not fit well with either the HBC or NWC posts, both generally or those within
the Saskatchewan District. The recoveries of white-coloured beads from FfNm-1 are
considerably lower than those of both the NWC and HBC posts while the quantity of bluecoloured beads is significantly higher. However, the ‘other’ category of beads from FfNm-1 is
like those of the NWC both in general, and to other bead ratios within the Saskatchewan District,
albeit a few percentage points higher. This may indicate that FfMn-1 was a NWC post; however,
Pyszczyk goes on to note that the differences in the other bead category between the NWC and
HBC company posts in the Saskatchewan district were “virtually the same” and the significant
differences were only seen in the Athabasca District. With this in mind, the likelihood of useful
information from the test decreases significantly.
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Figure 7.4: Percentage of FfNm-1 Bead Varieties Compared to interior HBC and NWC posts.
Modified from Pyszczyk 2015:270.

Figure 7.5: Percentage FfNm-1 Bead Varieties Compared to HBC and NWC Saskatchewan
District. Modified from Pyszczyk 2015:270.
Pyszczyk also examined the bead colour ratios of fur trade posts from both pre-1830 and
post-1830 fur trade sites in the Saskatchewan District. This was done to test a hypothesis that
sometime after the merger of the two fur trade companies in 1821, a change in bead pattern
preferences occurred within the interior Indigenous populations. The changes specifically
featured a shift from predominantly blue and white beaded geometric patterns to multi-coloured
beaded floral patterns. Pyszczyk theorized that this change in bead preference should be
noticeable in the archaeological record of these posts (Pyszczyk 2015).
Figure 7.6 shows the percentages of bead colours within posts from the Saskatchewan
District and those of FfNm-1. Within this comparison, FfNm-1 has significantly higher returns of
blue beads and slightly lower amounts of white beads from both pre 1830 and post1830s fur trade
posts, while the ‘other’ beads category from FfNm-1 sits almost directly in-between the pre- and
post-1830s category (pre 1830s = 9.2%; post-1830 = 27.7%; FfNm-1 = 17.2%), rendering results
from this test inconclusive.
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Figure 7.6: FfNm-1 Bead Varieties Compared to Pre-1830’s Fur Trade Sites and Post-1830s
Sites. Modified from Pyszczyk 2015:271.
From this analysis of the seed beads from the FfNm-1 collection, the blue and white
colour groups do not conform with the expected patterns from other fur trade posts or time
periods, with blue bead counts from FfNm-1 being consistently higher than average and white
beads containing generally lower amounts, however, the ‘other’ bead category seems to produce
results closely aligned with what we would expect from a fur trade post from this region of North
America with quantities that are not anomalously high or low.
When comparing FfNm-1’s ‘other’ bead category with those of the NWC and HBC, there
appears to be a minor correlation with bead quantities from the former. However, this correlation
should be treated skeptically. Pyszczyk found that the bead colour ratios between NWC and HBC
posts of the Saskatchewan district are “virtually the same” (2015). Therefore, there should not be
an appreciable difference between the bead selection of a NWC post or a HBC post. This could
possibly be due to the fierce competition between the two companies not allowing for significant
differences in stocks of trade beads (Pyszczyk 2015). When comparing the trade beads from the
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FfNm-1 collection to trade posts of both pre- and post-1830, the results fell almost directly in the
middle, rendering this method as a means of dating the site inconclusive.
Factoring in the previously mentioned sampling bias, the anomalously high quantity of
blue beads is almost certainly due to the bead cache in the northern section of the site, amounting
to over 40% of the blue seed beads recovered from the entire site. In addition to the quantity of
recovered beads not matching their expected amounts, large portions of the site remain
unexcavated. Perhaps with more exploration these anomalous levels of bead recoveries may align
with other fur trade sites within the region. On the other hand, perhaps the ratio of
blue/white/other beads is more or less accurate for the site and represents a hyper-localized bead
preference for the South Saskatchewan River. To test these theories more work would need to be
done at the site and in the region.
7.2.9 Tinkling Cones
Tinkling cones are decorative conical shaped objects formed by rolling a cupric alloy
blank around a mandrel (Giordano 2005:20). They were attached in rows along the borders of
shirts, skirts, or other garments using a knotted strip of leather or hair through the small hole in
the top of the cone. This resulted in a ‘tinkling’ sound as they clattered together when the wearer
moved (Giordano 2005:21; Stone 1974:131). They are a common occurrence on fur trade era
archaeological sites, and at FfNm-1 a total of 14 tinkling cones were identified (North n=7,
Central n=1, South n=6).
Morand (1993:50) notes that the copper and brass used in the creation of tinkling cones
frequently derived from other objects such as cupric alloy kettles. Brass and copper were not
shipped in sheet form but instead imported onto the continent as kettles and other already formed
objects. Only after the kettles’ usefulness had ended in their original form were they then
repurposed into other objects including tinkling cones and metal trapezoidal medallions or
patches for other kettles. Because these objects were not imported from Europe and instead
created by local peoples, these artifacts may represent another form of local craft industry in
which people would supplement their incomes by crafting useful and sought-after products
(Morand 1993).
The repurposing of kettles into tinkling cones also demonstrates a need and desire to
recycle products when necessary. This type of thinking can also be seen in the repurposing of a
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small brass thimble into a tinkling cone. This thimble (see Figure 5.6) features a small hole in its
top, possibly perforated in order to receive a length of string or hair so that it might be affixed to
a garment. Like tinkling cones, thimbles were also used on garments as well as other items,
including drums (Karklins 1992).
This reuse and recycling of items also calls into question some of the difficulties of
using functional categories in sorting artifacts from archaeological sites. Similar to the familiar
Archaeological Theory textbooks being used to prop up one’s computer monitor, everyday items
can serve multiple functions and progress through different uses in their life, not necessarily
reflective of their original design and intended purpose. The thimble from the southern section
began its use-life as a sewing implement and was then repurposed as a garment decoration.
Functional category systems, including the one outlined in Chapter 4 and used
throughout this thesis, have a difficult time accommodating polyfunctional items (Brooks 2005).
As one possible solution Brooks (2005) suggests that archaeologists need to distinguish between
primary intended use and primary intended function where primary intended function refers to
what the intended function of the item was at the time of manufacture and primary intended use
refers to the intended use by the consumer. Brooks also notes that modern electronic databases
are more than capable of maintaining these distinctions with additional catalog fields and further
suggests the addition of secondary and tertiary intended use fields (Brooks 2005:10). However,
this has the potential of leading to very large and cumbersome catalogs.
7.2.10 Summary of Artifacts of Note
The analysis of the FfNm-1 artifacts has revealed several key facts about the site,
including a probable time frame for occupation, some insight into local craft industries and
possible corporate affiliation. Analyzed artifact types included Nails, Buttons, Gunflints, Clay
Tobacco Pipes, Stone Pipes, Clasp Knives, Finger Rings, Tinkling Cones, and small Trade
Beads. The nails from the site were all hand wrought. This type of nail was being produced until
the mid-1800s.
Four different types of buttons from the site were classified based on the typology
proposed by Stanley Olsen (1963), and included Types A, E, G, and J. While there were
additional buttons recovered, their conditions were too poor for classification. In addition, pieces
of waste bone button blanks were not included in this analysis. Their presence, however, may
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represent a cottage industry featuring Type J button manufacture from bone fragments. The
results of the analysis of buttons show that they were produced across a combined 130-year time
frame from between 1700-1830, with the average date of 1783.
A total of eight gunspalls have been retrieved from the site. Several nations used
gunspalls including the French and British. While the French stopped producing gunspalls in the
early 1700s in favor of the more economical prismatic gunflint, the British and Dutch continued
the production until the early 1800s. The presence of these gunspalls in this region may indicate
that the post derived its stocks from Britain, which would date the site to pre-1800; however, it
should be noted that all of the gunspalls showed evidence of use wear and may have been brought
onto the site at the time of occupation.
A sample of 167 ball clay pipestems were analyzed by measuring the internal diameters of
their bore, then dated by applying equations by both Binford (1971) and Heighton and Deagan
(1971). The dates derived from these equations date to the mid-1700s. It should be noted that this
type of analysis usually requires a much larger sample size, as a small sample size may produce
inaccurate results (McMillan 2016; Noël Hume 1963).
Four stone pipes were recovered from the northern section of the site, all of which were
broken during the carving process. This probably indicates that these were crafted on site by either
labourers employed at the post, or by Indigenous visitors. In either case, these indications of local
manufacturing may reflect a means of supplementing income.
A complete clasp knife as well as the bolster liner of a clasp knife were recovered from
the site. Similar clasp knife styles that date to between 1740 and 1806 have been identified from
British occupied Michilimackinac and excavations at Nottingham House (Karklins 1983; Stone
1974).
A total of four brass finger rings were recovered from FfNm-1. Of the four, two have
glass settings or inset pastes, which are similar to those found at other fur trade posts dating to the
last quarter of the 18th century.
The fourteen tinkling cones recovered from the site were previously discussed as another
potential avenue of supplemental income generation for post labourers and employees. Of
particular note is the single sewing thimble that had, at some point during its use life, been
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converted into a tinkling cone to be worn on a garment. Reuse of thimbles in this manner has
been documented in primary accounts. The thimble also provided an example of some of the
difficulties that functional classification systems have with polyfunctional artifacts.
Finally, an analysis was performed on the seed beads recovered from the site. This
involved comparing the percentages of blue/white/other coloured seed beads to fur trade posts
excavated across Athabasca and Saskatchewan districts. The results of these comparisons were
largely inconclusive, possibly due to sampling sizes, and lack of extensive excavation at FfNm-1.
These artifacts all provided insight into the broad characteristics of FfNm-1. The dates
provided by the artifacts span approximately 150 years, however, this timeframe can be narrowed
down to the last quarter of the 1700s. While nationality or corporate affiliation cannot be
concluded by the analysis of artifacts, the collection of gunspalls suggests the presence of British
sourced goods, which is consistent with the occurrence of HBC buttons found across the site.
A summary of these artifacts by section, date range and possible affiliations is provided in
Table 7.4. Overall, the most significant difference between the three sections of the site has to do
more with the quantity of artifacts recovered than the types of artifacts recovered. Of the six types
of artifacts analyzed, almost all occur in some amount across the three sections of the site, and
even when comparing unique artifacts such as HBC beaver buttons, these occur in both the
northern and southern sections, just in fewer quantities.

Hand Wrought
Nails
Buttons

149

Pre 1850

Derived
Date
-

2

1750-1812

1787

Gunspalls

4

Pre 1800

-

South

Clay Pipe Stems

15

1720-1800

Finger Rings
Tinkling Cones
Seed Bead
Colour Ratios
Hand Wrought
Nails

1
6
21

17661768
1776-1806
Inconclusive -

Cen
tral

Table 7.4: Summary of Artifacts of Note by Section
Section Artifact

Quantity Date Range

6

Pre 1850

185

-

Comments
Supplanted by machine made
nails ~1790
Type E (n=1)
Type G(n=1)
Supplanted by Gunflints:
French 1725 British 1800
Examples of Craft Industry
Supplanted by machine made
nails ~1790

North
All Sections

Buttons

1

1750-1830

1790

Clasp Knife
Clay Pipe Stems
Tinkling Cone
Seed Bead
Colour Ratios
Hand Wrought
Nails
Buttons

1
4
1
48

1740-1806
1740-1742
Inconclusive

-

65

Pre 1850

-

11

1700-1812

1781

Gunspalls

4

Pre 1800

-

Clay Pipe Stems

148

1680-1800

Stone Pipes
Finger Rings
Tinkling Cones
Seed Bead
Colour Ratios
Hand Wrought
Nails
Buttons

4
3
7
2,359

17581760
1776-1806
Inconclusive -

220

Pre 1850

-

14

1700-1830

1783

Gunspalls

4

Pre 1800

-

Clay Pipe Stems

167

1680-1800

Stone Pipes
Finger Rings
Tinkling Cones
Seed Bead
Colour Ratios

4
4
14
2,428

17581760
1776-1806
Inconclusive -

Type J (n=1) Example of
Craft Industry
Example of Craft Industry

Supplanted by machine made
nails ~1790
Type A (n=1)
Type E (n=5)
Type G (n=5)
Supplanted by Gunflints:
French 1725 British 1800
Example of Craft Industry
Example of Craft Industry
Supplanted by machine made
nails ~1790
Type A (n=1)
Type E (n=6)
Type G (n=6)
Type J (n=1) Example of
Craft Industry
Supplanted by Gunflints:
French 1725 British 1800
Example of Craft Industry
Example of Craft Industry

7.3 Discussion of Artifacts Spatial Distribution and GIS
Archaeology is itself a practice in spatial distribution. Artifacts and features are exposed
and mapped through careful excavation, and site formation processes are mapped and interpreted
through the examination of stratigraphic profiles (White and Corcoran 2015). As many items are
identified and dated as possible, the attention to spatiotemporal detail allows archaeologists to
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reconstruct past events and to explain what happened in a particular place at a particular time
(White and Corcoran 2015).
The use of GIS in mapping vertical and horizontal artifact distributions is increasingly
common and continues to improve as more sensitive and accurate software and hardware is
created. Being able to create an accurate visual representation of the data on both a macro (Figure
7.7) and conceivably micro scale allows for the ability to discover activity areas and structures
where there may be little existing evidence. These techniques have been extensively used in
precontact archaeology and to a lesser extent on fur trade posts (Craft 2015)
The methods used to create the distribution maps found throughout this thesis can be
found in Chapter 4. The benefit of this methodological process is in the use of artifact catalogues
which are commonly created in spreadsheet or database programs such as Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft Access, or File Maker. These programs can either interface directly with most GIS
software or allow the artifact data to be easily exported into tabular format such as comma
separated values (CSV). The user can build and export high quality choropleth maps with the GIS
software, making it ideal for inter- and intra- site comparisons, such as at Grand Portage (Craft
2015). Although others have had success with conducting spatial analysis without the use of a
GIS (Hamilton 1990; Klimko and McKeand 1998), using the equipment makes this task much
simpler.
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Figure 7.7: Macro Scale Representation of all Artifacts Recovered at FfNm-1
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7.3.1 Southern Section Horizontal Distribution
The southern section was arbitrarily defined as all units south of the 320N grid line. This
grouping was created to encompass several visible features such as chimney mounds and a cellar
depression. In total, 103 units (60 m²) have been excavated in the southern section, 34 of which
(28m²) are within 5m of a chimney mound or cellar depression. The remaining 32m² of southern
excavations were used to investigate the location of the stockade wall (16.75m²) and explore any
features that were not readily visible in the south (15.75m²). Despite this, the only defined
structural feature identified in the southern section is the stockade wall and a few fragments of
structural wood fragments such as joists and wall sills. The full outline of the building that
existed in the southern section has not yet been defined.
The use of GIS is able to provide visual representations of artifact distributions and
concentrations. Most artifacts seem to cluster in two of the excavated areas of the site. This
includes one cluster near the eastern chimney mound (Table 7.5 and Figure 7.8:1) and a second
cluster in the northeast corner of the stockade wall (Table 7.6 and Figure 7.8:2).
Table 7.5: Functional Category totals from Southern Artifact Cluster 1
Functional Category

Architecture
Artifacts of Indigenous
Manufacture
Business and Transportation
Domestic
Fire Broken Rock
Hunting, Subsistence, and
Defense
Miscellaneous
Personal and Recreational
Total

Unit
302N

303N

304N

305N

306N

307N

175E
72

175E
274

175E
458

178E
21

179E
1,685

179E
1,281

Total
3,791

4

2

5

0

1

1

13

0
0
0

0
6
0

0
10
2

0
0
0

11
21

3
1
68

14
17
91

0

1

2

0

0

0

3

21
1

142
1

172
4

0
0

32
0

0
0

367
6

1,750

1,354

4,302

98

426

189

653

21

Figure 7.8: Areas of Interest in the Southern Section
The first artifact cluster (Figure 7.8:1) mostly contains artifacts from the Architecture,
Fire Broken Rock and Miscellaneous categories. The large quantities of Architectural artifacts,
including chinking and a small number of hand wrought nails, confirm that the cluster is situated
within a structure. The large quantities of Fire Broken Rock are commensurate with this area of
interests’ proximity to the chimney mound, being the primary source of heat for the building
likely located in this site section. This location also contains most of the ceramic fragments from
the southern section. These fragments possibly derive from gallipots or small medicinal jars
(Domestic Functional Category) as well as the vast majority of recovered writing slate fragments
(Business and Transportation) and artifacts from the Personal and Recreational category. This
may indicate that the area near the eastern most chimney mound was associated with someone
literate and of elevated social status, possibly a clerk.
The other significant cluster in the southern section (Figure 7.8:2) is located against the
northeast corner of the stockade wall. These units (Table 7.5) contain small amounts of
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Architectural Artifacts, and larger quantities of Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture, Personal
and Recreational Artifacts and a large quantity of Faunal specimens. This area possibly
represents a midden that developed during periods of cleaning the post grounds.
Table 7.6: Functional Category Totals from Southern Section Artifact Cluster 2
Functional Categories
Architecture
Artifacts of Indigenous
Manufacture
Faunal
Fire Broken Rock
Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense
Miscellaneous
Personal and Recreational
Total

Units
302N190E
0

302N191E
1

303N191E
7

304N191E
2

Total
10

3
12
0
0
0
1
16

6
37
0
0
0
2
46

11
284
3
1
0
3
309

3
150
0
0
1
6
162

23
483
3
1
1
12
533

7.3.2 Central Section Horizontal Distribution
The central section is defined as all units between the 320N and 350N grid lines. This
section encompasses most of the site between the northern and southern chimney mounds, of
which a total of 38 units have been excavated amounting to over 23 m² of site. Several areas of
this section show signs of various forms of disturbance, including the development of an access
road on the west side, and evidence of agricultural damage in the east in the form of plow
scarring. Within this section there are no surficially visible features; however, examination of the
excavated materials and their location has revealed at least one area of interest (Figure 7.9:1 and
Table 7.7).
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Table 7.7: Functional Category Totals from Central Section Artifact Cluster
Functional Categories

Units
338N
193E
Architecture
35
Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture 1
Domestic
0
Fire Broken Rock
0
Personal and Recreational
0
Total
36

340N
186E
7
5
0
1
14
27

341N
191E
1,657
7
1
0
1
1,666

341N
192E
760
10
0
7
2
779

342N
193E
156
0
0
0
2
158

348N
195E
22
0
0
7
0
29

Total
2,637
23
1
15
19
2,695

Figure 7.9: Area of Interest in the Central Section
The area of interest in the central section comprises six units. The majority of the artifacts
that derive from this area include Architectural Artifacts with lesser quantities of Artifacts of
Indigenous Manufacture; Personal and Recreational Artifacts; Fire Broken Rock; and Domestic
Artifacts. The large quantities of Architectural Artifacts may indicate the presence of a yet
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undocumented building, although excavations have not yet identified any distinct and in-situ
structural remains, such as floorboards, sleepers, wall sills or a chimney mound. It is possible that
excavations have not yet intercepted these structural features; however, it also may be possible
that the structure was comparatively simple and did not require such structural elements. Such a
structure may have been a victual shed with a packed dirt floor. The walls may have been sealed
with chinking to deter animals, however, there would not have been a need for wooden floors or
fireplaces for heating. Conversely there may have been a fireplace that was dismantled and
plowed over after the site was abandoned. Further work should be considered to explore this area
of interest.
7.3.3 Northern Section Horizontal Distribution
The northern section is defined as all units north of 350N which encompasses the
excavated units associated with the northern chimney mound and a cellar depression. In total 71
units have been excavated in this section, amounting to over 59 m² of excavations. Of these
excavated units, the majority (52 units or 44.5 m² by area) are within 5 m of a chimney mound or
cellar depression. The remaining excavated units mostly comprise the half meter wide
exploration trench running north of the features or units excavated within the access roadway.
Despite the concerted efforts in excavating the northern section focusing on areas surrounding the
surficially visible features, no building outlines have yet been defined for the structure or
structures that once stood here, and few intact structural remains have been documented.
The use of GIS mapping technology has been able to composite the location of pit
features across the north. The locations of these features were derived from level forms, with
most of the features extending across multiple units and field seasons. This mapping technology
has allowed for portions of pit features separated by unit boundaries to be tied into single
features. Furthermore, rendering these features in a GIS allows us to easily understand their
orientation and see that they seem to form a line running in a roughly east/west direction. The
ability to digitize features on to maps and then overlay various artifact counts on choropleth maps
demonstrates that most artifact concentrations tend to correlate with these pit features, suggesting
that these features may have acted as sinks for artifacts. The use of GIS provided a convenient
means of displaying features from several years of level forms and allowed for the comparison
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with artifact distributions. Also, the general artifact grouping for this section of the site seem to
cluster into these pit features.
The use of choropleth mapping of artifact distributions has allowed for the identification
of three areas of interest for the northern section. These occur both east and west of the chimney
mound. There are other larger clusters of artifacts that have been identified in the north (see
Chapter 6); however, because of the large variety of artifact types recovered in these clusters, an
in-depth analysis of these areas would be exceedingly complex with many overlapping artifact
concentrations. More analysis of these areas should be conducted.

Figure 7.10: Areas of Interest in the North Section
The first area of interest in the northern section is located just west of the chimney mound
(Figure 7.10:1). Within this area is a clustering of several different artifacts from five different
functional categories (Table 7.8). When compared to the described areas of interest in the South
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or central sections there appear to be very low numbers of Architectural artifacts. However, there
are large quantities of artifacts from the Personal and Recreational; Hunting Subsistence and
Defense; and to a lesser extent, Domestic artifacts. The recoveries from the Personal and
Recreational category are almost entirely small trade beads or fragments of pipe stems. The
artifact from Hunting Subsistence and Defense consists predominantly of pieces of lead shot. The
Domestic category contains several ceramic fragments, possibly deriving from gallipots. This
cluster also contains all the writing slate fragments from this section of the site.
Table 7.8: Functional Category Totals from the Northern Section Artifact Cluster 1
Functional Categories

Units
361N
182E
Architecture
9
Business and Transportation
0
Domestic
2
Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense 0
Personal and Recreational
247
Total
258

361N
183E
85
0
3
38
929
1,055

362N
183E
58
0
11
9
204
282

362N
184E
4
7
7
11
156
185

363N
182E
8
0
1
2
121
132

363N
183E
58
0
4
15
86
163

Total
222
7
28
75
1,743
2,075

The second area of interest occurs a few meters south of the first (Figure 7.10:2). This
artifact cluster consists of four units, with artifact returns being dominated by Personal and
Recreational artifacts; Hunting, and Subsistence and Defense (Table7.9). Artifacts from the
Personal and Recreational category mostly consist of small trade beads and pipe stems.
Furthermore, this location also contains the majority of the buttons and sewing related artifacts
from the site – notably, with most of the buttons deriving from the same unit. The Hunting,
Subsistence and Defense category for this area consists mostly of lead shot. This area, as well as
area one, are interpreted as being in the vicinity of some form of storeroom or trade room. Most
of the artifacts from these two areas are trade related including large quantities of beads, pipe
stems and lead shot as well as fragments of writing slates.
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Table 7.9: Functional Category Totals from the Northern Section Artifact Cluster 2
Functional Categories

Units
357N

357N 358N 358N

182E

183E

182E

183E

Total

Architecture

14

28

21

11

74

Business and Transportation

0

2

0

0

2

Domestic

3

2

3

Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense 38

153

63

5

259

Personal and Recreational

65

196

110

39

410

Total

120

381

197

55

753

8

The third area of interest is located east of the chimney mound and north of the cellar
depression (Figure 7.10:3). This area consists of comparatively few Architectural artifacts and
much greater quantities of Faunal specimens, Fire Broken Rock, and Personal and Recreational
artifacts (Table 7.10). The faunal specimens vary from intact large bones to small broken
fragments of burnt and calcined bone. Interspersed with these faunal specimens are fragments of
fire broken rock and several broken and discarded Personal and Recreational artifacts, including
an incomplete and discarded stone pipe bowl, snowshoe needle, modified bones with button hole
marks (similar to Type J buttons), and many beads. This area is interpreted as a refuse midden,
which may have started as a grease pit and was subsequently infilled with broken and discarded
objects.
Table 7.10: Functional Category Totals from the Northern Section Artifact Cluster 3
Functional Categories

Units
361N193E
Architecture
5
Artifacts of Indigenous Manufacture 1
Domestic
1
Faunal
341
Fire Broken Rock
0
Hunting, Subsistence, and Defense
2
Personal and Recreational
10
Total
360
196

362N192E
2
1
0
394
32
0
4
433

362N193E
85
4
6
1,299
9
15
67
1,485

Total
92
6
7
2,034
41
17
81
2,278

7.3.4 Horizontal Distribution of Artifacts of Note
Seven types of artifacts of note have been analyzed and provided a better insight into the
dating and various affiliations of the site. Figure 7.11 shows the distributions of Buttons, Clasp
Knives, Gunflints, and Finger Rings. Figure 7.12 displays the distribution of all clay pipes across
the site and Figure 7.13 shows the distribution of all seed beads across the site. It is worth noting
that the location of these artifacts also corresponds with several previously mentioned areas of
interest. Furthermore, there are differences in artifact quantities between the three sections, with
more diagnostic artifacts occurring in the north half of the site versus the southern section while
structural artifacts such as nail are more prevalent in the south half of the site (Figure 7.14).
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Figure 7.11: Distribution of Gunflints, Clasp Knives, Finger Rings and Buttons
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of Clay Pipes Across All Section of the Site
199

Figure 7.13: Distribution of Seed Beads Across the site
200

Figure 7.14: Spatial Distribution of Nails across FfNm-1
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7.3.5 Horizontal Distribution Summary
Although many clusters of artifacts have been identified using GIS-derived choropleth
maps, a total of six areas of interest have been interpreted through the analysis of the suite of
artifacts contained within the identified clusters. The interpreted areas include a clerk’s cabin,
two refuse pit middens, the general location of a trade room or storage room, and the location of
an as yet unidentified structure - possibly a victual shed. These interpretations were based solely
on clusters of artifacts and not on defined structural remains such as buildings or rooms. None of
delimitating features have yet been identified in great number at FfMn-1. Additionally, the
distributions of artifacts of note were plotted on choropleth maps. The distributions of these
artifacts correspond with several of the identified areas of interest. Also there seems to be a trend
of more diagnostic artifacts occurring in the northern section of the site and more structural
artifacts occurring in the southern half of the site.

7.4 Vertical Distribution and Site Stratigraphy
The vertical distribution of artifacts in each section of the site appears to be distinct and to
contain only one occupation horizon. Stratigraphic profiles reveal that the site is overlain with a
thin layer of modern turf and soil development between 5 and 15 cm thick in some places. This is
followed by thick artifact bearing strata between 20 cm to upwards of over 100 cm thick in areas
surrounding the northern and southern features. These complex strata are resting on a layer of
buff yellow silt that appears to be the natural subsoil of the area.
The vertical distribution of artifacts shows that each section is fairly unique. Artifacts
from the northern section appear to be well distributed through the stratigraphic column, peaking
between 60-70 cmbs. There also appears to be a small tail of artifacts occurring past 100 cmbs.
This has been attributed to a combination of complex processes of artifacts falling into pit
features, such as storage pits and cellars during the site’s occupation, and post occupation
slumping and collapsing of pit walls. These complex processes may have resulted in the deeper
stratified artifacts. Both the stratigraphy and vertical distribution of artifacts from the central
section are much shallower. Most artifacts from this section occur in the top 20-30 cmbs, and
recoveries sharply decline after this depth.
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Stratigraphically there appears to be evidence of disturbance across this section in the
form of plow scars and agricultural activities, the extent of which is not known. The southern
section shows similarities to both the northern and central sections. In this section, like the central
section, the majority of the artifacts tend to occur very shallowly in the stratigraphic column,
between 10-30 cmbs tapering sharply off from that depth into an extended tail towards the very
deepest units. Like the northern section, this tail has been interpreted as a result of artifacts falling
into storage pits. Interestingly there are few noted pit features from the southern section, with the
large cellar depression being the most prominent one identified. This could mean that the storage
pits were not properly identified on unit excavation forms, from which the mapped data derived,
or that the outline of these pit features were obliterated somehow, either during or after site
occupation. Also, excavations in the northern section are more concentrated and able to intercept
these pit features while the southern section is more spread out and focused on the identified
stockade feature.
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CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Introduction
The objective of this thesis was to determine if FfNm-1 represented a single post, and if
different areas of the site could be distinguished from one another. Additional objectives included
determining a date range for the occupation of FfNm-1, and to determine the site’s corporate
affiliation through a thorough and detailed artifacts analysis. Part of this understanding included
the spatial analysis of artifact distributions across the site, and whether the artifact data could
reveal any yet unknown activity areas.

8.2 Is FfNm-1 the HBC’s South Branch House?
In a previous analysis of the site, the question was raised whether FfNm-1 represented the
archaeological remains of the late eighteenth-century HBC trading post, South Branch House
(Markowski 2009). Markowski chose to analyze nails, carved stone pipes, ball-clay pipes,
brooches, trapezoidal pendants, gunflints, and buttons. These artifacts were useful in providing a
broad range of dates for the occupation of FfNm-1. His observations of the nails, buttons and
ball-clay pipes provided a date range of the late 1700s to the early 1800s. These dates are
consistent with the results presented in Chapter 7. Markowski felt the gunflints were inconclusive
as to corporate (HBC vs Independent vs NWC) or national affiliation (English vs French)
(Markowski 2009:132). However, several authors disagree and state that gunflint morphology
(i.e. trapezoidal shaped flints and spall shaped flints) can be useful in determining national
affiliation (Ballen 2014; Witthoft 1966) (See Chapters 5 and 7).
Markowski used stone pipes, silver brooches, and trapezoidal pendants to tentatively
assign the corporate affiliation of FfNm-1 as either that of the NWC or an Independent firm
(Markowski 2009:139). It should be stated that brooches and pendants are items of adornment
and do not necessarily reflect items originating from a trade post. Also, research has shown that
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using stone pipes and silver brooches may not be conclusive in terms of assigning corporate
affiliation (Prager 1980:48).
Prager has stated, citing Nicks (1969:96) and Barbeau (1942:11,13), that “Some silver
items bear diagnostic makers marks, as the [HBC] had trade silver manufactured in England,
while the [NWC] dealt primarily with Montreal silversmiths”. This statement implies that
makers’ marks are the diagnostic trait for assigning corporate affiliation as opposed to the silver
item itself, as both companies sold trade silver items (Prager 1980:47). The brooches recovered
from FfNm-1 do not possess makers’ or touch marks and have not been assayed for their
composition; therefore, it is unclear if the brooches recovered from FfNm-1 are silver, or pewter
or some other alloy, and it is not possible to assign corporate affiliation without a maker’s mark.
However, Prager also stated that some artifacts can be used to determine corporate affiliation,
one of these being HBC uniform buttons (Prager 1980:47). several of which have been recovered
from both sides of FfNm-1 indicating a possible affiliation of the site with the HBC (See
Chapters 5 and 7).
While stone pipes tend to occur more frequently at NWC posts, they have also been
associated with HBC posts and therefore should not be used to determine corporate affiliation
alone (Froehlich 2001; Hamilton 1990; Prager 1980, Stone 1974). Hamilton proposed that carved
stone pipes may be an indicator of a local craft or skill adoption undertaken by French Canadians
or experienced Orcadian employees (Hamilton 1985; Hamilton 1990).
The HBC and NWC tended to construct their trade posts differently. The remote
wintering posts of both companies tended to be much smaller, simpler, and less formal in design
than either companies’ administrative posts or regional headquarters (Hamilton 1990:76-127).
Wintering posts tended to display a range of layout styles, most being small structures designed
to be replaced every few years (Hamilton 1990: 105). However, the layout of NWC posts tended
to be larger and more spread out when compared to HBC posts, which tended to be much smaller
simpler (Hamilton 1990:76).
South Branch House went through two main construction phases (HBCA B205/a/1;
HBCA B205/a/7). The initial construction, in 1786, consisted of a new house measuring 36 ft by
24 ft surrounded by a stockade (HBCA B205/a/1: December 21st 1786). The journals also
mention numerous instances when the stockade construction and expansion, sometimes done to
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make room for a larger garden (HBCA B205/a/1-8). The two clusters of features from FfNm-1
may be the remains of these two building phases.
The northern group features may be the initial building constructed in 1786 and the
southern group of features may be the second building phase from 1792. There is also some
evidence that there may be additional structures that were located in the central section of the site.
This theory would explain the evidence of burning that has been found in the southern section as
well as parts of the central and northern sections, presumably deriving from when the 1792
structures were razed during the attack of 1794 (see Chapters 5 and 6). It would also explain why
there are more artifacts deriving from the northern section which would have been occupied for a
longer period of time. Furthermore, this section of the South Saskatchewan River is relatively
wood-poor and many larger wooden structural elements may have been removed from the site by
European fur traders or Indigenous peoples, after it was destroyed. However, the full extent of the
site has not yet been explored, with excavations predominantly focusing near known structural
features and not exploring the total extent of FfNm-1. Further excavations and explorations of the
site will need to be completed to verify or refute this theory.
It is conceivable that the remains of FfNm-1 are those of an independent or NWC post
(Markowski 2009), however, I have presented evidence to the contrary. Through the use of
several lines of evidence, as outlined above, I was able to decrease the uncertainties inherent in
using single artifacts to determine corporate affiliation. In this thesis, I have analyzed several
types of artifacts and have made note of corporation affiliation through association when
possible. The artifacts that provide some indications of national affiliation have been described
above and suggest that FfNm-1 is of British affiliation. Additionally, the multiple HBC beaver
buttons that have been collected from both the north and south sides of the site indicate FfNm-1
has HBC corporate affiliation. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of structural features, as well
as the evidence of intense fire from burned artifacts and ashy stratigraphic layers noted across the
site presents similarities with the historical narrative of the construction and ultimate destruction
HBC South Branch House. Nevertheless, much work remains to be done to confirm or refute
these identifications. The full extent of the site has yet to be delineated and the various structures
that once occupied the site to be defined.
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8.3 Limitations
FfNm-1 has several limitations that required consideration prior to interpreting the data
presented throughout this thesis. These factors include the excavation type, the lack of site
boundaries, significant bioturbation and the state of the site during the 2018 excavations.
Additionally, the use of functional categories as a system to organise the artifact catalogue posed
several challenges for the interpretation and analysis of the site.
Nine years of excavation at the site were based primarily on the needs of public
archaeology. These needs tend to form a compromise between archaeological research goals and
areas of the most public interest, i.e. which areas are likely to be the most rewarding for members
of the general public to work in. Regardless of how important sterile units may be to the
delineation of an archaeological site, few people wish to excavate them, and they are more
difficult to relate to in regard to the education of the public. As a result, excavation areas tended
to be centered around the easily visible surface features and focused less on general site
exploration. Over time, this trend resulted in the divisions used to separate the three main areas
identified in this thesis: the northern, southern, and central areas. Fortunately, each of these areas
display distinct distributions of artifact types, and functional categories.
Apart from portions of stockade walls in the southern and northern sections, the site
boundaries and building footprints have not yet been identified. This severely limits the ability to
compare this site with more complete fur trade assemblages, many of which rely on the
distribution of artifacts within and outside of structures and foundations for both inter- and intrasite comparisons.
There is a significant degree of bioturbation present at the site. This was illustrated very
effectively throughout the 2018 excavations with fresh daily mounds of zoologically excavated
sediments, chinking, and assorted bone fragments, as documented in site reports (Szot 2018).
Bocek’s 1992 experimental study demonstrated that rodent disturbance could have drastic
impacts on vertical artifact distribution, particularly when loosely backfilled dirt and long
hiatuses between excavations are present (Bocek 1992). The nine-year public archaeology project
provided ample opportunity for rodent disturbance, which in turn provided ample opportunity for
a significant amount of vertical artifact displacement.
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At the time of this research, excavations at the site had not occurred since 2014 and the
site was not being actively maintained by Saskatchewan Parks. As a result, the area was heavily
overgrown with tall grass and juvenile poplar. Ground clearing was significantly limited to
immediate areas of excavation and the initial scope of the spatial analysis was decreased out of
necessity as the project wore on.
Finally, the use of functional categories as the basis for the artifact analysis presented
issues with how the artifacts were represented. These issues broadly centered around the inherent
polyfunctionality of many historic artifacts and the difficulties that functional categories with
representing how an artifact’s function and symbolic or social value may change over time and
how these types of cataloguing systems limit the types of inquiry one can conduct.
The purpose of an artifact catalogue is to facilitate a holistic analysis of an assemblage
(Crook et al. 2002:30–31). Functional category systems offer an arguably better method of
analyzing artifact assemblages than other forms of categorization i.e. material-based category
systems (Sprague 1981). However, by their nature functional categories are designed to present
and group artifacts by their perceived function, possibly at the expense of other avenues of
research such as Ethnicity, Class, Gender, etc. (Brooks 2005). The omission of these important
topics can constrain the lens in which an archaeologist analyzes a site and may result in
potentially interesting perspectives being overlooked.
Additionally, while most functional category systems group artifacts into a function based
upon the context that they were recovered, they seldom offer the ability to record the other ways
that the artifact may have used over its use-life (Brooks 2005). Polyfunctionality relates to the
fact that artifacts have more than one specific function, and that this function can change over the
use-life of the artifact. For instance, gallipots are created for transportation and storage of medical
ointments and salves, however, they can also be used as drinking vessels after their medicine has
been used. Additionally, thimbles like the one recovered from FfNm-1 have been repurposed as
articles of adornment (Karklins 1992:24). Furthermore, artifacts can be recycled after their
discard resulting in the “[artifacts to have] arguably gone through two separate manufacturing
processes providing two irreconcilable primary intended functions” (Brooks 2005). This can be
seen with tinkling cones being crafted from exhausted kettles or metal arrow heads being cut
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from barrel hoops. It is important to record the polyfunctionality of artifacts in order to develop a
holistic understanding of an artifact assemblage and site.
Brooks (2005) also contends that modern database technology can more than facilitate the
recording of the various aspects of artifacts beyond function. This can be accomplished by the
addition of extra fields which can be populated at the time of recording form and function
attributes or possibly with the use of various interrelated databases. However, the act of
populating these extra fields often requires additional training, research, and specialized
knowledge into the myriad of ways artifacts were historically used and the various implications
of the artifact for topics such as for example gender or ethnicity. These specific skills in artifact
identification may not be available at the time of cataloguing especially in instances of limited
resources such as in situations involving a public outreach-based archaeological dig. Also, there
are factors of research scope that need to be considered. The more topics and fields that are
included in an artifact database can cause significant scope-creep of an artifact analysis, or may
cause the catalogue to become unwieldy due to the many interrelations.
Despite the challenges posed by functional category systems, its use within this study has
produced interesting results and has identified several activity areas, that may have been more
challenging to identify with another system.
8.4 Recommendations for Future Work
The following subsection lists several recommendations for excavations, should further
field work on FfNm-1 occur. These recommendations will primarily focus on site excavation
planning and consistent data management. Following these recommendations will provide a
better understanding of the site.
It is the author’s opinion that future excavations should focus on establishing boundaries
for the FfNm-1 site. This can be accomplished by continuing the long slit trench program that
was started in 2005, but on a larger scale. The results of this program should see at least one long
trench excavated from the north section of the site to the south with several smaller trenches
branching off in grid east-west directions into the adjacent cultivated field and towards the river
terrace. The method would require significant amounts of excavation; however, as this may not
be possible to complete in one or two field seasons an alternative method may be considered.
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This could involve an intensive shovel testing program at regular, fine intervals (one 1m x 50cm
shovel test excavated at five-meter intervals across the site). Either of these methods would allow
for a clearer understanding of the site’s stratigraphy and boundaries, as well as allowing for
preliminary modeling of artifact frequencies and distributions across the site.
Future excavations should also concern themselves with the location and mapping of
building footprints. In addition to the exploratory methods described above, large block style
excavations should be utilized when exploring and excavating within, or near, structures and
features. Previous years excavations have largely utilized 1m x 1m excavation units scattered
across the site or concentrated around known structures. The use of small 1m x 1m excavation
units does not allow for the clear documentation and understanding of large structures and
features, such as those found on historic sites. Future excavations should be focused on large
block style excavations with a minimum unit size of 3m x 3m excavation blocks. Similar
excavation practises have been used with success, including the excavation of Ft. Rivière
Tremblant (MacKie 1967) and the excavation of Pine Fort (Hamilton 1986). This will allow for a
much clearer view of large features whose extents would be missed or misinterpreted if
uncovered using previous methods.
The features uncovered from within the shovel test pits and large-scale block excavations
should be digitized into a GIS or similar digital geospatial mapping program. This will allow for
better continuity of excavation results between field seasons, provide guidance on future areas to
explore and act as an additional resource for field season planning.
Finally, instead of creating a new database each year, results and artifacts should be
maintained in one ongoing digital database with clearly established terms and categories. A
single database allows for artifacts from all field seasons to be displayed either in tabular format
or converted into data for spatial analysis. The database should allow for the classification of
polyfunctional items by including fields for primary, secondary, and even tertiary intended use as
well as the inclusion of fields for classifying artifacts that may provide insight into Ethnicity,
Class, and Gender. These additions to the ongoing artifact catalogue would allow for a wider
level of inquiry and investigation. A single ongoing database also allows for an easier and more
accurate comparison, analysis and discussion the site as a whole and across several years versus
just in terms of the recoveries from just a single field season.
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8.5 Concluding Remarks
FfNm-1 is an important yet still enigmatic archaeological site. It has been the scene of a
large number of public archaeology and research-oriented investigations but as pointed out
above, the nature of those projects has not satisfactorily answered the questions that remain as to
the affiliation and organization of the site. This thesis contributes to a re-evaluation of FfNm-1
through a functional analysis of the site’s artifacts and GIS-based horizontal and vertical analyses
of artifact distribution. Through multiple lines of evidence these analyses successfully determined
a range of occupation dates at the site, as well as provided tentative corporate affiliations.
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